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Inside

by Leslie Stimson
Ibiquity Digital Corp. has cleared an
important hurdle on the road to commercial rollout of its in-band, on-channel digital audio broadcasting system.
The standards- setting body evaluating the viability and practicality of
implementing IBOC digital radio has
studied Ibiquity's FM system and
declared it "asignificant improvement",
over analog.
'Improved audio'
The DAB Subcommittee of the
National Radio Systems Committee has
recommended that the FCC approve the
system for use in the United States,
specifically citing its "greatly reduced
impact of multipath interference ( for
mobile, portable and fixed receivers
alike); superior resistance to co-channel
and adjacent channel interference; support for enhanced data services and
improved audio quality."
.
e In a more than 200- page document
released in late November, the NRSC
dachieves a long- stated goal. After
nearly a decade of encouraging IBOC
See NRSC, page 6 I>
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Daschle Aide
Next Up
For FCC?
WASHINGTON Democratic Senate
Majority Leader Tom Daschle has recommended his legislative assistant.
Jonathan Adelstein, to the White House
for nomination as FCC commissioner.
If confirmed, he would serve out the
term of former Commissioner Gloria
Tristani, which ends mid-2003.
NAB supports the candidate.
"Jonathan's commitment to public service and his firm grasp of broadcasting

and telecommunications issues will
serve him well at the commission,"
NAB President and Chief Executive
Officer Eddie Fritts stated.

FCC Focuses on
Communications
Security
WASHINGTON As a result of the
Sept. 11 terrorist attacks on New York
and Washington, the FCC has created
aHomeland Security Policy Council.

The purpose of the council is to
evaluate and strengthen measures for
protecting U.S. communications services, ensure rapid restoration of communications services and facilities that
have been disrupted as the result of
threats to, or actions against, the
nation and to ensure that public safety,
health and other emergency and
defense personnel have effective communications available to them to assist
the public as needed.
The Homeland Security Policy
Council comprises senior staff from
each of the commission's Bureaus and
is directed by FCC Chief of Staff
Marsha MacBride.

BIG

Reorganizes,
Cuts 48 Jobs
WOODINVILLE, Wash. Mackie
Designs Inc. has implemented changes
that it says will streamline product
development, dedicate resources to
customer service and prepare the company for an uncertain economy.
One change is the consolidation of
Mackie's Product Development and
Market Management groups into new
market development teams: Live Sound
Reinforcement, Recording/Broadcast
and Contracting.
Mackie completed installation of an
information
management/network
administration software on its computers
company-wide and implemented changes
in its Woodinville and Whitinsville
See NEWSWATCH, page 3
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More Setbacks for
CFA, EH Antennas
Progress is slow for testing of two new
antenna designs that have sparked interest — and skepticism — among AM station managers and engineers.
Tests on the CFA antenna, conducted
by its proponents, had not begun by midNovember. Original plans had called for
completion of those tests by early summer of 2001.
Meanwhile, the EH antenna underwent
a first round of tests in October by its
proponents. Those tests indicated that the
initial EH design for the broadcast band
is not an efficient radiator.
Tests on an EH antenna and compared
to a standard broadcast antenna at radio
station WKVQ(AM), Eatonton, Ga., indicated that the first EH antenna designed
for the AM band suffers from poor efficiency.
December CFA tests?
"The mistake was due to the use of a
network developed for the HF version of
the EH Antenna (adipole), which has a
high radiation resistance and low capacity," stated Ted Hart, CEO of EH Antenna
Systems on its Web site.
"The AM broadcast antenna had low
radiation resistance and high capacity.
Unfortunately, until the test at the station, we had not applied transmitter power, thus the inefficiency was not evident."
Hart posted details about the initial
test, conducted in October, on his Web
site at www.eh-antenna.com
Hart told Radio World that a new,
quarter-scale design was to be completed
by the end of November. The design is
intended to improve the match between
the transmitter and the antenna. The
result should be a full-scale antenna on
which new tests will be performed.
"We expect ... final field tests in early
December," Hart said.
Meanwhile, delays plague the other
AM antenna under development, the CFA
antenna project in Shropshire in the
United Kingdom.
Robert Richer, president of CFA
Limited, base in Farmington, Conn., indicated that the initial matching of atransmitter provided by NTL has taken longer
than expected. The installation crew was
still working on the phasing system in
late November.
Once that phasing system is complete,
the antenna's inventor, Dr. Fathi Kabbary,
was expected to travel to the site in

England to perform the final matching
adjustments and make the antenna operational. When the complete system is
operational, Ben Dawson from Hatfield
& Dawson will test the antenna. He originally planned to test it last spring.
CFA Limited hired Dawson as part of
ajoint project involving consulting engineering firms Hatfield & Dawson and
duTreil, Lundin & Rackley, to supervise

•
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testing of the demonstration CFA in
England.
Performance tests on the CFA have
been delayed for nearly ayear for numerous reasons including illness, bad weather and hoof and mouth disease near the
test site. The latest delay is the result of
the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks. Kabbary
reportedly was unable to fly from Egypt
to the U.K. to finish the installation.
The CFA and EH antennas have been
the subject of convention presentations
and print articles as well as extensive
industry debate.

SBE Disbursing
Relief Funds
INDIANAPOLIS The SBE collected nearly $ 50,000 in the first two
months in its relief fund for the families of six broadcast technicians and
engineers who died in the World Trade
Center attacks.
The organization began to disburse
funds to family members and said all of
the collected money would be used for
that purpose.
To send a donation, make checks
payable to: "Ennes Trust" and mail to:

SBE, 9247 N. Meridian Street, Suite
305, Indianapolis, IN 46260. Attn:
Broadcast Engineer Relief Fund.

NAB Changes
Radio Show Dates
WASHINGTON NAB has moved
back the start date of next year's NAB
Radio Show in Seattle, which would
have started on the first anniversary of
September's terrorist attacks.
The show was to start on Sept. 11,
2002, but now will start the next day
and run through Sept. 14.
"Sept. 11 next year will be aday of
reflection and remembrance for all
Americans and we believe it is important
to respect that," said NAB Executive Vice
President for Radio John David.
"Also, we expect many radio stations may plan something special to
mark this sad anniversary and we want
to give station managers and employees the opportunity to be on the job
that day," David said.

DTV Task Force
Eyes 'New Realities'
WASHINGTON

Saying its original
stations to convert to digital were unrealistic, the FCC
has relaxed some of those expectations.
The commission has pushed back the
deadline by which stations must need to
replicate their grade B contour areas
deadlines for television
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facilities. Approximately 48 positions
were eliminated, many of those jobs
were held by full-time contractors on
staff who had installed the computer
infrastructure. Mackie employs about
1,600 people.
Mackie reorganized its software
development groups and expanded what
was being handled in Belgium and
Canada, taking some of the load of the
Woodinville plant.
A spokesman said the company also
streamlined the product management
teams. With improved coordination
between groups, he said, Mackie hopes
to integrate technology developed in one
group throughout the company and the
other groups.
Two sales positions have been created to strengthen relationships with
national Mackie and EAW customers.
Sales have been solid and new products are in development, according to
the company.

• Generate and measure interface jitter

AM owners are interested because
both antennas promise higher efficiencies, greatly reduced radio frequency
radiation around the antenna and the ability to install antennas on relatively small
parcels of land and even building
rooftops.
Skeptics in the broadcast engineering
community believe neither antenna will
be able to radiate efficiently enough to
serve as asuitable substitute for the common standard broadcast antenna.

Audio Precision
PO Box 2209
Beaverton, Oregon 97075-2209
Tel: (503) 627-0832; Fax: ( 503) 641-8906 -US Toll Free: 1-800-231-7350
Email: techsupport@audioprecision.dom; Web: www.audloprecision.com

with digital signals, and also pushed
back the deadline for when stations
need to make their digital channel
assignment selection. The FCC also will
consider granting extensions to the DTV
conversion deadlines with proof of
financial hardship.
With the changes, the FCC hopes to
mitigate the financial burden on stations
making the digital conversion by allowing costs to be spread out over time. In
turn, commissioners believe that, as
more stations make the digital jump,
receiver sales will increase and so will
consumer acceptance of DTV.
However, "No one should mistake
this," said FCC Chairman Michael
Powell, as "alight standard."
The changes stem in part from recommendations made by a new FCC
DTV Task Force.
Powell said, "The DTV transition is
a massive and complex undertaking.
Although I'm often asked what the
FCC is going to do to ' fix' the DTV
transition, Ibelieve that a big part of
the problem were the unrealistic
expectations set by the 2006 target
date for return of the analog spectrum.
This task force will help us re-examine the assumptions on which the
commission based its DTV policies,
and give us the ability to react and
make necessary adjustments."
Powell said the commission must
review the DTV transition in light of
"new realities" since the terrorist
attacks, including the fmancial impact
on media companies and the impact
on consumer spending.
— Leslie Stimson
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How Many Owners Are Too Few?
Bits, bytes and blips from around the
world of radio ...
Will radio consolidate further in years
to come? Ithink so.
The pendulum of regulation and
deregulation in media never stops swinging, driven by insatiable market forces;
but it's not abalanced, even swing. The
overall trend is toward easement.
The time may not be now; it might not
be soon; but don't be surprised if someday the powers in Washington lift ownership caps further under pressure from
media owners.
"How much more can we possibly
consolidate?" some people might ask.
My answer: plenty. Although we've seen
adrop in the total number of radio owners by about 25 percent since the
Telecom Act of 1996, there are many,
many owners out there. And as long as
most major markets have at least two big
competing radio players, the perception
that there is room to consolidate further
will linger.
Viacom President Mel Karmazin has
been among those pushing for further
relaxation, making noise about the eightstation-per- market cap. He has been
quoted as saying his company took
"extraordinary hits" in covering the
events of Sept. 11 and that its costs are
escalating.
Market forces being what they are, I
look for big radio groups to coalesce
around apush for higher market caps in
the not-too-distant future.
* * *
If you can have aradio in your shower,
why not in your ice cooler?
Ilove oddball radios like this one. The
Coleman Cool Box is an AM/FM radio,
CD player and cooler in one case. The ice
and audio compartments have separate
lids. The unit has two 4-inch speakers,
built-in AM and FM antennas and room
to store eight CDs and nine cans of cola.
Power is supplied by eight C batteries or
the supplied AC or 12 VDC adapters.
The Cool Box was available recently

in the Wireless catalog and from several
online sources including
www.amtech.com, with pricing ranging
anywhere from $ 199 to $295.
Cool tunes not included.

in the ribs abit. A trade show was just
one of its ambitious goals.
When the founders lost interest or
moved on, Fiola helped narrow its focus,
making ARMA aless-confrontational
organization focused primarily on regional shows to bring vendors and buyers
together.
Igive him agreat deal of credit for
trying to make ARMA work. But it is
unclear whether there is room or demand
in radio for an organization that holds
regional conventions, beyond the ones
already extant.
Fiola still hopes to hold an ARMA
event for next year in the middle Atlantic
area.
* * *

The Coleman Cool Box
* * *
Iwas disappointed that ARMA
dropped its planned regional convention
in New England this fall.
The event was victimized in part by
cancellations after the events of Sept. II,
but also by ageneral lack of enthusiasm
among vendors.
Since Vince Fiola of Studio
Technology took over the lead in organizing ARMA events, the group has attempted to stage useful regional trade shows
for people who can't attend bigger conventions for reasons of time or cost.
But to succeed, aregional event needs
at least 15 or 20 exhibitors, preferably 30
or more. Fiola would have lost about
$10,000 of his company's money if the
show had gone forward.
ARMA — the American Radio
Manufacturers Association — originally
was established by several radio equipment suppliers who felt they lacked an
effective voice in the industry and, if
truth be told, also wanted to dig the NAB

You want online tech tips? You got
'em, courtesy of one of the most popular
columnists and convention speakers in
radio.
Many professionals help make our
publication asuccess. But perhaps the
person whose presence readers value
most each issue is John Bisset, who
writes Workbench.
His hands-on tips come not just from
his own three decades of experience but
from his many readers. They write, email and fax John with ideas of their

From the Editor

Paul J. McLane
own. Long before anyone had thought of
an online chat room, John was creating
this industry forum in which engineers
could trade ideas.
I'm writing this because sometimes we
forget to appreciate the good stuff that
goes on around us all the time.
The other day Iclicked on the
Workbench tab at our Web site,
www.rwonline.com. There, quietly available to anyone in the industry, are more
than 30 past Workbench columns — more
than 30,000 words' worth of great ideas,
money-saving tips and suggestions to get
more out of your job, your RF plant, your
radio lifestyle.
Thanks, John, for your great work over
the years. e

H

appy holidays are in order for Robert D. McCubbins,
program director at WCVK(FM) in Bowling Green, Ky.
He wins aMAX-Wall 831 Modular Acoustical
Environment Kit from Auralex Acoustics in Radio World's
Silver Sweepstake
The MAXWall 831 provides acoustical
absorption in mobile and temporary
situations, to reduce echo and
reverberation. It is modular and
expands to fit anumber of
environments, allowing various
configurations. It's available in
charcoal gray, purple and burgundy.
List price is $ 1,299. See
www.auralex.com for info on the
MAX-Wall.

Which Transmitter Control System is Right for You?
ARC- 16

•Front Panel Display
•Site- to-Site Control
• 16 - 64 Channels
•Studio Control with Flexible
Communications

GSC3000
•85 Sites
•8 - 256 Channels / Site
•Built-in Macros

VRC2500
•Single Site Solution
• 16 Channels
•Built-in Macros

•
Gardner

Burk is proud to add the
GSC3000 & VRC2500 to our
product line, giving you more
choices with our continued high
level of support.

BURK
TECHNOLOGY
Phone: 1-800-255-8090
Email: sales@burk.com
www.burk.com
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DIGITAL NEWS

GM Offers DAB
In U.S., Canada
HAMTRAMCK, Mich. XM investor General Motors has begun offering XM
radios as options in two Cadillac models, the 2002 DeVille and Sevilles.
GM plans to expand availability to 20 models in 2003. Customers who lease or
finance through GMAC can roll the XM radio subscription and equipment costs into
their monthly car payments.
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Orban/CRL Looks
Ahead Cautiously
Processor Manufacturer Restructures Its Debt,
Announces Layoffs, Plans New Products

Photo by Leslie Stimson

by Randy J. Stine

Xre OEM Marketing Manager Bryan Cando demos aDelphiDelco head unit in a
2002 Cadillac DeVille. The unit lists at $ 295, including antenna and installation.
Meanwhile, GM of Canada Ltd. plans to offer AM/FM/DAB original equipment
radios in its Chevrolet Impalas and Monte Carlos by the end of 2002.
Canada is using the Eureka- 147 form of DAB. Approximately 55 DAB stations
have made service available to 10 million potential listeners in Vancouver, Toronto,
Windsor and Montreal. Ottawa is next in line to be added to the market list, with
preparations underway for an airdate of early 2002.

SAN LEANDRO, Calif. Efforts to
streamline costs continue at one of the
broadcast industry's more prominent
equipment manufacturers.
Circuit Research Labs Inc. has implemented layoffs at its Orban facility in San
Leandro, Calif. The company is among
several in the industry to announce cutbacks or management changes recently.
CRL also continues to work toward
paying off its debt related to the acquisition of Orban Inc.
Good financial health
A company official said Orban/CRL
remains in " good financial health"
despite cutting 10 positions in September.
The job cuts represent about 15 percent
of Orban's workforce.
Orban/CRL Vice President and Chief
Operating Officer Jim Seemiller has left
the company. He joined shortly after
CRL closed on its purchase of Orban in
June 2000. He resigned in October.
Seemiller owns ATB Broadcasting Corp.,
alabor management consulting company.

e reakse•

RadioShack Canada
Goes for Eureka

Circuit Research Labs Inc. reached
agreement with Harman International
Industries Inc. in September to restructure Orban/CRL's debt obligations. CRL
paid Harman $ 10.5 million for Orban. As
a result, CRL has amassed debt of $8.5
million, according to filings with the
Securities and Exchange Commission.
Notes converted
The publicly traded company has
delayed making payments toward the
principal on $ 3.5 million in short-term
debt and $ 5 million in long-term debt
owed to Harman.
The latest restructuring stipulates that
the short-term note be paid on April 30,
2002, along with a $ 1.25 million payment toward the long-term note. As a
condition of the latest moves, the promissory notes were converted to demand
notes payable on the demand of Harman.
CRL President and CEO Jay Brentlinger said the Orban employees were
released from their jobs because of economic considerations in the marketplace.
"The financial condition of the
See ORBAN, page 7

N
DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIERS

602 Heron Drive, Bridgeport, New Jersey 08014

RadioShack Canada Ltd. intends to carry aline of Eureka- 147 DAB products for
the home and portable markets, including boomboxes, portable devices and DAB computer attachments. Introduction is scheduled for early 2002.
This is the culmination of discussions between RadioShack Canada and Digital
Radio Roll-Out Inc.
DRRI is anon-profit initiative of major private and small broadcasters and public
broadcasters with the support of the Canadian government.

(856) 467-8000 voice (856) 467-3044 fax www.radiosystems.com

SMART CHOICE
INCREDIBLE SPECIFICATIONS
A DA should be seen - not heard. That's why Radio Systems' DAs have the lowest
noise and distortion and highest crosswalk and headroom specifications of
any DA in the industry.

Spain Sees 2002

ULTRA DEPENDABLE

DAB Launch

Set-em and forget-em. Radio Systems' DAs don't drift and have very low
failure rates due to their use of high current output devices and conservatively
rated power supplies.

MADRID, Spain Operators who secured DAB licenses here are scheduled to begin
operations by mid-2002.
Two licensees plan to be among the first on air by June.
The Ministry of Science and Technology is promoting digital broadcasting to the
public as a means of boosting the reach of information technology services across
Spain, particularly the use of DAB and DVB as an Internet access platform.
According to a ministry spokesperson, development of this capability "will make
Spain, along with Sweden and the United Kingdom, aEuropean leader in the field."
Officials hope that DAB will help improve spectrum resources, increase the number
of broadcast operations on the air and increase business opportunities.
The Spanish government plans to use its turn in the European Union's presidency to
promote digital broadcasting throughout the union.

THE RIGHT STANDARDS
Our DAs feature balanced bridging inputs and ultra-low impedance, electronically
balanced outputs so they are transparent anywhere in your audio chain.

REAR PANEL CONNECTIVITY
Installation and trouble shooting is abreeze with our DA 4x4's rear panel
quick- install connectors. Twenty 3-pin removable mini barrier strips provide
plug-in connectivity for each channel of input and output.

FULLY CONFIGURABLE
Use the DA-4x4a for 8stereo outputs, or 16 mono outputs, or 2banks of 4stereo
outputs or 4banks of 4mono outputs. Rear panel programming straps make
these different setups easy to configure.

FRONT PANEL CONTROL
— John E Mason

This DA lets you know at aglance the status of all audio channels with
audio presence and peak LED indicators for all channels and individual level
sets for all 16 audio outputs.

Kenwood, Ibiquity

2 MODELS TO CHOOSE FROM
If budget is aprimary concern, buy the classic DA16 or DA8models. Thousands of
these models are in use because they still offer great performance and dependability
at agreat low price (but lack front panel indicators and rear removable connectors).

Score Licensing Deal
Kenwood Corp. has licensed Ibiquity Digital Corp.'s in-band, on-channel digital
broadcast technology.
Kenwood will integrate Ibiquity IBOC chipsets into a line of digital aftermarket
mobile and home receivers scheduled for launch at the Consumer Electronics Show
in 2003.
"They were the first receiver manufacturer to join our coalition to make digital radio
areality in early 1999, and we are extremely pleased to announce their commitment to
license our technology for radios to be sold in 2003," said Robert Struble, president
and chief executive officer, Ibiquity Digital Corp.
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NRSC
I> Continued from page 1

development, the NRSC now states
definitively that IBOC has significantly enhanced performance over analog.
"A lot of the data is quantifiable.
We have analog data and new digital
data that can be compared handily,"
said NRSC DAB Subcommittee
Chairman Milford Smith.
"The whole goal is to come up with
something that's better than what
we've got. This is aremarkably robust
system that provides a lot of advantages for the listener."
'Efficient transition'
By approving the system, the committee states, the FCC would be
"charting the course for an efficient
transition to digital broadcasting with
minimal impact on existing analog FM
operation and no new spectrum
requirements."
Ibiquity President Robert Struble
called the report a validation of
Ibiquity's FM system. He hoped the
commission would soon put the report
out on Public Notice and seek public
comment.
NAB President and CEO Eddie
Fritts said the endorsement is "a key
step in moving broadcasters into the
digital era."
Unclear immediately after the
NRSC action was what the FCC would
do with the report. Several sources
believed the commission would seek
public comment on the document as a
first step, then perhaps ask the NRSC
to begin a formal standards- setting
process. The commission easily could
craft a blanket authorization for stations to implement IBOC, sources said.
Any of these scenarios would fit
with Ibiquity's goal of having transmitter partners Harris, Broadcast
Electronics and Nautel show IBOCcompatible exciters and transmitters at
NAB2002 in the spring.
However positive the NRSC is on
IBOC, members were careful to say
there will be tradeoffs in terms of
compatibility between the digital signal and its impact on adjacent channels.
In the Ibiquity system, the digital
sidebands of the host station sit in the
first adjacent channel of the next station. The amount of digital energy

being transmitted is relatively low,
around 23 dB, but Ibiquity told the
NRSC when it submitted its test
results that field test results indicate
there could be some impact on analog
firstadjacents (RW, Sept. 12.)
Smith and NAB Science and
Technology Vice President John

December 19, 2001

ence. This characteristic of mobile
receivers will also tend to mask any
IBOC-related noise. The validity and
effectiveness of these masking mechanisms is apparent from the rigorous
subjective evaluations performed on
the data obtained during the NRSC's
adjacent-channel testing."

The NRSC has yet to evaluate the
system for unimpaired audio quality; it
will do so when Ibiquity delivers more
test results after integrating its
Perceptual Audio Coding algorithm
rather than MPEG-2 AAC, its former
audio codec.
Questions remain about the system's effect on analog FM subcarriers.
Receiver results varied widely, sources
said.
As a result, Ibiquity, National
Public Radio and the International
Association of Audio Information
Services have agreed to perform additional tests to determine how certain
SCA receivers will perform after
IBOC is implemented on host and
adjacent channel stations. Results
would be given to the FCC directly,
sources said.

Criteria
Smith said this latest effort to evaluate IBOC was the most comprehensive
so far, from the sheer amount of data
the group studied.
The evaluation working group, a
subset of the DAB Subcommittee,
reviewed lab and field test results of
The Ibiquity FM IBOC system supports transmission of
Ibiquity Digital Corp.'s FM IBOC in
digital audio and auxiliary digital data within an existing
eight performance areas: audio quality,
FM channel allocation by placing two groups of digitally modulated
service area, durability, acquisition
carrier signals adjacent to an analog FM signal. Source: NRSC
performance, auxiliary data capacity,
Marino said the NRSC believes the
The committee provided further
behavior as signal degrades, stereo
tradeoffs are modest and acceptable.
findings about the impact on non-host
separation, flexibility and the IBOC
"Some of the earlier versions of
analog signals:
signal's impact on the host and neighIBOC systems were horrific in terms
"Co- channel interference: no
boring stations.
of compatibility," said one source.
impact on analog reception.
The report is the result of efforts
In its report, the NRSC wrote this
"First-adjacent channel interference:
from several volunteers, led by Dr.
about the implementation tradeoffs:
listeners within the protected contour
Don Messer of the International
"With respect to the main channel
should not perceive an impact, but a Broadcasting Bureau.
audio signal, evaluation of test data
limited number of listeners may perThe NRSC hoped to begin evaluatshows that a small decrease in audio
ceive an impact outside of the protecting Ibiquity's AM system at its next
signal-to-noise ratio will be evident to
ed contour under certain conditions.
meeting in mid-December. It hopes to
some listeners in localized areas where
"Second-adjacent channel interferhave that report completed by early
first-adjacent stations, operating with
ence: NRSC tests indicated that some
March.
the FM IBOC system, overlap the covreceivers ( with performance similar to
Also in November, the International
erage of adesired station.
the NRSC analog automotive and
Telecommunication Union initially
"However," the committee continportable receivers) should not experiendorsed Ibiquity's FM system for use
ued, " listeners in these particular areas
ence an impact on performance due to
abroad and intended to put adraft recmay also be subject to adjacent chansecond- adjacent channel hybrid FM
ommendation for a vote before its
nel analog interference, which will
IBOC interference, however a very
189-country membership.
tend to mask the IBOC-related interlimited number of receivers ( with perIn April, the ITU had endorsed
ference, most appropriately characterformance similar to the home hi-fi
Ibiquity's AM system (below 30 mHz)
ized as band- limited ' white' noise,
receiver used in the NRSC tests)
for use in other countries along with
rendering it inaudible under normal
might experience a negative impact
the Digital Radio Mondiale AM syslistening conditions.
for - 30 to -40 dB ( and more negative)
tem for long- wave, medium- wave and
"Also, all present-day mobile
D/U ratios."
shortwave use.
receivers include a stereo blend- to Listeners should not perceive an
The full NRSC report is available
mono function dynamically active
impact on analog host station recepon its portion of NAB's Web site, at
under conditions of varying signal
tion in the FM hybrid mode, the NRSC
www.nab.org/SciTech/Fmevalreportfin
strength and adjacent channel interferstates in its report.
alfinal.pdf

Public Service Announcement
If you want asmall 15 kHz POTS codec
that can also work on wireless

The BlueBox is anew POTS codec from Comrex. This codec delivers the audio
quality of our Matrix and Vector codecs ( 15 kHz on astandard dial-up line)
at the entry-level price of our HotLine, just $2800. It also adds features
such as wireless operation, field upgradability, and acellular hands-free
interface, and remains completely compatible with all our POTS codecs.

,
Ei tue

c
.
"`

circuits but only want to pay
$2800, you can wait and buy
the BlueBox in February.

Since the HotLine is so popular, we decided to provide a "heads up" in
advance of replacing it. To this end:
1) The BlueBox will begin shipping in February 2002, and the HotLine will
be taken out of production.
2) We'll continue to support the HotLine for many years to come.

Choice B

The HotLine:
$1995

Choice A

The BlueBox: $ 2800

3) If you can't wait for the BlueBox, you can buy our remaining HotLines
at the new price of $ 1995 (while supplies last!)
We at Comrex hope this helps. If you want to talk about the options or try
ademo of any of the Comrex codecs, give us acall at 800-237-1776.
41/411\n/IIIIMVP
%%MUMMA

Co mrex Corporation, 65 Nonset Path, Acton, MA 01720 USA

If you need aPOTS codec today,
if 7kHz is more than enough, or if you just want
to save money, you can purchase the HotLine for
$1995. But don't delay, there is limited
stock available.

Tel: ( 978) 263-1800

Fax: ( 978) 635-0401

Email: info@comrex.com
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Orban
Continued from page 5

company is very good," Brentlinger said.
"We are restructuring the company and
making ourselves leaner. When you have
adrop in orders, that's when you have
manufacturing layoffs."
Brentlinger said layoffs would not
have been necessary had it not been
for the events of Sept. 11.
"Bookings, sales and shipments
have been off since the disaster,"
Brentlinger said. "But we are already
seeing good reports from our dealers
that indicate sales may pick back up
soon. Iwouldn't rule out re- hiring
some of the people we had to lay off."
Brentlinger said CRL is in the
"building cash, not spending cash"
mode with the current U.S. economic
slowdown.
"We're keeping the company
healthy, efficient and profitable. That
is our No. 1goal and Harman's too.
This is not the time to worry over
principal reduction," he said.
Other layoffs
Other suppliers in the broadcast
industry have announced changes or
cutbacks in recent weeks. Harris Corp.
scaled back its Pacific operation in
Carlsbad, Calif., laying off approximately 50 employees and transferring
10 others. Klotz Digital shuffled its
operation in Atlanta and named a new
president. Mackie cut 48 jobs.
According to filings with the SEC
in September, Orban/CRL officials
have concerns over the ability to raise
the additional funding needed to satisfy the debt. In a registration statement, officials wrote, " We will need
additional debt or equity to service
the debt payable as a result of our
acquisition of Orban, and we may not
be able to obtain this financing on
acceptable terms."
Brentlinger said it is not unusual for
prospectus filings to contain such
warnings. The new registration allows
Orban/CRL to raise capital through
the sale of stock and warrants. Harman
has warrants to purchase I million
shares of CRL's common stock.
Brentlinger said.
"When we acquired Orban, we did a
private placement. ... Those shareholders had unregistered securities.
This is their opportunity to exercise

Please note
The Matrix with its modular design is
available if you want the ultimate in
flexibility and future-proof ability.

warrants attached to those shares," he
said.
Industry analysts said Harman
appears to be flexible and willing to
remain patient to see the sale through.
Messages left with Harman officials
were not returned.
"Harman has been very much in our
court and very supportive of our
efforts. We have worked very closely
with Harman on this. Obviously we
had to work very closely with them to
buy (Orban)," Brentlinger said.
Orban/CRL reported earnings of
$842,304, or 9cents per share, and net
income of $ 212,031 for the second
quarter ending June 30. The company's gross sales through the first six
months of 2001 were $ 9.6 million.
Third-quarter earnings were due to be
released in late November.

7

Brentlinger said the company's
financial circumstances have had no
impact upon new product development.
Orban is known in the industry for
its Optimod processor lineup, its digital workstations and the contributions
of co-founder Bob Orban, who
remains on its staff.
New FM processor
The company plans to unveil a new
FM processor at NAB2002 in April in
Las Vegas.
"You can never mess with R&D.
That is the future of any company,"
Brentlinger said.
The combined CRL and Orban
operation now has 75 employees,
Brentlinger said. He expects some further consolidation of operations
between CRL's headquarters in

Tempe, Ariz., and Orban's San
Leandro facility. Sales, marketing and
purchasing would be the likely areas
affected, he said.
Kerrell Paige, former marketing
manager
for
advertising
at
Orban/CRL, was among those laid off
in September.
Paige said job cuts came from sales,
marketing, CAD and manufacturing.
She said subsequent resignations have
occurred since the layoffs were
announced.
Circuit Research Labs Inc. common
stock is publicly traded on the OTC
Bulletin Board ( NASDAQ:CRLI).
CRL stock has declined since its purchase of Orban.
At nearly $ 12 a share in August of
2000, the stock closed at 80 cents a
share on Nov. 28.

e

What do you get when you cross
aMatrix with aHotline?

The BilieBox:

The audio quality
of the Matrix
at afraction
of the price.

If you need the convenience of an integrated
4-channel mixer, the Vector is available.
The Matrix Rackmount is an appropriate
studio version for any of these portable codecs.

Order yours today!
15 kHz on asingle POTS ( Plain Old Telephone Service) line for $

2800!

Want to save even more $$$? Buy a HotLine for just $1995 while they last!

Comrex Corporation,
Tel: ( 978) 263-1800
On the Web: www.comrex.com

65 Nonset Path,

Acton, MA

Fax: ( 978) 635-0401

Toll- free in North America:

01720

USA

Email: info@comrex.com

(
800) 237-1776

www.comrex.com
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How to Fight Sags and Surges
Tips to Help You Get the Most Out of
Power Protection for Your Radio Station
by Tom Vernon
It's adirty, polluted world out there, and
it's not getting any better.
That sentiment can also be applied to the
AC power feed for your station. RFUEMI,
sags, surges, spikes, brownouts and blackouts all can conspire to wreak havoc on
your studio gear, computers and transmitting equipment.

There's adizzying array of products out
there that help with power conditioning:
uninterruptable power supplies, surge suppressors, balanced AC transformers, generators and voltage regulators.
Here are some guidelines to help decide
what goes where.
Mention surge suppressors and most
people think of the AC strips gathering dust
behind computers. Those strips are known

as shunt mode protectors, because they
contain metal oxide varistors, or MOVs,
that theoretically shunt surges to ground.
As Andrew Benton, director of engineering for Surgex, puts it, some better alternatives exist to protect sensitive equipment.
"There are two problems with most AC
strips. First, the MOVs inside can degrade
with use, to the point that they're ineffective, and equipment attached to the strip is
unprotected. Second, when they do work,
they shunt the energy from the surge into
the ground and neutral wires, and this can
do more harm than good.

"Series mode surge protection, on the
other hand, works by creating alow-pass
filter that blocks the majority of the highfrequency energy that makes up most
surges, yet still passes realistic 60 Hz load
currents of 15 to 20 A."
Any unprotected computers or studio
gear should be protected by asmall surge
suppressor. A line- interactive or online
UPS usually will do agood job of protecting the equipment attached to it, but
the UPS itself is often vulnerable to damage by surges. A good plan, according to
Benton, is to install a series mode surge
protector ahead of the UPS.
In order to make intelligent purchases of
surge protection equipment, consumers
See POWER, page 16

MARKET PLACE

CartWorks Expands Lineup

This publicity shot for Cummins reminds clients how
much they have at stake should the power go off.

Learn to differentiate between types of UPS,
like this one from MGE UPS Systems.

CartWorks/dbm Systems Inc. has added several items to its lineup.
Support for the Cart Chunk Standard allows standard interchange formats
among manufacturers of various digital audio systems. Cart Chunk is a nonproprietary standard that allows additional text data like title, artist and run
dates to be included in
aWAV file.
Effective with version
14.0, audio files recorded with CartWorks systems contain the standard Cart Chunk. When
importing audio files
recorded on other systems, CartWorks reads
their Cart Chunk data if
available.
Also new is a Web
Update site content generator that includes text
and graphics. CartWorks
Music- on- Hard- Drive
systems can generate
live content for a Web
site automatically. This
allows a site to display
song titles and artist
names in context with
what's playing on air.
Links can be added for
sources of artist bios to
make a site more interactive. Photos and graphics may be displayed in context;
you can show aclient's logo while his spot is playing.
Ad insertion is also on tap at dbm. The company has developed acommunications protocol that allows CartWorks to signal astreaming host to insert Internetonly commercials. Development is almost complete on alocal solution that allows
abroadcaster to keep the revenue. A single CartWorks system can automatically
insert and play Internet spots where needed.
For information contact the company in Mississippi at (800) 795-RADIO or
(601) 856-9080 or visit www.cartworks.com.

The incredible Bext
transmitter sale

2 kW solid state
List $20,345
Sale $ 14,995 (demo)
3 kW solid state
List $28,645
Sale $21,525
5 kW solid state
List $41,645
Sale $30,930

Bext transmitters-- in stock
at our lowest prices ever!
Give us a call to
confirm yours is still
available, and join the
growing Bext family-the easy way!

800-500-5769
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5 kW tube
List $28,490
Sale $21,950
10 kW tube
List $39,990
Sale $29,990
20 kW tube
List $47,940
Sale $36,790
Other power levels offer
similar limited-time
discounts. Call today.

MILLION DOLLAR
SOUND FOR
UNDER

$ 4,000*

Introducing Omnia-3, the all- digital audio processor
that dfers all the clarity, punch and raw power of the
original Omnia. At an amazingly affordable price.
Omnia-3 includes standard features not found
anywhere else— like 48kHz sampling, three- band
processing, digital audio inputs and outputs,
integrated composite clipper, and a removable PC
card that simplifies software changes.
Impressive features aside, it's the sound that will
blow vzu away. No other audio processor sounds
as i:ood as Omnia. That's why leading broadcasters
the world over choose Omnia to boost ratings and
crush the competition.
l'or

his much power— on the dial and in the

markaplace—you'd expect to pay twice the price.
Rut now, you don't have to.
VVith Cimnia, you lead. And others follow.

North America: + 1.216.241.7225
Europe: + 49.81.61.42.467

Otrinra is used in 4 of 5 leading stations in New Yore 2cil the 3 tcp stations

Los Angeles and 5 (nit., of die most listened to stations in the US. It's on the leading stations in Pari,,

all of the BBC's FM stations in the UK, .and the nun- her one stations in Canada. Irelan.11. Germany, Finland, Australia. India, China, Denmark. and Sweden.

•.53.$80 WS) NISRP foreMinia-3fin mGrIel.. Prices mey be slightly higher ›utsile the U.S. due to duties, freight and other costs.

e ram columire are archived at Hie w.nvonline.com/reference-room
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Last-Minute Gift Ideas for Work
by John Bisset
Here's acolumn you'll want to cut out
and give to your friends and family as
they wrap up their holiday shopping.
Maybe they'll take the hint!

We've talked about the benefits of
infra-red inspections. Mike Gilbert, chief
at Multicultural's KARI(AM) in Blaine,
Wash., picked up a portable Wahl
infrared temperature monitor.
This hand-held device, pictured in

temperature of elbows
or coax junctions can
spot internal problems,
without using Superman's X-ray vision.
Comparing the surface temperature of several elbows can give you
a base- line number for
normal
operation.
Periodic measurements
will ensure your system
is running properly.
Home Depot or similar large-scale hardware
Fig. 2: Plano makes a mini satchel that
stores will stock items
fits neatly behind your driver's seat.
like the Wahl temperature monitor or the Plano cases and
Looking for several useful add-ons for
satchel.
your remote control? Consider the Burk
Plan to spend a little time when you
Temperature Module and Sensor. The
visit these stores; they are chock-full of
device will accept up to four temperature
engineering goodies at reasonable prices.
probes (one is included with the module).
If you have air-pressurized transmission
** *
See WORKBENCH, page 12

Fig. 1: This Clear Channel engineer is well-organized.
Chris Kelly, CE at the Salisbury, Md.,
Clear Channel cluster, has organized all
of his small parts in metal and plastic
cases, as seen in Fig. 1.
Heading to the transmitter site, or perhaps aremote site? Take the Plano mini
satchel, shown in Fig. 2, which combines
several smaller plastic drawers in acanvas case. The mini satchel fits behind
your truck seat or in the trunk and can be
loaded with avariety of plugs, connectors
and lugs. The case lids fit snugly, so even
small components won't mix from one
compartment to the other.
* * *

Fig. 3, shoots ared beam to allow you
to zero in on the part or object you are
measuring. An LED display reads the
temperature of the device you are
measuring.
In the photo, Mike is measuring the
temperature of amicroprocessor. He has
checked every physical connection in the
station's phasor and ACUs, as well as AC
breaker connections and other electrical
junctions.
Are AM RF contactor contacts worn?
The temperature monitor will alert you to
abuild-up of heat, before the contact surface fails, taking you off the air.
In an FM application, measuring the

Fig. 3: VVahl's infrared temperature monitor measures a microprocessor.

Dependable Modulation Monitors for AM & FM
520 AM Mod-Monitor

530 FM Mod-Monitor

•Built-in, tunable preselector for accurate

•Off- air operation with 8 station presets
•High- resolution displays for deviation,

off- air measurements
•Easy- to- read, peak- hold modulation
display

audio, pilot, RF signal and mullipath
•Accurate and affordable

•Alarm and RS- 232 data outputs
•Companion active antenna option

e

Download full spec sheets at vvwwinovon.corn
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1305 Fair Ave • Santa Cruz, CA 95060
TEL: (831) 458-0552. FAX: (831) 458-0554
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At Ease... with Radio Systems Millenium Console
by
Grady Moates, owner
Loud and Clean

Boston, MA: I'd have to answer the question, "Why have you

soft-urethane buttons that press conductive pads directly

installed so many Radio Systems consoles?" with the simple

onto gold-plated contacts on the circuit board, with

phrase, " I'm lazy!" My goal, as acontract engineer, is to

well-designed seals to prevent moisture and dust from

specify and install equipment that addresses all the needs of

contaminating the contact area. Lamps have been replaced

an on-air or basic production studio efficiently and inexpen-

with LEDs, which may need to be replaced someday, but I've

sively, while minimizing my time spent, both during and after

never had to replace one. Faders, potentiometers and

installation. The centerpiece of most of my studio designs is a

headphone jacks are just about the only interface components

Radio Systems console.

that operators can still kill, and they can be replaced in 5

The Radio Systems RS-12 has been the "easiest to install"
console I've ever worked with, and the new Millenium series
builds on that reputation with unparalleled control surface
reliability.
Planning is abreeze, because you can put any combination of
input levels anywhere on the console, and you never have to
build an attenuation pad. Never. Microphone level inputs, line
level inputs, consumer level inputs and even those pesky

nut driver. There are Millenium consoles that were installed
3years ago that I've not had to touch since installation.
Install'em and forget'em, that's what Isay.
Millenium consoles offer excellent audio quality. From Classical
to Rock to Folk to Blues to Oldies to Talk to Foreign Language,
the Millenium console does the job clearly, quietly,
consistently, and inexpensively.

"lower than consumer but higher than mic level" inputs can all

There's one other reason for specifying Radio Systems

be intermixed on any fader in the console using only gain

consoles, and that's customer satisfaction after installation.

jumpers and plug-in headers to set levels. Remote control is

It's reassuring to see customers with one Radio Systems

equally simple because all basic remote control functions are

console purchasing asecond one. Then athird one. Then a

built into every fader, with sophisticated programming choices

fourth one. In aconversation Ihad just the other day, Rob

just ajumper plug away.

Landry, the Chief Engineer for WCRB/World Classical Network,

Building renovation is easy to accommodate as well. I've
moved complete studios centered around Radio Systems
consoles, breaking them down and rebuilding them in another
room with all functions restored, in 6hours. As amatter of
master newt
From now until the
end of the year,
Radio Systems
will donate $loo for
every console Kid
to the American
Liberty Partnership.

minutes, with the power on, using only an Allen driver and a

fact, I've done it twice in the last 3months.

who uses four RS-12's and an RS- 18 said to

ME,

"I'm ready to

build new studios at one of our other stations, and Ican't
think of asingle reason to buy anything other : han
Radio Systems."
Iguess he's lazy too.

Service is another area where Isave time with Radio Systems
consoles. I've got full access to everything in the console with
aswift lift of the hood. The new Millenium series uses

•
6cn Heron Drive, Bridgeport, New Jersey «Iota
(856) 467-8000 voice (856) 467-3044 fax www.radiosystems.com
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But you missed the irony. The EAS
was designed to be and can be run
automatically, and originally that was
the only mode proposed. A lot of that
had to do with reducing the warning
propagation delay to something less
The appropriate message might have
than the lifespan of atornado ( in EBS,
been to evacuate 14th Street south. I the delay averaged 12 minutes and the
think by the time any authority knew
average tornado lasted 10). It was the
that, the point was moot. Kicking the
broadcasters who wanted their disc
transmitter because the jock blipped is
jockeys to exercise that control on
poor engineering and poor analysis,
their stations, hence the manual
but may be good therapy. Kicking EAS
modes.
may be similarly curative.
On the subject of the weakest link
being disc jockeys: Duh. That's why
you don't see them on TV shows.

Guy Wire Was Off-Base on EAS
by Fred Baumgartner
"Guy Wire, you ignorant putz ..."
Reading your critique of the
Emergency Alert System in the Nov. 7
issue of Radio World was more entertaining than watching a free-range pig
select dessert in a French bakery —
and the opinions expressed of similar
value.
Guy, you don't use that soldering

gun on surface- mount printed circuit
boards, do you?
Of course, Iknow you're doing the
talk- radio- tease- em- into- calling thing.
So, here's acall-in, all jabs in good fun
aside.
On Sept. 11, it wasn't EAS that
failed to work. The authorities failed to
activate it. Now on this point, your and
my opinions differ.
Ican understand why they didn't.

Workbench
Continued from page 10

line, the Phartronics Temperature Sensor Interface is a
must. This module provides a linear DC voltage proportional to the gas pressure, and can be easily T'd into your
existing line, as shown in Fig. 4.

EAS works best

installing one, because it will block background noise as
you discuss your problem with afactory technician.
If you have a traditional telephone, find one of those
"confidencer" noise-canceling handset mikes. It drops into
the handset, and dramatically reduces background noise as
you talk. Check the next Hamfest for one of these.
Speaking of telephones, how about adding call-waiting
on the transmitter phone line? If you're on the phone and
that service technician is trying to reach you, you won't
miss the call.
I've spoken to some engineers who have used cordless
phones, but many are plagued with RFI, so choose wisely.
Another consideration is the cordless battery. A phone left
in place with aconstant trickle charge will eventually kill
the battery. Better plan on aspare battery, just to be sure.
Glenn Foldessy of WOAC(TV), Channel 67 in Canton,
Ohio, uses a $ 100 VTek cordless phone with great success.
Try Model VT-9000, a 900 MHz phone that works great,
even in front of 104 kW of 789.25 MHz visual power.
Glenn has used this cordless phone at many of his
clients' AM and FM sites. He can describe apart or problem accurately without having to write it down — a real
timesaver.
* * *

Fig. 4: Phartronics Temperature Sensor Interface
* * *
Phone accessories make good gifts.
Around the transmitter building, along telephone cord,
one that will reach to the transmitter should you need to
talk to the factory to troubleshoot aproblem, is helpful. A
spare telephone cord is agood idea; they do get frayed.
Does your telephone have a mute switch? Consider

With winter upon us, make sure your transmitter site
has a shovel, some bottled water, some chocolate or protein bars, and a can or two of canned spaghetti or even a
couple of jars of baby food on the shelf— just in case you
get stranded.
John Bisset has worked as a chief engineer and contract
engineer for more than 30 years. He is a district sales
manager for Harris Corp. Reach him at ( 703) 323-8011.
Submissions for this column are encouraged, and qualify for SBE recertification credit. Fax your submission to
(703) 323-8044, or send e-mail to jbisset@harris.com.•

when local energy is
focused on those local
trust relationships —
broadcasters and
authorities working
together.

One might question the wisdom of
delaying an emergency message so that
ajock can second-guess the mayor, but
that's another column, I'm sure. It was
always atrust and control issue.
You did get two things right. First,
the EAS is too complicated. To make a
long story short, the feature creep, the
many required tests, printers and all
that came about as aresult of the adoption process.
The voices were from FEMA and
the FCC and the competing vendors.
None of these folks were overly motivated to make it simple and effective
or to push costs down.
So as you represent engineers and
broadcasters, recall that the industry
(the SBE and NAB) failed to make any
move to participate in the process
or to propose a system that met
the broadcasters' agenda. So oddly
enough we got asystem that fit someone else's desires.
Sometimes the enemy is us, and we
See EAS, page 17

rrrkuice By Design

MANUFACTURER
OF RF COAXIAL LOAD RESISTORS.
DUMMY LOADS FROM 1KW TO 1500KW,
AVAILABLE IN AIR, WATER OR SELF
CONTAINED HEAT EXCHANGERS.
HIGH POWER NON- REACTIVE CERMET
RESISTORS FROM 1OHM TO 20 MEGOHMS.

ALTRONIC RESEARCH INC.
P.O. Box 249 • Yellville, Arkansas 72687 870-449-4093 • Fax: 870-449-6000
E - mail: altronic@mtnhome.com Web Site:http:/íwww.altronic.com

Rave Reviews!
"Excellent Product" — Doug Walker, Clear Channel,
Cincinnati

"Teios has taken two great products [the Zephyr
and the Zephyr Express] and made them better.
They listened to the customer." — Raul Velez KNBR,
KFOG, Susquehanna Broadcasting of San Francisco

'Telas asked us what we wanted and they put it in
there.., you can't ask for anything more than that."
— Paul Burt, Clear Channel, New Orleans

'It's even easier to use than the original Zephyr."
— Michael Black, WEOS, Geneva, New York ( NPR
afifiate station)

"The most popular ISDN digital transceiver in the
coLntry has a fresh new look... Zephyr Xstream, a
slick, updated version of [the] familiar Zephyr."
— Steve Kirsch, Silver Lake Audio, New York

www.zephyr.com
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In Search of Access Equality
by Richard E. Butler
In the April 11 issue of Radio
World, Iread the guest commentary
"It's Radio, Jim, But Not as We Know
It" by Quentin Howard, which provided some interesting generic insights
but fell away on some critical elements.
We all know a major factor in the
success of DAB will be the achievement of effective cost reductions in
digital receivers and terminals. So
with the years of availability of the
Eureka- 147 specifications, it must be
disappointing that the mass production encouraged by your guest commentator has not come about.
System development
The sentiments can be appreciated
for Iam well aware of the huge efforts
that have gone into its development as
a specification standard over the past
decade or more.
But it is the gratuitous advice that
has been given to countries like
Australia — "DRM would be ideal for
the Outback and Eureka for its metropolitan cities" — that needs correction.
First, such a suggestion flies in the
face of a long-standing objective of
the search for technologies to enable
the prospect of universal service
throughout the nation — this means to
Australians living on the continent
and also the associated Australian
small islands.
In the current era of human, economic, political and related rights,
many governments are required to
address the reach of new technologies
and services to the underserved rural
and remote areas of their countries.
Shortfalls of the past, taken for
granted on economic considerations,
are no longer valid for satisfying the

aspirations of those rural and remote
communities for whom quality radio
and associated services are a vital
yearning and need.
What is at issue now is the strength
of national values and the search for
solutions to provide reasonable equality of access.
Indeed, in regards to Australia,
there is a parliamentary inquiry into
the radio industry over services to the
non- metropolitan areas.
As to Digital Radio Mondiale
(DRM) technology developments,
there must be major policy, budgetary
and operational cost issues related to
available HF spectrum and parallel

Dick Butler,

age, as follows: A, Australia and its
small islands, Papua New Guinea and
East Timor; B, the South Pacific; and
C, parts of Asia ( mainly the ASEAN
area).
The common user-sharing opportunities of a satellite capability for
direct DAB transmission to personal
and portable receivers may well
enable a mix of complementary, lowcost terrestrial single- frequency networking.
Efficiencies
At the same time, it may well provide both efficient spectrum use and
the business case to widen service

the chairman of AsiaSpace and

former secretary general of the ITU, comments
here on the direction of global digital services.

running, having moved off the earlier
intended change to single sideband,
which could have been accommodated
with somewhat easier transition
arrangements.

access beyond the simple and expensive terrestrial solutions that have
been advocated by particular interests.
But there are other changes toward
enhancing specifications and low-cost
service opportunities.
Complementary mix
For example, the initial WorldSpace
In 1993, following WARC 92,
satellite delivery specifications ( sysAustralia notified the ITU of a protem D) have now been extended.
posed L-band DAB satellite system at
International recognition has been
151.5 degrees east with particular spot
given in the ITU-R process, to provide
beams within the nation.
for spatial diversity ( repeated " secBut in 1999, the notification was
ond" with a slightly delayed signal
modified to provide for a potential
transmission) and now a modern
system of three independent subreMCM application for low- powered
gional beams, each with prime cover- retransmission — now known as a
hybrid satellite/terrestrial standard.
These enhancements will go into
the commercialization phase in 2002.
They will facilitate service where
line-of-sight may be hindered — in tunRemote Facilities Controller
nels, under bridges and in built-up areas.
.0
control transmitter From any telephone
In reality, this development fits
8-64 channels of telemetry and control
well with the intention of WARC 92
programmable control by date and time
for spectrum allocation for BSS
optional printer and modem adapters
(satellite radio broadcasting and comprogrammable telemetry alarms
plementary terrestrial coverage).
o
full-featured, affordable, reliable
Now let us turn to the vital question
E
integrated rack panel
of receiver price reductions. The initial WorldSpace receivers of three
years back may have come to market
Intelligent Rack Adapter
in the $200 to $300 range, but this has
parallel printer interface
o
already been halved for the receivers
intemal modem for data
of the original four manufacturers
front panel status indicators
from Japan.
battery backed power supply
o
Moreover, other manufacturers are
rack mountable chassis ( 1U)
E
now active in China, India, Indonesia,
Korea and Thailand with major price
downturns to below $ 100.
Dual Channel Audio Failsate
One unit going into mass producprovides contact closure on loss of audio
tion is expected to come to market for
adjustable from 7seconds to 4.5 minutes
$60, with basic features of addressmonitors two audio channels
ability, connection to other multimeintegrated rack panel
dia
products and desktop computers.
cost-effective, reliable
In another instance, there is the
low-cost addition of the L-band DAB
service feature to a CD multiplayer
innovative solutions
41V> Sine SysIemsunit at minimum cost to the market,
nashville, tennessee • 615.228.3500 voice • 615.227.2393 fax- on- demand • www.sinesysterns.com
which has led to action toward the
model ofs-

Try to control yourself...

export of the product to other countries — developed and developing.
You will note the accent on service
delivery, as well as on the comparative indications of unmatched current
price levels to other digital systems.
As Iindicated, there is the evidence
for further price reductions sooner
rather than later.
Moreover, already in service is
multimedia downstreaming — quality
sound with graphics, image and text.
This is opening up many support possibilities for agriculture, education,
environment, health and tourism, and
for small community traders with
fixed, portable and mobile access.
New services
Indeed multimedia and datastreaming services are already in operation
through PC card accessories to
receivers to desktop computers or
direct via accredited versions of yagi
antennas with card connector direct to
desktop PCs and from both AfriStar
and AsiaStar.
In July 2001, WorldSpace and its
China joint- venture partner ChinaSat
commissioned anew hub uplink earth station in Beijing for uplinking to the
AsiaStar northeast beam deliver DSB
services in China and the neighboring
areas. China has opted to use the Lband spectrum allocation for satellite
DRB.
Action is well in hand for uplinking
both quality radio and multimedia
information services to the addressable receivers and terminals throughout China.
In summary, the WorldSpace system has been in operation for some
three years and has provided quality
performance beyond expectations.
There has been the international
recognition of the extension of the
initial satellite delivery specifications
for efficient and effective spectrum
use with hybrid satellite/terrestrial
means of delivery for fixed and
mobile applications.
There have been the significant and
major reductions in the consumer
prices for the personal and portable
receivers and terminals. Further
downward reductions are in the
pipeline.
Richard ( Pick) E. Butler is chairman of AsiaSpace and former secretary general of the International
Telecommunications. Union (ITU).
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Rhapsody
in Blue.
Digital Core
Routing System
Scalable Up to
4,096 Channels
Digital & Analog
24 Bit I/0
Mix Multiple
Inputs to
Any Output
IFB-Talk to
Remotes
Integrated
Intercom
Functions

Introducing the new 32KD
Digital Audio Network from
Sierra Automated Systems.
This modular, digital-core
routing system processes
more audio, routes more
signals, and provides more
user control than any
other system in its class.
Routing, mixing, signal
processing, IFB, mix-minus,
and more, run simultaneously without conflict.
All this functionality is
readily accessible via PC, mixing boards,
or dedicated control panels. And the
performance? Like music to your ears.
For more details about the impressive
capabilities of the 32KD, give us a call
or visit our web site.
SAS. Doing more for radio. Agan.

SIERRA
/

W‘

SAS

AUTOMATED
SYSTEMS
818-840-6/49

sasaudio.com
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Power
Continued from page 8

need to understand the two types of
Underwriters Laboratories certification:
safety testing and endurance testing. UL
1449 is a safety certification that only
ensures aunit will not be afire hazard.
"UL 1449 endurance testing is optional," Benton said. "Manufacturers are not
required to submit their products for
endurance testing, but those who do can
offer the customer aguarantee of performance." For maximum protection, look for
equipment UL certified Grade A, Class 1,
Mode 1.
Series mode surge protectors are
available for a range of loads, with
"bricks" to protect smaller items, rack-
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FEATURES
mount units to protect an array of studio
gear and protectors in NEMA enclosures
for larger applications.
An alternative to the installation of surge
suppressors to protect gear is the use of balanced power.
Everything in balance
In addition to protection, balanced AC
lines have other advantages, most notably a
reduction of noise levels in both analog and
digital audio gear. These advantages add to
the bottom line. Protecting equipment with
abalanced power system typically costs
more than installation of surge suppressors.
Rick Henry, marketing and sales director
for Equi.Tech, feels that balanced power
has raised the standards in both the recording and broadcast industries.
"When digital went to 24/96 resolution,
what were once grains of sand are now

Superior Electric makes a popular line of voltage regulators.

AUDIO
FROM ANY
ENGINE MAY
BE USED IN
ANY STUDIO

/UP TO
3CONSOLES
PER ENGINE
WITH BUILT
IN ROUTER

REMOTE MIXING
ROUTING AND
MAINTENANCE
FROM ANY
NETWORK PC

Whether you want to get started with digital consoles or need [oeasily manage all the audio in your facility. Logitek has the
solution. The heart of our system is arouter- based digital audio engine that handles all of the mixing. rouiting and return
feeds .
our studios require plus awhole lot more. Add to this our full line of console control surfaces. router control heads
and PC- based control programs and you will find asolution that is just right for you. Why choose between aconsole and a
router when 'ou can have both for the price of one? Call today. 800-213-5870 or visit our website ait www.logitekaudio.com.

Logitek

boulders. Using balanced AC with power
amps gives amuch tighter bottom end, better imaging from left to right, and more
detail on the high end."
As balanced power systems have
evolved, features have been added for
safety and customer convenience.
Christos Desalemos, an account executive
of Furman Sound, said, " Customers
should look for features such as ground
fault protection, asoft-start circuit to protect equipment from turn-on transients,
regulation of at least plus or minus five
volts, and the ability to disconnect from
the AC line if voltage drops below 88
volts or above 140 volts."
UPS and away
The =interruptible power supply offers a
degree of protection from short power outages, and can, in some instances, clean up
incoming power. Choosing the right one for
an application involves understanding some
statistics about power outages as well as the
type of equipment that is connected to it.
There are three types of UPS: off-line,
line interactive and online.
Off-line, the least expensive, feeds raw
AC straight through to equipment, and only
switches over to full UPS mode in the event
of apower failure.
A line interactive UPS feeds raw power to the device, but if voltage fluctuates,
it compensates for those fluctuations, and
if the power drops out, it will switch to
UPS mode.
The true online UPS is the most expensive, and most suitable for protection of
broadcast equipment because it isolates
equipment completely from the utility service. Incoming power is converted to DC
battery power, which is then converted
back to AC and fed to customer equipment.
In addition to isolation from utility line
noise, the online UPS has no switching
delays because it is running on batteries all
the time.
Making cost-effective decisions in the
purchase of aUPS involves looking at what
type of equipment is connected to aUPS,
and how critical it is.
"If all you require is bulk power to take
care of office workstations, then the less
expensive off-line or line interactive UPSs
are fine," said Alan Katz, senior product
manger for MGE UPS Systems. "But if
you're backing up your studio where you
have noise considerations and cannot tolerate interruptions, then an online UPS would
be the best choice."
As with audio gear, the harmonic distortion, or THD rating of the UPS is critical.
Katz said better units have less than 5percent THD.
The nature and duration of power
See POWER, page 17
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protection agencies have exhaust emission
limitations, and apermit may be required.
You may also be limited in the number
of hours agenset can be run, or be required
to install emissions devices?'
Olson emphasizes the need to involve
utility company representatives and engineers from the manufacturer early in the
planning process, as every site and installation is different.
Transmitter sites have their own unique
requirements for power conditioning.
The remote locations of many transmitter installations means that the delivered
AC often is unstable and below its specified
voltage rating.
Ted Gladis, regional sales manager for
Superior Electric, said, "In many instances
we've seen adrop on 480-volt lines at
remote sites of up to 15 percent. Most
transmitters are spec'd out with aline voltage tolerance of plus or minus 5 percent.
This constant low line voltage can shorten
tube life and cause degraded transmitter
performance."
In order to maintain stability and correct
for aconstant low line voltage, avoltage
regulator needs to be installed at the transmitter site. There are several types of regu-

Power
Continued from page 16

disruptions must also be understood.
"About 87 percent of outages are 1-2
seconds in duration, and take the form of
surges, spikes and voltage deviations," Katz
said. "Only 2percent of the incidents that
affect critical equipment are blackouts.
Most customers are well protected with
about 20 minutes of battery time."
Generators
For critical equipment that cannot be off
for even that 2percent of the time, abackup generator or genset is in order.
Energy deregulation has changed some
of the ground rules for purchasing and
operating agenerator. Gary Olson, technical counsel for Cummins, said users of 500
kW and larger generators may have the
potential to reduce their electric bill.
"Utilities are often interested in providing reduced rates for broadcasters that will
have larger generator sets and be willing to
run their loads on generator power during
times of peak demand?'

The online UPS

because it is running on batteries all the time.

To do this, the generator must be
designed to work well in adistributed generation infrastructure.
"A soft transition transfer switch is
used," Olson said, "which parallels the generator with the AC utility, and ramps the
load from source to source slowly." Under
some circumstances, broadcasters can
finance the cost of the generator with the
savings realized through rate reductions
from utility companies. Payback times can
be as short as three to four years.
Advance planning is essential before
purchasing agenerator.
"When the genset is installed, you need
to consider issues such as noise and exhaust
emission," Olson said. "Sound attenuation
may need to be installed, especially in
urban areas. Usually state environmental

EAS
Continued from page 12

are passive-aggressive as an industry.
You are correct that it can be
fixed — or, more appropriately,
improved. We're pretty sure that lives
have been saved by EAS, so for them
at least, it did work.
The basic platform has way more
than enough power to do just about
anything. The rules have been
changed, are being changed (just
watch Clay Freinwald work) and can
be changed.
But you probably missed that EAS
works best when the local energy is
focused on those local trust relationships — broadcasters and authorities
working together.
One real problem is that by the
time EAS was required, many sta-

Surgex samong companies that make suppression equipment.
require aUPS, Gladis said, preferably the
true online type. A delay will occur
between the AC failure and the generator
coming online. During that period, aUPS
will ensure that rack equipment and ancillary gear will continue to function glitchfree.
Sources for this article agreed that when
shopping for power conditioning and gen-

has no switching delays

lators available, but the older ferroresonant
and adjustable tap styles aren't used for
new installations.
Ferroresonant regulators are sensitive to
AC line frequency and generate EMI.
Transformers with adjustable taps can continuously switch those tap connections as
voltages fluctuate, and wear themselves out
quickly.
"Current technology," Gladis said, "is
based on variable transformer-based regulators where there is acontinuous adjustment
with acarbon brush across the commutator
surface?'
Many voltage regulators have aTVSS
option, which is worth considering when
planning or upgrading an installation.
In addition to the voltage regulator and
generator, the transmitter site probably will
tions had no engineering to apply to
the basic duty of broadcasters to
inform their public. ( Remember serving the "public interest, convenience
and necessity"?) The contract engineer or the " DE" with 15 stations
simply lacks the bandwidth and motivation, and needs avacation.
So, Guy, you might check with the
SBE and see where they are in the
EAS process ... you are a veteran
SBE member, aren't you?
Keep slugging and growing, my
masked friend.
The author lives in Denver. He
says he has been in electronic
media long enough to remember
what a Mechanical Reproduction
Announcement is.
Masked Engineer Guy Wire's comments, and his reply to this article,
are available at www.rwonline.com.
RW welcomes other points of view.
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erator equipment, the best practice is to ask
acompany for its customer list, and check
it for other broadcasters and groups. The
market is flooded with inexpensive products, and the old axiom that you get what
you pay for most definitely applies.
Tom Vernon is a multimedia consultant
working in Philadelphia. Reach him via email to TLVernon@blazenet.net

THE SOURCE FOR SOLUTIONS
For the last 30 years 0E1 has supplied innovative FM Transmission
solutions.
HIGHLY RELIABLE SINGLE TUBE GROUNDED GRID FM
TRANSMITTERS
For 15 years QEI has manufactured a line
of technologically advanced grounded grid
FM transmitters that provide outstanding
performance and reliability.
SINGLE PHASE HIGH POWER FM
TRANSMITTERS
QEI was the first broadcast equipment
supplier

to

offer

high- power

FM

transmitters able to operate from single
phase AC power sources. These products
allow the development ol many transmitter
locations where providing 3 phase power
wou!cl be cost prohibitive.
COET EFFECTIVE SOLID-STATE FM
TRANSMITTERS
QEI has been manufacturing solid-state FM transmitters since 1975,
longer than any other US manufacturer. The QUANTUM Series FM
transmitters are power efficient and very competitively priced. They
are designed in 600-watt increments so you can buy precisely the
amount of power output need.
QEI also manufactures the finest FM Modulation Monitor and Test
System available and the CAT-LINK Digital STUTSL System.
Contact QEI today and let us put our innovations to work for your station.
Contact our sales department at 800-334-9154 ( International 856-7282020) or by e-mail at qeisales@qei-broadcast.com.
Web site http://www.qei-brcadcast.com
QEI CORPORATION
PO Box 805 Williamstown NJ 08094 USA
800-334-9154\856-728-2020\856-629-1751 Fax
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e Integrated

platform concept
Fiber optic networking
*- Any audio source, anywhere

KLOTZ DIGITAL's unique VADIS Platform provides the
perfect solution for facilities searching for the ultimate
in digital audio integration. From single studio buildouts to new mega- facility operations, KLOTZ DIGITAL
provides a cost effective and time saving option to
traditional analog and digital facility installations.
Our secret is behind the scenes. Fiber-optic based,
the VADIS Platform integrates all audio functions,
combining operator tasks, reducing the need for

KLOTZ DIGITAL GERMANY
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traditional wiring, and paving the way for effortless
future expansion. And, the elimination of a central
router means distribution of " any audio source anywhere at any time!"
Compare the costs for yourself. When it comes to
savings, quality and performance...nobody even
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and technologically advanced facilities throughout the world choose KLOTZ DIGITAL.
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Hot Formats:
Women: Key in aTough Economy
News/Talk,
'80s, Christian
MANAGEMENT

CORNER

by Vincent M. Ditingo

"Keep the customer satisfied,"
Simon & Garfunkel once sang. But for
radio, especially music- formatted stations, that philosophy apparently has
not applied to female listeners.

what programming elements directly
affect women.
Arbitron/Joint Communications
interviewed via telephone 1,060
female Arbitron diarykeepers aged 1854 to find out what they want from
their radio stations. ( Although diary-

Contesting Loses Appeal in the
Upper Ends of the Demo
Women Who Tune in for Contests

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

% Strongly Agree
Source: Arbitron and Joint Communications
According to Arbitron data, overall
12- plus audience shares for females
have been in asteady decline for nearly 10 years. Indeed, listening levels
have dropped nearly 17 percent from
spring 1993 through spring 2001,
underscoring the fierce competitiveness for women among all media in
recent years.
This disturbing trend prompted
Arbitron,
along
with
Joint
Communications, a strategic media
and marketing company, to undertake
acomprehensive study this summer on

AEQ

keepers from all of Arbitron's identified formats were included in the survey, the findings mostly apply to
music radio stations.)
Inappropriate content
In this era of so-called shock radio,
one sentiment that comes across
strongly is that women prefer radio
stations they can listen to with their
children.
Interestingly, 65 percent of women
in the younger 18-to- 24- year- old cell,
which many rock music stations front-

eagle

ISDN.1 AUDIO CODEO

ed by morning or afternoon drive- time
"shock jocks" target, indicated they
would tune out if the content were
inappropriate for children.
The bottom line here is that today's
radio station must be " family friendly"
so mothers can listen to their favorite
stations along with their children,
especially when driving to school and
to and from other everyday events.
Overall, 71 percent of women
strongly agreed that " rude announcers" would cause them to tune out,
while 59 percent of them said "cheesy
or phony announcers" would also be a
tune-out factor.

New times
The new findings point to aneed for
less- offensive material as well as a
reexamination of comedic and other
programming elements, particularly
since the terrorism and other disturbing national events in recent months.
The study's authors noted that participants used a series of words to
describe what they consider/perceive
as offensive material including
"crude," " lewd," " racist, " sexist,"
"profane" and "obscene."
Meanwhile, not surprisingly, the
leading tune- out factor fell under the
heading of "too many commercials." A
perennial tune-out factor for both men
and women over the years, the situation has been exacerbated during the
past 18 months as many stations try to
stretch their spot inventory in a tough
economy.
Contest promotions are cited as
potential tune-out factors. Almost 40
percent of women do not want to hear
any on-air contesting while 23 percent
found contests entertaining. Only 11
percent said they have listened to radio
See MANAGEMENT CORNER, page 27

by Ken R.
Echoes of the Sept. 11 terrorist
attacks continue to reverberate through
the radio industry. News/talk, already
the No. 1 format, got a huge boost
from recent events as Americans
sought the latest developments and
wanted to share their thoughts.

Guy Zapoleon
"The minute the crisis started, news
ratings probably tripled and quadrupled," said Guy Zapoleon, president of
Zapoleon Media Strategies of Stafford,
Texas. "Even if the situation levels off,
the events have created a new level of
interest."
Consultant George Williams, who
primarily works with news/talk stations, agreed.
See HOT FORMATS, page 20
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Hot Formats
Continued from page 19

"You'll see some listening patterns
shaken up before things settle back to
normal," said Williams, president of
his own firm based in Dallas. "There
is a great deal of interest in current
events."
Dan Vallie, CEO and founder of
Vallie-Richards Consulting in Alpharetta, Ga., said Arbitron ratings for the
last month of summer illustrated the
trend toward current events programming - most dramatically in New
York, Los Angeles and Chicago.
Also in the end- of- summer period,
in Boston, news/talker WBZ(AM)
went from a 7.2 share to a 7.6. In
Detroit, full- service WJR(AM) jumped
from 5.7 to 6.6 and in Philadelphia,
news station KYW(AM) increased
from 6.8 share to 7.1. All three stations lead their markets in the 12-plus
demographic for all dayparts.
"And news/talk will remain hot as
long as we stay in this consciousness,"
said Vallie.
But these information/conversation
formats were 800- pound gorillas
already. The research division of New
York- based Interep shows that news
and talk stations combined to grab
more than 13 percent of the 12- plus
audience Monday to Sunday, 6 a.m. to
midnight in the Arbitron spring 2001
survey.
Urban and '
80s
The nearest competitors are the
urban formats that own a little more
than 11 percent. Urban, a relatively
new format, already has spawned
urban/contemporary, rhythm and blues
and urban oldies.
Radio consultant Don Hallen of The
Positioning Works sees alot of interest
in the ' 80s format.
"It's not working everywhere, but it
is still working well in some markets,"
said Hallett. "The owners may never

become No. 1but they will make money with it."
Vallie said while the ' 80s format
starts off strongly for several books, it
usually cools in time.
"It's unique and very focused, but
many of these stations tend to evolve
into acombination of ' 80s and ' 90s or
hot adult contemporary," said Vallie.
"Seattle's KYPT(FM) went from a 1
share to about a3.9 in one book ( with
a flip to ' 80s format), but most stations are looking for away to give the
'80s format legs."
Migration
Michele Skettino, vice president of
marketing
communications
for
Interep, said that in order for an ' 80s
station to gain an audience, the bodies
have to come from somewhere else.
"You might see a decline in hot
adult contemporary listeners," said
Skettino.
But she said the numbers of urban
and Hispanic formats have been
increasing in recent years, driven
largely by growth in those population
sectors.
"The urban formats have also been
growing because the great things the
artists are doing with the music,"
Skettino said. " Trends start in the

urban formats and are now crossing
over into mainstream."
Zapoleon had alittle different opinion on what's hot and what's not in the
music formats.
"One of our clients, WRCH(FM) in
Hartford, (Conn.) is mainstream adult
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Michele Skettino
"It just exploded in 18-34 listeners,
going double digits and demolishing
the top- 40 competition,"
said
Zapoleon. "The core artists in this
type of format would be people like
Jay-Z, Nelly and Missy Elliott."

hot as long

- Dan Vallie
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as we stay in this consciousness.
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contemporary and it has been No.1
forever in the 12- plus demographic,"
said Zapoleon. " Ithink that is one of
the hottest formats now."
Another of his Hartford clients is
rhythmic crossover WZMX(FM).

News/talk will remain
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Vallie recently signed on anew type
of oldies station in Chicago. Known as
"The Drive," Bonneville's WDRV(FM)
is targeted at the 25-54 demo and uses
an expanded playlist.
"It's not just the same 400 records,
and the production style is intelligent
and natural," Vallie said. "We worked
with WDRV's PD, Greg Solk, to ensure
that the music is based in the ' 70s but
also features some ' 60s and ' 80s as
well. The station became No. Iin men
25-54 in just one book." ( Monday to
Sunday, 6a.m. to midnight).
Richmond, Va., radio consultant
Rick Ott, president of Ott &
Associates, said an important ingredient in any oldies format is personality.
"Oldies can be a gold mine, but a
lot of stations aren't doing it right," he
said. " It requires more interaction with
the audience, which you can't get from
a computer sitting on a desk. A deep
playlist helps, too."
Salem Communications Corp. operates from Camarillo, Calif. Together
with programmer Dan Vallie, Salem is
responsible for the growing number of
contemporary Christian stations
known collectively as "The Fish."
"The first one was KFSH(FM), Los
Angeles, which was exciting and fun,"
Vallie said. "To do a format like this,
you have to be open-minded. We wanted to take Christian radio to a higher
level."
Vallie said other "Fish" stations have
gone on the air in Atlanta, Portland,
Ore., Chicago and Sacramento, Calif.,
with more on the way.
"They won't necessarily be No. Im

the market, but they will make a
strong impact," said Vallie. "Ithink in
these times America is seeking something, a spirituality or whatever and
these stations fill that need."
Stations consulted by Vallie have no
preaching on the air and the formats
are music- based and targeted to the
25-54 demographic.
"We were sitting in research studies
where people were looking at other
formats and we would keep seeing
interest in Christian music," said
Vallie. "The time is right for this to
happen."
Ott spoke highly of the smooth jazz
format.
New Americans
"It could be the beautiful music of
the 21st century," he said.
Ott also said changing U.S. population demographics will alter the complexion of the radio industry.
"The day will come in some markets - and not just San Antonio and
L.A. - where Hispanic formats will
be accepted more and more," he said.
"There are anumber of good crossover
artists that can make that happen."
Mark Fratrik, vice president of BIA
Financial
Network,
said
the
Telecommunications Act of 1996 produced more experimentation.
"Everyone is looking for something
new and because radio is competitive,
the concept of what's a hot format is
always changing," Fratrik said.
"Operators are always searching to
find the next niche." e
STATION

SERVICES

Fisher/NBG Re- Ups
Bruce DuMont
Glen Fisher Entertainment has
renewed Bruce DuMont's " Beyond
the Beltway" political talk show for
two additional years.
"Beyond The Beltway with
Bruce DuMont" airs Sunday
evenings from 6-8:00 p.m. CDT.
The program is broadcast live from
The Radio Hall of Fame at The
Museum of Broadcast Communications in Chicago.
- Beyond the Beltway' takes
America's political pulse from
coast to coast and border to border.
The show presents a balanced and
spirited forum of intellect and passion," stated 011ie Homes, vice
president of operations for NBG.
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Plan aGreat Sales Campaign
by Ken R.
All too often alocal retail advertiser will
stick his or her toe into radio with ahastily
prepared series of spots. The campaign
inevitably disappoints both the advertiser
and the radio station. The retailer scurries
back to the local newspaper where results
are underwhelming and expensive, but at
least verifiable.
What makes for asuccessful campaign?
Consider the example of WSIX(FM).
While traditional medical doctors don't
advertise on the radio, specialists such as
cosmetic surgeons, dentists, chiropractors
and hair transplant facilities have found success with broadcast campaigns.
Live testimonials
An example of this kind of radio love
affair is ongoing in Nashville, Tenn., where
Clear Channel's WSIX account executive
Alisa Valentim was able to help local laser
eye surgeon grow his business by afactor of
12 within alittle more than ayear.
"They had apreconceived notion of what
they wanted to do after talking to some consultants," Valentim said. "They were told to
be on the air one week, off the next and to
only use recorded spots. We came up with a
completely different idea and did asix-week
trial which blew their phones off the wall!'
WSIX used morning man Gerry House
and several other on-air and off-air staff who
actually underwent the surgical procedure,
which improves vision and eliminates the
need for eyeglasses or contacts.
A series of live testimonials from House,
Valentim, other station staff and Dr. Stewart
Shofner about the success of their laser eye
surgeries provided alevel of comfort and
trust for potential clients in the initial series
commercials.
And with such a success with the
Valentim-designed radio campaign, WSIX
has signed the good doctor to an exclusive
ongoing schedule of three commercials per
week.
Shofner's business manager, Beth
Hackett, said the telephones continue to ring.
"We went from getting about 10 appointments amonth before the (WSIX) campaign
to more than 120 a month today," said
Hackett. "Since we've been with WSIX, we
did alittle over $ 1million in sales with 426
patients in the last year."

Valentim applied her experience with testimonial advertising when she contributed to
aNutrisystems weight-loss program radio
commercial and was surprised at the
response.
"I became a
celebrity and came
to believe in the
power of radio,"
said Valentim. " I
was anobody but I
was
constantly
being recognized
and Ithought if it
worked for weight Dr. Stewart Shofner
loss, it could work
for Dr. Shofner. Our morning man (Gerry
House) makes each spot unique?'
Hackett said Shofner first went on radio
in 1997 after trying other advertising media.
'We had been told by our consultants not to
use WSIX because it was too expensive:'
said Hackett. "Those consultants were
idiots!'
"When we advertise on the radio, it's usually tied in with acharity," said Hackett. 'We
have held breakfasts at the national guard
armory where all the proceeds go to the
Make aWish Foundation. We also sponsor
an annual concert and raise money for heat
relief programs down here so (poor) people
can get air conditioners!'
Hackett gives WSIX the credit for putting
Dr. Shofner on the map.
More for radio
"Nothing has ever paid off like this station. After the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks we
stopped advertising in the newspapers and
with billboards, but we will never drop
WSIX because they give us exclusive
endorsements which is the real key!'
Hackett said Shofner spent about 10 percent less on newspaper advertising after the
WSIX campaign began late last year, adding
the difference to the radio station's coffers.
These kind of successes might give you
ideas for campaigns of your own. There are
online resources to help.
James Alfred Davis is the managing
director of the Radio Advertising Bureau's
member services. The RAB makes adaily
study of successful radio campaigns and
documents them on its Web site,
www.rab.com.
"The goal was to document what we

establishes rapport and brings objectives to
the surface.
"Part of solving aproblem is identifying
it and that means asking alot of questions,"
Davis said. "But before you get to that stage,
you need to do your homework?'
RAB has an Advertiser Needs Analysis
template available on its Web site.
Davis recommends that radio salespeople
ask potential clients, "If someone is in the
market to buy a (fill in the blank) today, why
won't they buy it from you?" Davis said the
answer can reveal awealth of information.
Other nuts and bolts topics, according to
Davis, include store hours, best days for
business and who the decision-makers are
for this product. The client should also be
asked about his competitive situation in the
market and the existing customer demographic profile.
Davis suggests investigating all co-op
opportunities and the client's general preferences in advertising style. Some local advertisers prefer testimonials, others like comedy
or astraight approach.
"A salesperson should be prepared with a
list of questions going in, but the questions
shouldn't be so narrow that he or she misses
aserendipitous opportunity," Davis said.

already knew," Davis said. "We now have
over 2,000 success stories divided by retail
categories online and it's one of our most
important sales tools!'
He said this section of the Web site is
accessible without aRAB subscription.
Davis said acommon mistake radio
salespeople make
occurs at the outset
of acampaign.
"How can you possibly know whether
your campaign is
right if you don't
ask before the first
commercial runs,
what the objective
is?" said Davis.
James Davis
"Things like smart
scheduling and well-written creative play a
part in every Radio Gets Results success story, but the most fundamental key to overall
success is awell-executed needs analysis!'
He said this important phase of selling

Radio Revenue Roller Coaster Ride
How has radio performed in recent months? For that matter, for the past decade?
The Radio Advertising Bureau predicts that radio sales this year will be down overall compared to ayear ago, for the first time in 10 years (although it points out that sales through the
end of September are still 11 percent higher than the first nine months of 1998).
RAB's monthly numbers for the past two years show ahistoric increase followed by adramatic drop. The trend of escalating sales reached its zenith in the middle of 2000, when
national revenue, for example, was up 40 percent in March compared to ayear earlier, and
local revenue jumped 22 percent that May.
National revenue first showed adrop in September of last year; local first showed anegative in December — the first such drops since December 1991.
Most of 2001 has seen single-digit decreases in local revenue and double-digit declines in
national numbers. In September alone, local sales were off 12 percent. Local revenue
accounts for 80 percent of most broadcasters' revenue.
The once-anticipated recovery in the fourth quarter did not take place. The trauma of Sept.
11 contributed; it not only hit the economy, but inspired many broadcasters to switch to a
costly, non-commercial, all-news format for days or even weeks.
Gary Fries, RAB's president, said the final outcome for 2001 would be difficult to predict
— numbers won't be available until February — but he expected that the year likely will end
in an overall drop of about 9percent. That would put radio revenue this year at $ 18.5 billion.
A Decade
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TimeShift
Continuous recording of audio and cues

TimeShift is a revolutionary new software progran that will forever change the way broadcasters handle network feeds
and broadcasts. Capable of storing ayear's worth of network programm ng, TimeShift gives you incredible new
capabilities and amazing new programming options.
•

TimeShift will continuously delay satel ite feeds, allowing for proper " day- parting" in all time zones.

•

TimeShift not only records the network audio, it records network cues as well. When audio is played back, it is just
like it was coming off the bird, no addilional wiring is necessary.

•

TimeShift can record in any Windows audio format... and you select the sample rate, the compression, and whether
to record in stereo or mono.

•

TimeShift gives you the ability to effortlessly z.reate " best of" sflows from multiple periods of any network feed,
instantly assembling them for airplay.

•

TimeShift interfaces seamlessly with our Sim an advanced digital automation software to allow you to effortlessly
intermingle live, recorded and " time-shifted" Drogramming. You can even " export" network segments from
TimeShift for playback on any audio PC.

•

TimeShift forever eliminates tedious dibbing of network features, saving you hours in labor costs and entirely
avoiding missed recordings.

•

TimeShift includes all of this for one lcw price.., there are no hidden charges.

Nothing else has the capabilities and versatility cf BSI's TimeShift. Ycu will be amazed by its ease-of- use and powerful
features. Download your free trial copy today.

Test and try before you buyESSI
Broadcast
Software
International

Download TimeShift today.
888-bsiusal www.bsiusa.com sales@bsiusa.com
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Run Better Promotion Meetings
by Mark Lapidus

after week for the GSM to spend
enough time with AEs to find out what
their clients really want to accomplish.
And having the account executive represent the client is tricky enough. If you
add another person to the mix, it's like
playing the game of telephone, in which
the message can get very confused.
If you spend most of your time at
these morning meetings discussing
sales matters, when does the PD and
promotion team concentrate on doing
things just for listeners with little or no
sales implication? Fair question.

that'll help you turn that weekly nightpre- meetings ( and weekly sign-up
mare into afun, productive time.
sheet) how many sales reps will be
I've had promotion meetings that last
All promotion meetings should be in
attending. She should take that number
three hours. I've had sales people crying
the morning when people are energized.
and divide it into 50 minutes; this gives
in promotion meetings. I've seen asales
And you won't have account executives
her a pretty good idea how much time
person leave a promotion meeting with
begging off late in the day when they
can be allocated for each rep.
an idea so good, she made $75,000 with
need to be calling on accounts.
If all the ideas from the pre-meeting
it less than two weeks later.
Contract with all parties for one
are shot down by those in attendance,
I've seen marketing directors decide
hour. Iuse the word "contract" intenguidance should be given to that sales
not to have the meetings at all, thinking
tionally. Everybody needs to know that
person about what track the PD or marthey can solve sales and programming
you're committed to getting out of the
ket director would like him to pursue
Daily discussion
matters by themselves.
room in one hour
and then, if needed,
This exchange is an ongoing daily
and that every
that same AE and
discussion. If you feel you need a
Seen it all
minute is of value.
the promo director
weekly meeting, someone — maybe
Stick around marketing and promoThis will help to
would bounce from
everyone — in your structure isn't
tions long enough and you too will see
curtail those who
office to office later
thinking clearly about how important
marketing and
it all.
have a tendency to
in the day with a the marriage between promotion and
Unfortunately, what you'll rarely see
dominate the ticksolution more suitprogramming has become.
promotions long
are promotion meetings that are run
ing clock week
able.
After all, married couples who really
well.
after week. The
With all this
communicate
once a week rarely have
enough and you
Have you stopped lately to consider
peer pressure of
action, how do you
successful relationships!
how many hours a week you spend in
being concise is a
stay organized? Try
Finally, conclude each promotion
too will see it all.
meetings? If you're like most radio
powerful weapon.
just one form for
meeting with a review of how things
managers today, you spend at least five
How can you
each concept/client.
have gone at appearances during the
hours aweek in meetings.
possibly do a proAt the bottom of the
last week. Talk about what went right
At least once ayear, invest in a few
motion meeting in one hour? Either the
form, leave room for asignature sign-off
and wrong and most importantly how
focused minutes to determine whether
marketing or promotion director has
of all the managers in attendance. The
things can be improved.
or not all those meetings are producpre- meetings with all sales people who
form is not valid until signed by all.
Now — Idid mention the concept of
tive — and if they are not, how you
will attend.
Although it's tempting, don't make
fun. This is more of an attitude than
might convince your immediate superiWhile this may sound redundant, it
copies until the form is completed and
anything else. If you can't inject humor
or to allow you to use your time more
isn't. The pre- meeting is for brainsigned. Incomplete forms will always
into your promotion meeting, think
effectively.
storming initial concepts for clients
create problems.
about people who manage to have fun
Of all the meetings you may considand is scheduled at the convenience of
Why shouldn't a marketing director
working in other industries like insurer cutting, Ihighly recommend that you
the account executive and promotion
work all this out in private meetings
ance, law, accounting or construction.
not cut your promotion meeting.
director.
with AEs? Because unless that marketI'll bet none of these folks have ever
Why? If done properly, a promotion
The actual promotion meeting is the
ing director is a genius and has
had to brainstorm about how best to
meeting gives your sales force the abilAE's time to present the selected preabsolute authority to deliver on promisgive away cars, concert tickets, trips
ity to represent their clients and gives
meeting concepts to the other managers
es made, agroup meeting is vital.
and money — all the elements of glamyou — as a marketing, promotion or
in attendance: the program director,
Ihave worked at stations where the
our and luxury so eagerly perceived by
program director — the opportunity to
marketing director, general sales mangeneral sales manager represented all
client and listener alike.
use those same clients to tremendous
ager and, in some cases, the general
her account executives.
Mark Lapidus is president, Lapidus
benefit to provide prizes and other
manager.
While this would seem to save time,
Media. Contact him via e-mail to mark
resources for your listeners.
Either the marketing or promotion
it doesn't. It simply isn't possible week
lapidus@yahoo.com.
Most people dread promotion meetdirector must control the flow of the
ings because they are neither well-orgameeting. This requires action, a firm
nized nor well-conducted and take
demeanor and astrict awareness of the
Radio and TV's Finest Women
longer than they should.
passing of time.
Here are some proven methods
The meeting leader knows from the
The American Women in Radio and Television have named the 50 most influential women in the broadcast industry in its new book, "Making Waves."
The book includes among its contemporary achievers Catherine Liggins
Hughes, founder and chairman of Radio One; and National Public Radio/ABC
News correspondent Cokie Roberts. Susan Stamberg, NPR's senior correspondent is also featured.
The AWRT, which
celebrates its 50th
anniversary this year,
honored the women
on its list with a luncheon in New York
City in October.
Roberts and Stamberg
attended, as did Diane
Sawyer, Dr. Joyce
Brothers, Julia Child,
Lesley Stahl and
Linda Ellerbee.
Each of AWRT's
The rio Greatest Women in Radio and Television
Top 50 women in
attendance read passages from their stories
in " Making
with the best monitor and the most accurate test set.
Waves." The book is
The FMN31-2/FMS-2 series monitors provide an even greater .
degree of
a hardcover edition
precision measurement than ever before...You can measure S/N below
and costs $27.95.
90 dB, You can measure crosstalk below 85dB, You can measure separations
Andrews McMeel
of better than 70dB, You can measure frequency response to better than
0.25 de, You can measure distortions to lower than 0.01%, and much more...
Publishing publishes
Our uncluttered panels and autoranging voltmeters make these measure"Making Waves." To
ments adream.
order, call Andrews
gaiELiksze www.belar.com (
610) 687-5550
McMeel toll- free in
Kansas at (800) 826SV ANIRICAN WONON IN RADIO AND TeLuvisiom
4216.
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Smooth.
Fast.
Easy.
That is what people are saying about the new phone
gear from Telas.
Smooth audio,

thanks to hybrid enhancements for

ce.cir , consistent calls — even cellular phones sound
better. ISDN option for pure digital connection to the
Telco network.
Fast operation and fewer errors due to the intuidive
Status Symbol icons and LCD displays on the new
Desktop Directors.
Easy show production, with the Assistant Producer PC
software giving

you

flexible screening and

capabilities over any IP

network

via

control

the standard

Ethernet port.

www.telos-systems.com
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You Need This
Looks like you've got your hands full again. Except you're running out of hands.
And because you have many facilities you could use afew more legs, too.
Let Harris' Intraplex STL PLUSTM give you ahand getting your new station up and
running quickly and profitably or upgrading your station to the best quality digital
on-air sound available today.
STL

PLUSTM

gives you bi-directional program audio transport over aT1 line, fiber or microwave link. So you can interconnect

your studios, offices and transmitter sites. And because it's is adigital system, you're delivering pure, crystal dear sound
regardless of the distance. Even if you're surrounded by the highest mountains or tallest buildings.
Now for the PLUS in SIL

PLUSTM:

You can also transmit LANNVAN data, telephone, intercom, and

remote control over the same digital line. All of which can rack up some pretty impressive cost
savings for your inter-facility communications.
Best of all, STL

PLUSTM

grows with you as no one else can. It has the industry's largest assortment

of plug-in modules. So you can design the perfect system for today and quickly, easily, and
affordably upgrade it for tomorrow.
So, contact your Harris representative about STL

www.broadcast.harris.com

PLUSTM

today. You'll be aleg up on the rest.
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Management Corner
Continued from page 19
"specifically to win" something.
The number of women interested in
radio contests, however, decreases
with age. The authors concluded that
as time pressures for women increase,
they prefer to listen to music on their
favorite station rather than be distracted by acontest.
In fact, women said " favorite
music" is the biggest reason for tuning
to aparticular station.
Eighty-seven percent of the women
in the survey said "music Ilike" is the
major factor for tuning in, followed by
76 percent who said that " lots of

Women 12+ AQH Ratings
Spring 1993 - Spring 2001

music, - regardless of format, is
enough motivation to select astation.
According to the study's findings,
the demand for "music Ilike" did not
change through the age cells, but the
preference for "lots of music" declined
with age.
Tune-in factor
For instance, 90 percent of women
aged 18-24 cite " lots of music" as a
tune- in factor, but only 66 percent of
women 50-54 would say the same
thing. Meanwhile, 58 percent of all
women in the survey said they would
tune out if the station aired a song

18.5

17.5

16.5

14.5

13.5

12.5

11.5

10.5

Source: Arbitron and Joint Communications

It's in the Research
There is little doubt among radio executives that research plays acritical
role in program strategies as well as in negotiating spot campaigns. This is
true especially in tumultuous economic times like these.
For radio broadcasters, research data can help define the station's image
through better daypart management. More important, research findings can
paint for advertisers both a broad and narrow picture of a station's demographic profile. In essence, it is the fabric of the radio station and/or network radio business.
"Research remains the cornerstone in dealing with negotiating strategies
and techniques," said Paul Anovick, president of Media Training Systems,
which specializes in radio sales training. "That's especially true of qualitative lifestyle research."
In recent years, qualitative data has been a key ingredient to create a
compelling audience story for select radio outlets such as some talk and
classical music stations that typically don't garner the high ratings numbers
that acontemporary hit station wins.
"Knowledgeable buyers are looking at qualitative research if their (buying) schedules allow," said Peter Cleary, president of The Concert Music
Network, a satellite-delivered network of more than 30 commercial classical music stations that has an affluent audience base.
In general, radio managers we've canvassed over the past year agree that
all kinds of research, especially customized listener surveys and focusgroup studies, help to both maximize the creative dynamics ( programming)
and marketing dynamics ( sales) of astation.
— Vincent M. Ditingo

It Here ...
20 Years Ago
"While participating on apanel at the recent NRBA convention
titled ' Engineering/Management
Coexistence: The Impossible
Dream,' Iquickly became aware
that engineers are very concerned
about their future and the generally low status of their profession. What is going to happen? In
which direction is the industry
heading? These concerns are all
too real for today's engineer.
"Back in the early days of
broadcasting, engineers were
responsible for the complete
operation, and most managers
were engineers. Today, engineering has been reduced to a back
room and to aminimal staff."
— Rick Edwards
Director of Engineering,
Guy Gannett Broadcasting
"Questionnaire for Engineers November 1981

they did not like.
Aside from a more discriminating
music playlist for your targeted audience, other key steps your station can
take to expand your female listener
base include citing
song titles and
artists over the air.

in the world," the authors stated.
Of great importance to station management and advertisers is the fact that
women can influence household purchase decisions heavily. To that end,
stations would be
smart to establish a
frequent- listener
club that offers disMore info
counts from local
The study noted
retailers/advertisers,
that 55 percent of
other
of women interested among
women radio lisrewards.
teners want to hear
in radio contests
"Women who
more
titles
01
belong to frequentdecreases with age.
songs and artists
listener clubs are
identified over the
valuable targets both
air rather than
for stations and
"funny DJs," cited
advertisers,"
the
by 45 percent as a
authors
stressed,
reason to listen.
"because their time spent listening is
According to the study's authors,
double that of anon-club member."
women answered without prompting
Vincent M. Ditingo is an assistant
that news was " one of their loves
professor and coordinator of the radio
about radio." Because of the hectic
program at the New York Institute of
lifestyle pace of today's female listenTechnology.
ers, "they are relying on radio to keep
He can be reached via e-mail to
them up to date with what's going on
vditingo@aol.com.
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• Aux Input
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•2 Headphone Jacks
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AUX Input
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Telephone Remote Control
Control 10 Relays ... Momentary, Latching
or Interlock
• Monitor Logic State Of 10 Inputs
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Massive BSW Price
Reduction on Orban 8400's
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OPTIA400-FM 8400
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FREE
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Hafler
Studio Monitors

There's Never Been aBetter Time
to Buy the Popular seo Processor

Instant

(with purchase)

Loaded with Motorola's latest DSP chips, the Optimod 8400 comes equipped with more than five times the raw

Only $ 9

processing power of it predecessor.This vastly augmented digital horsepower enabled Orban engineers to
implement sophisticated new processing algorithms ( seven years in the making) that extend virtually all
performance parameters.The 8400 retains many proven OPTIMOD-FM 8200 features, such as the five- band and
two- band processing structures, but with it's supercharged processing power, there is aclearly audible
improvement, namely anoticeably louder and brigater signal, with the smoothness and pristine clarity needed to
hold listeners for extended periods. If you are in the market for an FM processor, take advantage of BSW's
incredibly low price, plus receive apair of Hafler M5 studio monitors ( pictured at right). Now that's agreat deal!
Orban 8400 List $ 10,700.00

ONLY $ 8,995.00
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6-Channel Symetrix Headphone
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Save 43%
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BSW bought atruckload of these Symetrix amps ; owe could save you aload of money.
This is without ado,Ibt the best headphone amp

DR554-E ( Instant Replay)

can buy for the price. Features: 6direct inputs and 6

drect outputs; crystal clear, low distortion for reduced listening fatigue and enough power to please even
the most discriminating DI Don't miss this opportulity! Once these are gone, the price goes back up.
Symetrix 506E List $ 529.00
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So, is tlis cool or what? Instant Replays for only $ 9?.0C
50 Syste ms' Instant Replay places 1,000 aud:o clips a: yc

$199 "
427. = • j
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et instait access to an entire aaclio library of your on
ul new editing tools like head and tail trims, fade-ins, fac
xtract sound effects from abed, or make loops of misic
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Price Reduction on DBX Voice Processor!

nstall it ir the studio or control -oom.Thou 3E nds of ente
to their shows without the added expense of removabl(

One of our most popular mic processors now red iced to under $ 200.00.! The dbx 286A features a
studio quality mic preamp with phantom power, compressor limiter, de-esser, high and low -

Save your cash and get the industries most popular

frequency eq, expar der/gate, balanced mic and line level inputs, insert jack for utilizing outboard

for just $ 99.00 down.Call BSW toll free loday to c

effects, balanced XL Rinputs, balanced 1/4" TRS outputs.Take advantage of our sale price and order
several.
286A List $ 249.95

_

ONLY $ 199.00

s

s.

•599.CC down and 3.5 lease payments of $ 99 Cu).$1.00 purchase tiuy-out after ?isi no
subjec ,: o credit apposai. Monthly payment s'ightly higher for businesses operid -ing
years. Ps. nt hI
ypayment price coes not induce State Sales tax w -i<h will be added Ci
additional details and insaant credit application.

LOWEST PRICE

On Broadcaster's Favorite On-Air Mi
The Electro Voice RE20 dynamic cardioid mic is art industry staple and
extremely durable. Its patented, Variable- D design eiminates bass- boosting
proximity effect when close micing and its bass roll- off switch helps to shape
low end response. Includes stand clamp.
Electro Voice RE20 List $ 798.00

ONLY $ 369.00

Hurry, Sale Ends 1-31'
Some items are limited to stock on hand.
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Hafler

EXCLUSIVELY
FROM BSW

BEHRINGEFil

Hailer MS Monitor Speaker
This is absolutely the best speaker buy of the year!
The Hafler M5 is apassive reference monitor utilizing
an elaborate crossover network and tweeter overload
protection. The result is acompact package offering
high power handling and unmatched sound cpality for
the price. Magnetically shieldeo. Power handling 20200W.Dimensions:à.75"W x12 25"h x7"D.10 lbs..

ms ONLY $ 99.00 ea

Behringer 8-Channel Mixer
Before you dismiss ers mixer as a $ 99.00 toy...wait up.
We've never been more impressed with aquality mixer that
at $ 300.00 or $ 400.00 mulct be abargain.Thi s8-channel
mixer (4mono and 2stereo) is ideal for applications that
demand quick mixing in alimited space. Features: 4mic
preamps with phantom power; 3- band EQ:2 AUX sends;
2stereo AUX returns; durable steel casing.

MX802A

ONLY $ 99.00

NEW Behringer Aldo Tester
This durable tester accepts XLR, mono and TRS phone
(1/4",1/8",TT), RCA and MIDI The LED disp!ay shows
which input pin is connected to which output pin.

r

Separate shield ad phantom power LEDs indicate

1'

proper shield connection and phantom power presence.The CT100 requires insertion of only one pug and
indicates shorts and opens, as well acontiluizy check. A
test tone generator ( 1kHz and 440 Hz) is also included.

exclusively ion"

Don't just buy one...at this price buy several!
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You'll be pleasantly
urprised at the first rate
sound from these very
well built,..tery inexpensive mics! Includes ahard
case for each, and an on/
off switch An unbelievable deal!
You car also purchase
These durable irk
multi-colored windscreen st znds also includE anit
adaptor and cable : lips.
5- packs for only $ 24.00!
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KOSS
Great low cost headphones for
stuoio or remoteslightweight,
with afull enclou-e design!
TD6OPKG ( pack of 5)

ONLY $ 89.00

34 or www.bswusa.com

5for $ 49"
PRIXO
Quality low- loss 25' mic cables at
agrea .pr ce. Complete your new
runic package with this 5pack!
M2SPKG ( pack of 5)

ONLY $ 49.00

XM2000;PKG ( pack of 5)

ONLY $ 99.00
WS912PACK

ONLY $ 24.00

An incredible bargair
elusively from KW.
M5200PKG ( pack of
5mic stands)

ONLY $ 89.00

Synergy
Combining the best in broadcast audio for 90 year›

ENON

Number
One

The first name in digital audio
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He Studies Folk to Make Great Spots
Bob Holiday Knows What Motivates People to Buy
by Ken R.
Most production directors facing a
stack of scripts have one priority: getting them on the air before the sales
reps start screaming.
Bob Holiday, production director
for three Los Angeles stations, has one
eye on the clock and the other on how
his spots will motivate people to buy
the product.
"Most guys just pull some background music and crank it out," said
Holiday, production director for
Christian rocker KFSH(FM), news/talk
KRLA(AM) and KKLA(FM), a
Christian talk station. The owner is
Salem Communications.
"Many production directors don't

analyze the validity of the marketing
approach of their commercials. If you
know what motivates people to buy
you have abig advantage."
"I go to the seminars, read the
books about persuasion and really
enjoy learning how human beings
respond," Holiday said. "We actually
serve the function of an ad agency to
many of our local clients."
Strictly commercial
Holiday is not burdened with voicing station liners or any other tasks
unrelated to creating commercials.
After a career in smaller markets
where everyone did a little of everything, he enjoys being able to focus on
one job now.

Pulling Gear for ATR
Successor: RVR 1170
by Alar R. Peterson

05.9 fun
"I'm a gadget freak, so when these
things came along Iembraced them
immediately," Holiday said.
"I started with Software Audio
Workshop by Innovative Quality
Software, which was revolutionary at
the time because of its price. Irecently
See HOLIDAY, page 33

Is running your production studio
like controlling a nuclear reactor?

To ...

Time to approach a topic Ihaven't
mined for quite a few months:
Annandale Terrace Radio, my little
Part 15 AM station that Idocumented
quite well earlier this year.
Only now, it's taking on a new
moniker: Rolling Valley Radio 1170.
Pleasant place
Since my marriage back in June, we
have been looking to buy a house. A
very pleasant place opened up back in
October in acommunity called Rolling
Valley, about 11 miles from downtown
Washington. The neighborhood is perfect to reestablish my clandestine 100milliwatt AM flamethrower.

The cluster boasts a three- person
writing staff that includes creative
director Dave Deno, Blaine Parker and
Kate Eisenhauer.
"If another L.A. station is even lucky
enough to have a writer, he or she just
relieves the sales rep of a little work,"
Holiday said. "But not even the sales
people are the right ones for this job.
Stations should invest in real writers to
make it work."
Apparently the investment pays off.
Holiday and his stations have won
Addy, Mercury, Radio & Production
and Mobius awards.
"I'm very proud of the Mobius
because we were competing against
some of the biggest agencies in the
world," Holiday said.
Although he started back in the
days of razor blades, Holiday jumped
with both feet into the world of computer audio.

44.4,4
a,

once the stick is back up in the air.
My quest for cheap, used gear has
not waned either. It would be difficult
to justify a $ 5,000 console for a sta-

It would be difficult

to justify

a $ 5,000 console for a station that only
flies for four blocks.

At first, I was not crazy about
tion that only flies for four blocks. So
"Rolling Valley Radio." It sounded too
just for nostalgia's sake, Ifired up the
rural, too granola-ey. It sounded like a Internet connection and conducted a
station that should feature The Sunday
search for some broadcast products
Night Dulcimer Hour and deejays who
whose names Ihad lost touch with
say, "Hey, like, really ... " a lot. But
over the years.
frankly, there was nothing better I
Ihad to see if any were still around.
could come up with, so RVR it will be,
See ARP, page 32

Up to 64 tracks • More than 40 DSP effects
DirectXT.Support • Crash recovery • Tons of
file formats • Optional MP3 encoder/decoder

P.O. Box 62255
Phoenix, AZ 85082 USA
www.syntrillium.com
cepro®syntrillium.com

1 1-888-941-7100
(
t
011- free

,ales.

USA and Canada)

tel: +1480 -941 -4327
fax: + 1-480-941-8170
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Micro-Trak Systems. Inc -

ARP

Elevroracs Company - Microsoft Internet Explorer provided by Earth.L.k.
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Continued from page 31

My first stop was Micro-Trak. How
well I remembered this Holyoke,
Mass., company, which churned out
products by the ton — phono preamps,
cabinetry, tonearms and nifty portable
sports mixers with built-in telephones.
Bob Shotwell, an engineer buddy of
mine up in New England, told me he
still has acouple of their phono amps
that refuse to die. He reminded me
that Grey Research was the predecessor to Micro-Trak, and that they were
once on Grey Street in Holyoke; acity
better known today for the Volleyball
Hall of Fame.
A quick poke
A quick poke in the URL address
line to see if there remained any trace
of Micro-Trak turned up something
very far removed from radio, but
smelled about the same.
A brand name " Micro-Trak" is held
by an agricultural electronics company
in Minnesota. The company was established in 1982 and hit pay dirt ( so to
speak) with a device called a "CalcAn-Acre," which tracks speed, area
:

-

aree Opportunitipsrakatevith Us
Lilts ',de P •
e
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Fig. 1: Shown is the Calc-An-Acre, a product Al was unprepared
to find when he searched for aclassic Micro-Trak turntable.
in the Philippines. My editor tells me
that the vehicle to the left in Fig. 2, is
called a "Jeepney," a sort of open-air
taxi that one rides in when feeling
immortal — evidently it is not a
stress- free ride.

Get your daily
diet of

us on the
web every

business day.
muswonline.com

from the editors of

RacJiJ 111«Id

•

• New Width Reduction Function to measure the effective area of active boom
sections and partial pass tilleage operations
..

Internet Expioi es pt,ide,i Lv EuftiLink 1ictivc.rk. In,
'

Fig. 2: It's not a Rockwell-Collins mixer, but a
Jeepney, avehicle ubiquitous in the Philippines.
and distance when working massive
acreage on large farms.
It may be difficult to see in Fig. 1,
but today's model of the Calc-An-Acre
somewhat resembles the "brick" playback head of the ENCO DadPro digital
storage system, facetiously labeled the
"fish finder" back when the product
was handled by other companies.
No sense looking for a turntable
here. Time to move on.
Iwas also interested in knowing how
difficult it would be to locate an old
Rockwell-Collins rotary pot console.
Ihad no great love for those boards,
preferring instead to obtain a
Gatesway 80, which was my first pro
board after college. Still, tdid produce
four award-winning radio spots on one
particular ' Rocky back in the ' 80s, and
felt a sharp pang of regret when I
heard it got fried by alightning hit.
A Web search for Rockwell-Collins
brought me instead to CollinsRockwell, which appears to be an ISP

1,1.1:1,41.•

• Large readout with lighted liquid crystal display for night use
• New Area Per Hour and Accumulated How Functions to track process,
plan work and schedule maintenance
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SiteShell
Transfers
Business
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A further search simply for
Collins.com brought me to a password- protected site. Collins.net
dropped me off at Collins Consulting,
a computer networking concern in
Northwest Kansas.
Aviation electronics
Finally, simply entering Rockwell
collins.com (no hyphen) got me to
Kaiser Electronics, holders of the
combined Rockwell and Collins
names. No consoles, but heavy emphasis on communications electronics for
aviation.
The company makes its pile today
from UHF and VHF communications
packages, traffic and collision avoidance systems, direction finders and
more, for both commercial and
defense aircraft.
Maybe the company isn't cranking
out mixers anymore, but I'll bet some
of those products are up in the air
right now, defending our freedom.

Hats off to you guys.
A cart machine or two would have
been nice to pick out of the vast warehouse that is the World Wide Web.
Audi- Cord machines are still
offered by Harris. Surfing for
"Fidelipac" leads one to "The Cart
Guys" in Tucson, Ariz., still building
and maintaining Fidelipac and
Dynamax cart machines.
Spotcaster took me in a much different direction than Iintended, however. Iwas taken to asite dedicated to
The San Francisco Dog Blog — essentially, dogs in the news.
Spotmaster.com
Among the stories Iencountered
during a November search: an elderly
Florida woman whose dog defended
her in an alligator attack, the fully
restored kitschy fiberglass " Doggie
Diner" icon of Ocean Beach, Calif.,
and Hindu nationals naming a puppy
after President Bush in an outraged
response to his naming acat " India."
Any cart machines here? Nope.
So maybe it was Spotmaster. Look,
Ihaven't seen one since 1980, so it's
possible Igot the name wrong. Would
I find any cart machines at
Spotmastercom?
Yeah, Ishould live so long. This
turned out to be a skimpy site that
swapped a limited number of MP3s.
Other than that, my search took me to
Darwin 3D, an animation house that
uses acomputer program called "Spot
Master" that " spots" where a virtual
camera is supposed to be inside animated space.
And dare Imention Spot Master, the
all-purpose textile spot-cleaning spray
for carpeting, from your friends at
HydraMaster Corp. of Mukilteo,
Wash? Ididn't think so.
In the course of deciding on a digital editor to do my IDs and promos, I
wondered if anyone had one of the old
Arrakis Systems Irak -Star units
around. Ifirst saw one at WARM(FM)
in York, Pa., in 1994, and in spite of
its limitations, its simple, uncomplicated screen appealed to me even then.
Given the advances in digital editors since that time, Iwas bound to
find one at a good price. So Itried
Trak-Star in the URL address line.
Iended up just outside of Flint,
See ARP, page 33
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Holiday
Continued from page 31

switched to Vegas Audio 2.0 by Sonic
Foundry."
He uses a PR&E digital board to
feed the Vegas; produced spots are
eventually ported to aProphet Systems
audio system for air use.
"The transition to digital has been a
funny thing because you still have
people who like to mix with the board
faders," Holiday said. " Some people
like to use an automated mixing board,
but it's all pointless because in the
computer itself you can do all the mixing and changing you want."
Holiday believes hard-drive editing
obviates the need for most outboard
gear.
"By mixing in the computer you
don't add any noise and there's no
chance for aberrations," he said.
Space-age sounds
Holiday recognizes that some commercials out there in radio land are
hard to understand, thanks to all the
space-age music beds and effects.
"It can happen unless you plan it
right," Holiday said. "Especially when
the listener is driving down the freeway at 70 miles per hour with the windows down."
But how can a production director
make those spots leap out of the radio?
"The common complaint is that the
music is too loud or not loud enough,

ARP
Continued from page 32

Mich., at the Web site of "Trak-Star
by Hougan," a company that manufactures drills, saws and cutters for
railroad construction.
Icouldn't help but grin at the
irony: Iwas, after all, searching for a
product to build tracks.
Bailing on that, Iplugged "TrakStar" into asearch engine, which led
me back to Minnesota agricultural
giant Micro-Trak, which offered its
own product called Trak-Star.

Radio World
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but it really has more to do with equalization than volume," Holiday said. "I
use subtractive EQ to tailor a music
curve in the computer so that each
individual voice stands out. Icall it a
'smile' because of how the frequency
curve looks at the dip."
He professes shock that more people don't use atechnique like this.
"It should be a tip-off when you
play aspot down the phone for aclient
and he says the music is too loud."

and Dave Deno, we have about 22 different voices to work with," he said.
The stations use background music
libraries, but selectively.
"We discarded about two-thirds of
the Killer Tracks Library and the Koka
Media Library, which they also offer,
until we found the CDs that work for
us. We also use the Omnimusic library
for the edgier material," Holiday said.
"Then there's ' Not Just Jingles,' which
has 20 discs or so that are very good."

'This is an art, yes ...

in any profession."
Although his own voice has helped
him tremendously, he feels his
approach to life is more important.
"I have alot of fun and that is reflected in the degree to which my production
is involved with goofy characters and
accents," he said. "Ienjoy acting and
radio is just as much acting as what TV
performers are expected to do."
Diversify talents
Holiday advises aspiring production
wizards to understand the equipment,
learn about computers and have goals.
"You'd better be a good producer
too, or you may not have ajob tomorrow," he said. "On- air skills are not
enough. Ihad great ratings when Iwas
ajock in Salinas, (Calif.), but if that
was all that Iknew I wouldn't be
working today."
In this age of voice tracking, Holiday
believes that production skills will
trump agreat voice in most situations.
"When Iwent for a previous job
interview, Ihad an aircheck tape and a
production demo, but they hired me
for my production skills," Holiday
said. "Istudy this stuff and breathe it
every day."
Bob Holiday also takes on freelance announcing gigs and can be
reached through his Web site,
www.bobholiday.com.
Ken R. was aproduction director in
the days of steam-powered transmitters. His voice was constantly mistaken for that of asmall child.
Reach him at Ken@KenR.com.

but its

also commerce.'

Holiday looks at the frequencies
between about 250 Hz and 5.1 kHz
where the music is most likely to
interfere. He uses an Aphex 1100 tube
preamp but rarely uses his other outboard processors.
"This is an art, yes ... but it's also
commerce," said Holiday.
Holiday said his stations are
focused on local, direct advertising
and serve as not just an agency and
production house but acasting office.
"We actually bring in outside people
when needed and, including myself

have for it now: two Walkman- style
CD players, a Technics cassette
deck, a Sony portable DAT recorder,
and an audio computer running the
LPB WebJockey program and the
Arrakis Digilink Free software package. All through a vintage Sparta A15 five-pot mono mixer.
By the way, my afternoon on the
Web was not a total loss. The information and pictures Ifound for the
Sparta-Cetec product line were worth
the effort.
Visit Barry Mishkind's outstanding Oldradio.com Web site and link
to the Hardware archives to see what

Holiday uses CDs from Network
Music and another older library called
the Apple Music Library when the
need arises for that ' 70s sound.
Many young people who are interested in radio production may talk
themselves out of it because they think
they don't have great "pipes." While
not everyone can sound like Johnny
Donovan at WABC(AM), that may not
be so important today.
"Great pipes are not at all essential," said Holiday. "What's essential
is a love for your career, which is true
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This one is an ultrasonic speed
sensor that tells you how fast your
reaper is going, without relying on
false information from " wheel slippage, waving weeds and field debris,"
so the Web site proudly boasts.
Owing to a lack of all three in my
home studio, Ifigured Ihad wasted
enough time on the Internet and
turned it off.
When RVR-1170 takes to the air
in the near future, Isuppose it will
have to be with the same exact gear I

Isaw.
And if you can truly stand the
fright, click the icon for the
Spartamation system. You will never
gripe about your own station's digital system ever again.
Happy Holidays from Al's new
family, including his mate and RW
section editor Michele and daughter
Ariel, and share their hopes for a
grand 2002.
Reach Al via e-mail to alan
peterson@earthlink.net.
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ARMSTRONG
TRANSMITTER CORPORATION
Marcellus, NY 13108
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PH: 315/673-1269

E-mail: info@armstrongtx.com

Fix: 315/673-9972

www.armstrongtx.com
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Processor Right for Voice, Music
by Ty Ford
The HHB Radius 40 Tube Voice
Processor ($ 749) is a re-badged TL
Audio 5051 from the United Kingdom.
If you were to take its name literally,
you might not realize that its line and
instrument inputs and linking capabilities suggest it is more than just a mic
preamp/voice processor.
Features
The Radius 40 is a 2 RU unit with
preamp, compressor with makeup gain,
gate, four- band, fixed- frequency EQ
and output gain control. Three Sovtek

7025/12A7XWA vacuum tubes are
used, one each for the preamp, compressor and EQ sections.

A four-position rotary switch allows
choices for four types of input: a 48
VDC, 10 mA phantom-powered micro-

phone, phantomless mic, line and
instrument. Following the input is a
button for a low frequency cut filter,

spec'd at -3dB @ 90 Hz, 12 dB/octave.
This blows off unwanted low frequencies before the compressor and
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Your Opinion Counts
For 25 years, Radio World has been your trusted resource for product news and information.
Starting next year, we're giving our valued readers the opportunity to express their opinions about
the products that affect their daily lives. Here's your chance to sound off and tell the industry
which products work for you.

Here's How It Works

Wind

In early January, you will receive Radio World's 2002 Industry Source Book,
our annual vendor directory. Included with each Source Book will be aballot

't

'

that lists new radio broadcast products in 12 categories. The ballot will
include Web URLs so you can learn more about the nominated products.
Then, you will be asked to vote for your favorite product in each
category via amail- in or fax ballot or through an online Web site ballot.
Radio World will announce the winners in our April 10, 2002, issue and
at the NAB2002 show.

But Wait, There's More - Cast Your Vote & Win!
While submitting your ballot for the Readers' Choice Awards, your name automatically will be
entered in our Readers' Choice Sweepstakes 2002. Due to the overwhelming response of our
Silver Sweepstakes this year, we've decided to extend the contest. This means that 26 more great
products will be given away in 2002. We will choose the winners in random drawings and
announce them in every single issue of Radio World next year.

Watch for your copy of the 2002 Source Book & Directory coming in January.
Get ready to vote for your favorite products and win!

multiband EQ sections.
The input sensitivity control also
acts as aDrive control, allowing adjustment of how much the tube is involved
in the circuit. A peak LED begins to
glow when the unit is 5 dB below clipping. A Drive LED indicates the
amount of tube effect.
Around back
On the back panel are XLR microphone, XLR line and 1/4- inch TS
unbalanced line input jacks.
A pushbutton on the back panel
switches the XLR line input between
+4 dBu and + 18 dBu, and the TS
unbalanced input between - 10 dBu and
+4 dBu. Among other things, this
means you can use the Radius 40 to
bump up asemi-pro level to pro.
Finishing up the back panel are a
1/4- inch link jack for stereo operation
and a 1/4- inch unbalanced sidechain
which, when used with an external
equalizer, results in afrequency-dependent compressor. Having the sidechain
insert jack work with areverb or effects
device would be anice touch. Itried it,
but it didn't work that way.
Both XLR balanced +4 dBu and 1/4inch unbalanced TS output jacks are
provided and both are always active.
The power supply is switchable
110/220 VACs. A standard IEC power
connector is used. A peek inside
revealed that the PC boards are nicely
laid out with no transformers in the signal path.
Softknee compressor
The compressor is designed with a
softknee and has four selectable attack
and release times, as well as continuously adjustable threshold ratio ( 1:1 to
30:1) and 20 dB makeup gain controls.
Attack times range from 40 milliseconds to 0.5 seconds. Release times
range from 40 milliseconds to 4 seconds. The attack and release times have
been engineered to reduce hole punching from very short transients.
A 10- millisecond hold circuit is used
to reduce distortion common with LF
signals. There is also a hardwired
bypass button. A simple gate follows
with one threshold control and an LED.
The EQ section offers ( 12 dB for
each of the four bands. The LF band is
abasic shelving circuit with selectable
corner frequencies of 60 Hz, 120 Hz,
250 Hz and 500 Hz.
The Low- Mid ( LM) band is a
peak/dip circuit with frequencies set at
250 Hz, 500 Hz, 1kHz and 2.2 kHz.
The High-Mid (HM) operates similarly,
but at 1.5, 2.2, 3.5 and 5kHz.
The HF band operates as a shelving
circuit with corner frequencies at 2.2,
5, 8and 12 kHz. The EQ section can be
bypassed with aswitch. The Q is fixed
at 0.5, or half an octave.
A four- position metering switch
allows input, output, output+10 or gain
reduction measurements to be sent to
the small, backlit VU meter. An EQ/Pre
switch allows the EQ and compressor
to switch places in the chain. The link
switch allows two units to be connected
for stereo operation or for one Radius
40 to duck the other when mono signals
are applied to each unit.
The sound of the Radius 40 depends
on how much tube drive is used. Even
with maximum drive, the Radius 40
presents aclear sound that is not particularly dark or thick.

1

See RADIUS, page 35
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Continued from page 34

With my Neumann TLM 103 microphone and GML preamp, Inormally
have to roll off the bottom of the mic
and keep the combination away from
overly sibilant voices. The Radius 40
contained both top and bottom. No
rolloff was needed. The top was natural
and not overly bright.
Subtle brightness
With no tube drive, the voice was
smooth and well-balanced. Using the
proximity effect of the TLM 103, the
voice was thick, but not overbearing.
With tube drive instead of a smoothed
top, the voice took on a subtle brightness and the bottom was more contained.
Ithen tried an E- V RE27 NID with
no EQ adjustments on the microphone,
and found it to require at least 3/4 gain
to light the Tube Drive light. That
worked quite nicely, with the Radius 40
smoothing the top edge of the RE27
NID. With the RE27 NID high-frequency tilt switch on, the microphone was a
bit too muted for my taste, but might
work on athin voice.
Iparticularly liked the way my voice
sounded using a Neumann U 89 in
hypercardioid mode. Ihad judged the U
89 as abit darker than Iliked and have
been using aTLM 103 and Schoeps Mk
41 for V/0 recently.

The U 89 was a good match for the
Radius 40. Even without the tube drive,
the Radius 40 put a nice little edge on
my voice. The tube drive and compressor added slightly to the edge.
Plugging into the front- panel
instrument input, my Martin Gold +
pickup under the saddle of my D28S
Martin guitar produced its usual
slightly plasticky sound with no tube
drive. Adding tube drive smoothed
some of the artificial- sounding spikes,
making the Martin sound more like it
does in open air.

the Martin guitar and aFender Thinline
Telecaster with humbucking pickups.
Although the more aggressive settings
did begin to sound gnarly, it was difficult to get the compressor to sound
really bad, even with high ratios and
occasional swings to over 15 dB of
gain reduction.

Product Capsule:
HHB Radius 40
The Voice Processor

Thumbs Up
=

Limited but useful
The four- band EQ, although limited
by its preset choice of frequencies, is
useful in generally shaping the audio
that passes through it. Having the
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—

Easy-to-use control interface
/ Control over how much
tube is heard
/ Tamed the top and bottom
of my TLM 103

Thumbs Down
./ Gate should be an expander
/ An effects insert would be nice
Price: $ 749

Ifound

the compressor audio artifacts

to be as mild and subtle as the effect of

For more informaton contact
HHB Communications in
California at ( 310) 319-1 III
or visit www.hhbusa.com.

the tube drive.

Ifound the compressor audio artifacts to be as mild and subtle as the
effect of the tube drive. Across a variety of attack, release and ratio settings,
the Radius 40 remained relatively constant in sound, with a slight edge and
tightness developing as Idialed in more
gain reduction and faster attack and
release times.
Itried the TLM 103 and U 89 mics,

choice of swapping the compressor and
EQ is ahandy feature, although Iusually like the EQ ahead of the compressor.
The expander/gate is really a gate,
and although the manual says the below
threshold is dropped about 24 to 30 dB,
in my ears the audio simply disappears
— and much too sharply. The point is,
the circuit is agate and what is needed
is an expander that can work with the

compressor.
The Radius 40 is certainly not abargain box, but there are plenty of preamp- only boxes selling for around
$1,000 per channel these days. The
added features of drive, compression
and EQ make the $ 749 list price reasonable.
The controls are easy to see and use.
Although the frequency response may
not be DC to light, the three tubes keep
the signal clear, well-behaved and not
soupy at all.
Visit Ty Ford's Web site at
www.jagunet.com/-tford and check out
voiceover samples and audio equipment reviews.

e
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Equi=Tech Revamps Its Rack Gear
An upgrade of its professional
rack systems products was
announced recently by Equi=Tech.
The new transformers have
reduced line impedance, which
the company says improves current delivery and results in a
brighter, cleaner sound quality,
especially in the mix- down stage
of recording.
Other new features include a
more- accurate three- digit LED
voltmeter on the front panel and a
fail-safe, non-GFCI twist- locking
feature for live sound applications. Equi=Tech also added blue
LED indicator lights.
For more information on the
revamped product line, contact Equi=Tech in Oregon at (541) 597-4448 or visit the company on the World Wide Web
at www.equitech.com.

New Original Stock Available in Catalog
Antique Electronic Supply recently announced that its 2002 catalog is now available and being mailed to active customers automatically. It can also be requested via e-mail to info@tubesandmore.com.
The catalog, which has grown to more than 100
pages with this edition, includes many new products. New items include products from the
Jensen Vintage Series line of speakers, Weller
and Xcelite tools.
Antique Electronic Supply offers products for
all types of tube gear, including vacuum tubes,
transformers, capacitors, parts and supplies and
literature. The company has a large inventory of
NOS tubes, and also carries current production
tubes. The annual catalog is supplemented by
quarterly flyers that introduce new products and
update customers of sale items.
For more information contact Antique
Electronic Supply in Arizona at (480) 820-5411
or (800) 706-6789 or visit them on the World
Wide Web at www.tubesandmore.com.
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ADVERTISEMENT
AM- FM Allocation & Design
Processes Symposium
February 21-25, 2002
San Antonio, Texas
The most comprehensive skill
oriented educational event in the
Broadcast Industry
Our symposium is designed to grow
your current skill level 10-100 times.
www.RFTrainingCo.com
Symposiums
If you have any further questions please
feel free to call or email them to
Melissa Sirianni
210-805-0257
Melissa@RFTrainingCo.com
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Only T
rmance...
Pert

...at acost savings means real

value in any broadcast market.
But don't take our word for
it or let our 25-plus years in the business
cloud the issue. Try these or any of our firstquality products at your station at no risk
with our no-fault, 30-day return policy.

OMEGA FM DIGITAL PROCESSOR/GENERATOR
,• • .

Afully-digital processor/stereo-gen without DSP chips! Our un-

Nev.

complicated software-based design gives abig, bright and
clean sound. Ashort signal path keeps latency low and your

• • • e audio fresh and grunge-free.

"DAVID-II" FM PROCESSOR/STEREO-GEN
Famous the world over for a competitive, clean sound at a
budget price. PWM processing and digital-synthesis coding
guarantee

great

specs,

easy

setup

and

trouble- free

operation.

FM MOD-MONITOR WITH PRESELECTOR
Accurate off-air modulation measurement with an easytoread display,

8 station presets,

multipath metering and

remote alarms. A companion subcarrier
measures RDS, SCA and high-speed data.

monitor/demod

OFF-AIR AM MOD-MONITOR
Features a built-in tunable preselector, two sets of peak
flashers, program- and carrier-loss alarms and an RS- 232
interface. An active outdoor antenna is optionally available.

RDS/RBDS ENCODERS/DECODERS
Interactive
• 6

NEW

it

encoder ( shown)

works

with

hard- disk

automation to transmit song titles, contests and advertising.
We make alow-cost "mini encoder" too, and afull-function

• • • • RDS/RBDS decoder/reader.

Visit us on-line: www.inovon.com

Inovonics, Inc.
1305 Fair Avenue • Santa Cruz, CA 95060
TEL: ( 831) 458-0552 • FAX: ( 831) 458-0554
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PSI Delivers Town and Country Superior
by Richard Potyka
GM/Owner/Chief Engineer
KRXS(F11/11

GLOBE, Ariz. In late 1999, KRXS(FM), of which
Iam the co-owner, general manager and chief engineer, received an upgrade from C3 to C2.
Our station, at 97.3 MHz, is on amountaintop. We
wanted to cover our city of license seven miles away
and some 5,000 feet below us, and also to put agood
signal into Phoenix, 50 miles away. This became a
real challenge for asingle antenna system.
Ineeded both "town" and "country" coverage from
one site. Our 8,000- foot AMSL and 3,100-foot HAAT
presented anumber of issues.
Winters here are severe, with ice, snow and high
winds. The site is snowbound for three months ayear.
Brutal weather
We needed a robust design that is mechanically
sound and does not detune with two inches of ice,
Further, summers are tough, with metal surface
temperatures reaching more than 160 degrees
Fahrenheit and with high UV radiation.

The antenna

has stayed

perfect through two winters
and a forest fire.

Ialso wanted a design that was broadband and
phase- linear to accommodate IBOC FM in the future.
A week of searching for data and proposals during
an NAB convention lead me to Propagation Systems
Inc. Ihave seen several of its antennas in LPTV
applications. These had performed well, were rugged
and were moderately priced.
PSI offered a variety of FM antenna designs and
options. Working with their engineering staff, Ibegan
to match our needs with their designs.

Again, previous experience indicated a need for
true circular polarization to minimize multipath and
fading in our close-in mountain communities while
developing a clean pattern on the horizon. The
rototiller-style bay produces an excellent circular
pattern, is moderately broadband and has aweatherprotected internal feed system.
One problem we didn't have was power handling.
At our HAAT Ineed only 0.64 kW H/V ERP to
make our C2 power. The PSI FMR series met our
requirements; it had a 9-kW power-handling capability.
Iselected a two-bay, 0.5 wave spaced model for
KRXS. Gain was 0.7, so we needed only 1,100 W
TPO to meet our rated power counting antenna gain
and line loss.

Exposure limits
The two- bay design uses 13 feet of vertical tower
space, weighs 90 pounds and has anominal 180 lbs.
wind load using the 50/33 standard. Each bay has a
dual steel U-channel mounting bracket with four Ubolts to support heavy ice loads.
Electrically, the two-bay 0.5 wave was only 6 dB
down at - 35 degrees, which produced city-grade
coverage in our home city. Directly below the antenna, where Ihave atranslator receive antenna operating at 98.3 MHz, our signal was 25 dB down in the
null, which prevented front-end overload.
We easily meet RFR exposure limits for personnel
on the ground 90 feet below the center of radiation.
This is a benefit for multi-user sites like ours. The
antenna has a bandwidth of 600 kHz at the 28-dB
return loss (R.L.), and was 25 dB R.L. at +/-750 kHz.
Ialso had the antenna 150 kHz high (-30 dB R.L.)
to help compensate for ice detuning.
Two months after the order was placed, the truck
arrived with a beautiful, shiny antenna. Iuncrated
the antenna and checked the instructions and counted parts — nothing was missing. The installation
manual and performance data for our antenna were
among the best Ihave received.
After preparing the site with a small temporary
antenna and back-up transmitter, construction started at 10 a.m.
The old single- bay ' tiller was removed, a new
tower section added and up went the pieces of the

Coverage
From Nicom
by Jim TUrvaville, CBRE
Director of Engineering and Expansion
WAY-FM Media Group Inc.
Network Operations Center
NASHVILLE, Tenn. WAY(FM) had a terrestrial
translator operating in the Chattanooga, Tenn., area
for several years, but when we received the opportunity to have an outlet for our second satellite- fed

The Ntcom BKG-77 Antenna
signal, we were anxious to improve our programming quality.
Because vertical real estate is so valuable, it
quickly became apparent that diplexing our signals
into asingle antenna was the only logical move. But
with the two signals so widely separated — 90.9
MHz and 101.5 MHz — Ifeared that no antenna

See PSI ANTENNA, page 42

See NICOM, page 38

THE BEST MADE. MOST POWERFUL BROADCAST
IVBES IN THE WORLD ARE AVAILABLE
\

AGAIN IN THE US AND CANADA.
liS

tib4,
EXCLUSIVELY

FROM PM OF

AMERICA, INC.
1687 SHELBY OAKS DRIVE

Svetlana
www.SVETLANAUSA.COM

PH 901-388-2424 / FAX 901-388-2405
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CFA Holds Promise for AM
by Robert E. Richer
President
Crossed Field Antennas Ltd.
FARMINGTON, Conn. AM radio
faces challenges that cause difficulties for
its broadcasters. They must manipulate
their coverage area with multiple towers,
project signals through the ground, cope
with regulations covering interaction with
stations on the same frequency and reception that varies depending on the time.
Dealing with these difficulties can
require expensive real estate and insurance. In addition, there are problems of
near- field radiation that cause troubles
with nearby electrical equipment and the
high voltages of standard mast antennas
can cause problems.

TV waves do not bend around the earth's
curvature, thus the higher the antenna is in
the air, the further the signal can "see!'
AM puts most of its signal into the
ground, but also sends some through the
air. This is apparent after sundown, when
the ionosphere acts as areflector, which
is why distant AM stations can be picked
up at night.
Real-estate squeeze
To put asignal into the ground, most
AM stations require an underground system of copper cables. These radials conduct the energy into the earth. AM stations
are often designed to be directional in their
signal patterns. This is done to protect other, distant stations on the same frequency.
Another class of AM stations in the

35 feet and can be mounted on aplatform
25 m square.
The man responsible for inventing it
about 10 years ago is Maurice Hately, a
professor of electrical engineering at acollege in Scotland. It was perfected by one of
his students, Fathi Kabbary.
There are now 10 CFAs in Egypt, with
an additional 40 to be constructed. The
Egyptian government's goal is to eliminate
all MW and LW mast antennas and replace
them with CFAs.
Two are being built in Brazil and one is
operating in Italy. We also have a "test"
antenna being completed in the United
Kingdom. It will be used as ademonstration for interested engineers and as the
benchmark for submission to the FCC so
we can get approval to sell CFAs in the
United States. We're about ayear away
from FCC approval.
One of the goals of the U.K. antenna is
to measure the CFA's efficiency. This is an
area of interest in that most engineers calculate that the CFA might be agood radiator, but is probably poor on efficiency. We
don't believe this, based on past history,
but we will be careful in our testing.

Nicom
Continued from page 37

Crossed Field Antennas Ltd. is
addressing these issues with anew antenna. We are developing AM broadcast
technology that will cut costs and
improve quality.
To explain its advantages, however, we
need to examine AM broadcasting's
background.
AM is also known as medium-wave
radio. MW and long-wave radio work on
the same theory, but AM sits between 540
kHz and 1700 kHz, whereas LW is below
300 kHz. The higher on the dial an AM
station is located, the more power is
required to put out acomparable signal.
A 50,000-W facility at 660 kHz in New
York can cover the entire eastern seaboard,
but at 1280 kHz it would require 100,000
W to do the same.
Conversely, the lower on the dial, the
greater the coverage. LW has proportionately greater coverage than MW. A typical
LW station measures its coverage in hundreds of miles.
AM puts much of its signal through the
air, but the most important method of dissemination is through the ground. FM, however, is dependent on line of sight. That's
why FM antennas need to be tall. FM and

United States is known as "clear channel."
These are protected from having any other
station on the same frequency within a
radius of 800 miles. These "clears" are
normally high-power, with tall towers, but
even they share their frequencies.
WCBS in New York City at 880 kHz,
aclear-channel Class-A frequency, is an
unlimited 50-kW station, meaning that
every other station on that frequency
must protect WCBS. But there are still
25 other stations on the 880 lcHz clearchannel frequency, some with daytime
power as low as 220 W, and some that
go off the air at sundown.
In sum, we have the clears with tall towers and we have other AM stations with as
many as 12 towers to shape their patterns.
All use up valuable real estate.
Towers are also an environmental problem because they radiate high voltages
and affect nearby radios and other household appliances.
We've designed the Crossed Field
Antenna to eliminate most of these problems. It does not require significant height,
needs no ground system and can be
designed to shape the pattern. A typical
CFA radiating 50,000 W will be less than

could meet our budget and our needs.
After several phone calls to antenna
manufacturers, that fear began to become
areality. It seemed that broadband antennas were indeed available, but they were
only in high-power models, most of which
only had 6-8 MHz of bandwidth, and they
were by far out of the budget to operate a
10-W ERP FM translator.
While talking to another antenna manufacturer and explaining my need, they
pointed me to Nicom as the only source
they knew that made an antenna with sufficient bandwidth for my needs. Sure
enough, Nicom had 16 MHz of bandwidth
on its BKG-77 antenna. Iordered one of
the antennas and got ready to put it to the
test. We already possessed adiplexor for
this particular system, so we were ready to
hit the air as soon as the antenna arrived.
We removed the 101.5 narrow-band
antenna, replacing it with the BKG-77.
Downtime was about 20 minutes, and we
were back up with the signal. Ifed the
transmitter directly to the antenna through a
wattmeter and found aperfect match. Then
Iput the diplexor in line and the transmitter
still saw aperfect match.
Iwould not have thought that removing
anarrow-band antenna and replacing it
with abroadband unit would make such a
difference in our signal, but it did. We
immediately noticed more coverage and
penetration on the 101.5 signal. With the
diplexor in line, the 90.9 signal had equally exceptional coverage.
Being satisfied with my experience on
that location, when asecond opportunity
arose Icalled Nicom again. This time a
BKG-77 and an FSD 800 Starpoint
Diplexor were ordered to combine 88.1 and
97.7 MHz. Again we got simple installation
and superior signal coverage from the system. Neither signal received any interference from the other in the diplexor, and
field coverage was increased from that of
our narrow-band antennas.
Ihave yet one more BKG-77 and FSD
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By switching to CFAs and eliminating
existing AM towers, broadcasters can reap
huge benefits. They can sell real estate and
place the system on an existing transmitter
building or downtown office roof. It
requires minimal maintenance or painting.
FAA, ground system, tower lighting and
insurance problems, expensive riggers and
near-field radiation will be reduced.
The CFA also can be configured to output little or no sky wave. Many stations
that reduce power or alter patterns at sundown will no longer need to do so.
Many "daytimers" could operate fulltime with nearly the same daytime coverage pattern. Having afull pattern 24 hours
aday was considered unlikely until now.
An AM station can now reach the same
audience potential day and night.
The system also improves audio quality.
The antenna has broadband capability,
which allows an AM station to put out a
cleaner, full-frequency sound, providing
audio quality close to FM's. Within the limits of the typical AM receiver, the prospects
of listener fatigue will be diminished.
Last, the antenna is more compatible
with the injection of adigital signal. It will
accommodate IBOC or DRM more easily
than any existing AM transmission system.
For more information contact Crossed
Field Antennas in Connecticut at (860)
676-0051. te
800 Starpoint Diplexor sitting ready to
install to combine 91.9 and 104.7 MHz.
With the track record of Nicom so far, I
expect that this will be as simple and painless as before, and my signal coverage will
be greatly enhanced.
The Starpoint Diplexor is rated at 800W input, and is available up to 5- kW
input for higher- power combinations. I
use them at much lower power levels, typically 30-50 W for our translator sites. No
field adjustments were required, and they
come ready to accept my transmitter and
antenna connections.
The cost of the Starpoint Diplexor was
about half that of the competition.
The BKG-77 is a sturdy antenna and
seems well-suited to our moderate climate
for many years to come. In all three of my
installations we removed a narrow-band
antenna and replaced it with the BKG-77,
taking up the exact same tower space as its
predecessor. Because all of our tower leases are based on vertical space and cable
use, we have been able to double our operations at the three sites with no change in
monthly tower rent.
For a nonprofit group, these monthly
tower rental savings and the exceptional
value of their products have made us
pleased with everything we have used
from Nicom.
Ihave also purchased the NT30 exciter,
which is frequency- agile — even by
remote control — and fed it to the Nicom
NA 500, a500-W solid-state amplifier, for
excellent coverage for our newest Class-A
facility. It feeds athree-bay Nicom BKG88 antenna, where "unexpectedly good"
would be an understatement as to how
well it covers my service area.
Because this is aremote mountaintop
site, reliability is required, and Ican report
zero down-time on the system since we
signed it on in August.
Ihave four other BKG-88 narrow-band
antennas in use, and find excellent coverage
from all of the stations. For value and quality, Nicom is my first choice.
For more information contact
Nicom in California at (619) 477-6298
or visit the company Web site at
www.nicomusa.com.

For
multi-station,
wide
bandwidth,
high power
antenna
systems,
the choice
is Dielectric.
'electric has the most complete
broadband product line including side
mount and top mount arrays, transmission
line. combining systems, and monitoring
systems. We also offer custom engineered
towers, instaliation. and rigging services.
Add over 800 years of combined
engineering experience on staff and you
know that a partnership with Dielectric is
the choice to make.

Petrie

COMMUNICATIONS

Engineering Excellence Since 1942

Call your TEAM today! • Toll free 1-866- DIELECTRIC • www.dielectric.com • Raymond, Maine 04071
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Clean, rich and soaring reverbs with superclean tails...one of
the most classy reverbs Ihave encountered and Iwould seriously

y

consider giving it rack space for the reverb programs alone.

Rob James, Studio Sound
Eventide
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Orville Voted Top
Outboard Reverb
by readers of Studio
Sound Magazine
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UltraShifter algorithm is everything you'd expect from the folks who

developed the Harmonizer

units: smooth, accurate...more

natural and open sounding than any of my other effects boxes.

77

Dave Martin, Recording Magazine.

Eventiel

Most Versatile Multi-channel Effects Processor Family
Mix and match any number of channels in standalone,
Eve/Net

remote controlled, or economical blank front

panel Orville/R configurat ons. The Orville + Eve/Net system changes and grows with your requirements.

rvt le The Best of
Everything

MIMe
t
he next step®
tHe

www.eventide.com • 201-641-1200
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Harmonizer Brand Effects Processor
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UPDATES

IBA Isolates Signals From AM Towers
LBA Technology Inc. is shipping the latest generation of the CoLoCoil AM
tower site wireless isolation system.
CoLoCoils permit the installation of 3G, cellular, PCS and other wireless
antennas on existing AM broadcast towers. They allow AM broadcasters to rent
previously unusable tower space.
The system incorporates low- loss
coaxial transmission lines and other
components into alow-maintenance system. More than adozen coaxial, power
and control cables can be isolated with
negligible impact on most AM towers.
Site acquisition is simplified and
zoning laws can be accommodated
more easily when using the isolation
system. Time-to-market and costs of
deploying new sites are reduced compared to construction of "greenfield"
sites. The system is weatherproof and comes with modular pad-mount assemblies.
For more information contact LBA in North Carolina at (800) 522-4464 or visit
www.Lbagroup.com.

ERI Creates Two
New Antenna
Systems
Electronic Research Inc. has debuted
two antenna products, the Cogwheel
Antenna Design for systems integration
and the Axiom antenna, a multistation
antenna platform.
The Cogwheel Antenna Design integrates an antenna, structure and feed system into an entity providing identical
broadcast coverage and signal quality for
participating stations. This design suits it
for multichannel operation over the FM
band. System VSWR of 1.1:1 is typical at
each input frequency.
The broadband Cogwheel design accommodates 15 high-powered radio stations.
ERI provides the combining equipment
required to feed the combined signals from
15 stations into a single-transmission line
system. The newest addition is the threearound style with the Cogwheel's integral
frame, which supports top-mounted, doublestacked TV antennas.
The ER! Axiom antenna is a multistation, side-mounted antenna platform. It can
accommodate more than 10 stations. It
incorporates three- stage transformation,
shape- factored elements and feed- point
reactance compensation.
The Axiom optionally features a
"continuous solid contact" interbay connection system designed to eliminate
ERI's Axiom Antenna Platform
normal wear-and- tear bullet failures.
For information contact ER! in Indiana at (812) 925-6000 or visit
www.ERlinc.com.

Orga Upgrades Obstruction Lights
Orga is enhancing its series of tower lights for use by broadcasters who need to
fill the FAA requirement for obstruction lighting. The enhancements are newer
software versions for the lighting systems. The Communications Interface
Processor, or CIP, version 1.2 display menu now has an "active stations" feature,
which comes in reverse color if the fieldbus is reversed, and alogging chip.
The strobe beacons ship with software version 1.22 with STIX ("special technology for the ignition of xenon tubes") as the default setting, thereby eliminating
ozone generation in the flash head. Bulb life has been increased. A discrepancy in
photocell readings that could result in a "system wrong intensity step" message
under abnormal conditions was also corrected.
Future developments include aCIP-controller software upgrade that will allow it
to display the status of each flash head through 12 parameters. Orga is planning a
high-intensity system in the coming months.
For more information contact Orga in Texas at (281) 358-2544 or visit
www.orga-aviation.com.

Harris Alters Rototiller Design
Harris' Skytiller circularly polarized FM antennas have modified the basic
"rototiller" design to improve functionality and reliability.
The Skytiller's construction features aheavy wall element stem with welded
joints; solid insulator supports on inter-bay lines with no "pin" type insulators or
punching of the center conductor required; bronze mounting blocks; and an
improved L,exan end seal.
Skytiller's electrical performance works for FM, and the company says it will
work for IBOC DAB in the future. With field tuning the Skytiller has alow-standing wave ratio of 1.1:1 or less, + 200 kHz per given channel.
The antenna has ahorizontally polarized, free-space, omnidirectional radiation pattern. Circularity is specified at +2 dB when the antenna is top-mounted
on a steel pole with adiameter of 14 inches or less. An optional fine-matcher
input transformer gives
the capability to finetune the antenna system
quickly without disconnecting the coax or disassembling the system.
Skytiller is offered in
two versions in arrays of
one to 14 bays. The SKM
series is amedium-power
antenna with maximum
inputs power ratings from
9 to 18 kW. The SKH
series is ahigh-power version with maximum input from 32 kW to 120 kW.
Both series come in end-fed and center-fed configurations with 1-5/8-inch, 31/8-inch or 6- 1/8-inch EIA input connectors depending on the model and power
rating. The antennas are suitable for multiplex use by two or three stations within a
6-MHz bandwidth.
For more information contact Harris Broadcast in Ohio at (800) 622-0022 or
visit www.harris.com.

FM Antennas, Filters and Combiners

401.

• Superior Coverage
• Leading Edge Digital
Technology with our
field- proven IBOO Filter-

• Industry Leader in
Special Elevation
Techniques, including
Halfwave Spacing and
Side Lobe Suppression
• Industry's Best
Performance Under
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Icing Conditions

Shively Labs
A Division of Howell Laboratories, Inc.
Bridgton, Maine 04009 USA
(207) 647-3327
FAX ( 207) 647-8273
E-mail sales@shively.com
Web www.shively.com
An Employee-Owned Company
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Comtech Builds Portable Antenna
Comtech Antenna Systems has
added a new antenna system to its line
of products. The Quick Deployable
Antenna is a compact system for
portable satellite requirements.
The satellite comes in 1.2-m or 1.8m apertures and, according to the company, can be assembled by one person
in less than 30 minutes. The reflector
types are one-piece offset prime focus
for the 1.2-m model and two pieces for
the 1.8-m model. The 1.2-m model has
a41.8-dB gain at midband for Ku-band
Rx and a43.3-dB gain for Ku-band Tx.
The 1.8-m version has a 45.3- dB
gain for Rx and a46.8-dB gain for Tx.
Its gain for C-band Rx is 35.4 dB.
The survival wind level is 55 mph

The 18-m Comtech Quick Deployable Antenna

Enter to win one of 25 great prizes in Radio World's
reader appreciation contest giveaway!
To become eligible to win, you need to

WAS Publishing is celebrating 25 years of
serving ycu and the radio broadcast
indus fry. Tc mark this significant milestone, 25 of radio's leading equipment suppliers have teamed up
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with ballast for the 1.2-m model and 45
mph for the 1.8-m model, while the
operating wind is 45 mph and 35 mph
respectively.
A system is packaged in two airshippable cases. One case contains the
feed system, tools and stabilizers and
provides a base for the Elevation over
Azimuth mount.
For information contact Comtech in
Florida at (407) 892-6111 or visit
www.comtechantenna.com.

PM Group Touts
Svetlana Line
The PM Group, comprising PM of
America Inc. and PM Components Ltd.,
has been granted exclusive global distribution rights for Svetlana electron tubes.
PM of America Inc. announced the
appointment by Svetlana of St.
Petersburg, Russia, for the territories of
the United States and Canada.
Svetlana says it is the largest power
tube designer and manufacturer in the
world and is known for its vacuum tubes.
The manufacturer targets the broadcast, amateur radio, wireless communications, medical, scientific and industrial
markets. The PM Group said it will "continue the Russian tradition of bringing
superior quality products to the electron
tube industry worldwide."
For information contact PM of
America in Tennessee at (901) 388-2424
or visit www.svetlanausa.com.

PSI Antenna
Continued from page 37

new PSI. Our tower guy was delighted.
Every part fit exactly. The tower clamps
and brackets required no hammer
tweaks. RF fittings were sealed and
secured.
Iapplied a 20-W exciter to the new
feedline and antenna. At first Ithought
we had adummy load still in place. No
measurable reflected. Then we tried the
power amp and put 1,100 W in, with
less than 3 W reflected. Perfect! We
were doneby 4p.m.
The antenna has stayed perfect
through two winters and a forest fire.
Even the pink fire-retardant slurry didn't bother the antenna surface and insulated feed spacers.
Our nonpressurized operation has
proved successful. A recent network analyzer sweep of the antenna showed no
degradation in either return loss (>25 dB)
or center frequency.
The resulting C2 upgrade performance improvement in Phoenix was better than predicted (+7 dB). The close-in
local signal penetrates buildings more
effectively than stations located in town.
Our " lookdown" location eliminated
multipath. Coverage through the mountain roads to the eastern Arizona recreational areas is as good or better than the
big "Cs" out of Phoenix.
PSI brought the KRXS(FM) " town
and country" format to all of central
Arizona with a cost-effective antenna
that was built, tuned and performed
exactly as quoted.
For more information contact PSI in
Pennsylvania at (814)472-5540 or visit
www.psibroadcast.com.
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DIGITAL A UDIO N ETWORK ROUTER
•BI- DIREC7IONAL FlBEROPTIC OR CAT- 5 I
NTERLOCATION CONNECTIVITY
•ALL DIGITAL DOMAIN AES SWITCHING
•ANALOG OR DIGITAL '
AES SAMPLE RATE) INPUTS
•BOTH ANALOG AND AES DIGITAL O UTPUTS
•SERIAL CONTROL AND DISPLAY WITH Wh'EATSTONE CONS OLES
THE 2001 MAKES AUDIO NETWORKING PRACTICAL . complement of control panels and PC applications to

It's simple to install, easy to learn, and certain to reduce
system costs. Compact enough for small applications,
yet stackable for tremendous growth potential, it's design consists of 7"rackmount digital routing cages, each
capable of handling 512 simultaneous audio channels
on its backplane.
Units can be stacked to suit particular card complements (analog or digital input and output cards or optical
network cards) but more significantly cages can be
separated by great distances and network their audio
through either bidirectional fiberoptic links or asingle
CAT 5 wire. ONE I
NTERCONNECT DOES I
T ALL:
64 channels of simultaneous bidirectional digital audio,
intercage communication, XYcontroller commands plus
auxiliary RS-232 data streams. This single interconnect
between your studio and central rackroom can save
you tens if not hundreds of thousands of feet of wire in
atypical installation.
The 2001's graphic based setup software is intuitive
and easy to use, with all the authorization and security
levels you could want And of course we have a full
Vt/7-1 c ty-tc,r-i

I1crr crc) t

tel 252-638-70001fax 252-635-4857/sales ewheatstone.com

choose from—all designed for straightforward operation
and arapid learning curve.
With 25 years of experience, Wheatstone has the
infrastructure in place to help you build your OWN
infrastructure. Contact us for answers

MIXED SIGNAL SWITCHING is easily accomplished with achoice of AES
digital or ANALOG 24- bit A>D input cards, and ol course 24bit digital or
24- bit D>A ANALOG output cards, all of which can be serviced from the
front of the cage. All signals are routed entireY in the digital domain.

www.wheatstone.corn
zopyrigbt C 2001 by Wheatstone Corporation
specifications and features subject tn change without notice
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Shively Eyes IBOC
The Shively Labs IBOC filter- injector
system was designed to give FM broadcasters
acost-effective solution to digital conversion.
The system uses Shively's FM combiner
design technology and incorporates a.feedback loop design to produce afilter that fits
in a24-inch square footprint.
It is compatible with Ibiquity iDAB technology. Shively is licensed to use Ibiquity's
trademark.
The Shively IBOC filter was designed to
address concerns about analog power loss,
group delay distortion and increased power
and air conditioning consumption, to help
keep the costs of IBOC conversion down.
The filter is built to work at any size station. The analog I/O of 3- 1/8-inch EIA
and digital input of 7/8-inch meet the needs of most class-C installations and can
be converted down for smaller stations.
The filter insertion loss is 0.75 dB for the digital signal. The injector coupling
loss is 0.5 dB for the analog and 10 dB for the digital signal.
Shively also has available a technical paper that addresses the trade-offs
involved with various filter solutions being offered in the market.
For information contact Shively in Maine at (888) SHIVELY or visit www.shively.com.

New Beacons by TVVR
The TWR Lighting division of o2wireless
Solutions Inc. offers the "E- series" mediumintensity dual red/white strobe beacon system for
obstruction lighting.
The lighting system meets FAA and FCC
guidelines and is constructed to ISO 9000 standards. It is built of lightweight aluminum and
stainless steel with an acrylic lens, and offers system redundancy with fail-safe capability.
The unit uses minimal electronic and no electromechanical moving parts in its beacon. It has
an integrated Remote Monitoring System, which
can be wired or wireless. Plug-and-play technology makes for easy maintenance. Features include
alockable stainless steel NEMA 4enclosure with
ascreen-printed back panel and an NEC-, UL- and UV-rated strobe cable.
For information contact o2wireless in Texas at ( 713) 973-6905 or visit
www.o2wireless-twrcom.

Satellite Export Ready for Digital
As radio moves more toward digital compression, the need for digital-friendly
satellite equipment is increasing.
Satellite Export markets its Patriot Antenna Package as suitable for this market.
For C-band applications, aminimum size of 3.8 m is needed for good reception.
The Patriot Antenna is two-degree compliant and will not warp or bend. The
Patriot 3.8 m antenna with phase-locked LNbs and aTI filter is among the company's offerings.
For more information contact Satellite Export in Michigan at (517) 629-5990 or
visit www.sepatriot.com.

Rohn Offers
Infrastructure Services
Rohn Industries Inc. is asupplier of communications support structures and
related equipment.
Founded in 1948, the company aims to provide for the requirements of the communications industry with a line of solid and tubular steel towers, tapered and
flanged steel poles, equipment enclosures, telecom accessories and related products.
The company has expanded its.Peoria, Ill., facility for tower and flanged pole
manufacturing/galvanizing
complex to include a tapered
steel pole manufacturing facility.
Rohn also provides turnkey
construction services including civil works, zoning and
permitting assistance, tower,
pole and enclosure foundations, installation, maintenance and inspections.
In Frankfort, Ind., the company manufactures small towers used for wireless cable,
satellite antenna mounts, telescoping masts, universal telecom accessories and fencing.
In Bessemer, Ala., it makes
equipment enclosures and concrete building systems, which
are an alternative to traditional
site-built structures. The systems can be expanded or disassembled and relocated as
necessary.
Rohn products and services
are used in some 55 countries.
Internationally the company
can provide site turnkey services, civil works and tower
erection, plus warehousing and staging facilities.
For more information contact Rohn in Illinois at (309) 697-4400 or visit
the company Web site at www.rohnnet.com.

SpectraSite Consolidates Tower Firms
The SpectraSite Broadcast Group is a division of SpectraSite
Communications. It owns, operates, makes and erects tall towers.
SpectraSite Broadcast Group was formed in 2000 by combining Stainless Inc. and
Doty Moore. The company says it emphasizes safety, customer care and technical
skill. It provides turnkey solutions for broadcast transmission needs.
Stainless Inc. designs and fabricates tall towers. It has registered professional engineers in 50 states and performs structural analysis and modifications, regardless of
make. In 54 years Stainless has built 7,500 towers globally. According to the company, it built more than half the broadcast towers standing in the United States.
Don Doty and Patrick Moore originally founded Doty Moore, afounding member of the National Association of Tower Erectors. It has helped establish many
current safety protocols and standards in use.
The company's accomplishments include work on broadcast platforms such as
the Empire State Building, the Mt. Sutro Tower in San Francisco and The Hancock
Building in Chicago.
For more information contact SpectraSite in Texas at (972) 550-9500 or visit
www.talltowers.com.

System One Devoted to Broadcast Towers
System One Communications is afull-service tower company founded in 1988
and based in Houston. It caters almost exclusively to the broadcast industry.
The company says it has done work for most of the major broadcast groups and
many independents. It provides tower erection/construction services, tower and site
maintenance, antenna services and related services.
Construction of AM directional sites is aspecialty. Turnkey construction of new
sites includes land clearing, road building and excavation, all done in-house.
System One uses advanced tower erection and maintenance equipment. Hoists
are personnel-rated and have two-way radio systems. Hoists used on towers over
1,000 feet have video systems to give the operator an unobstructed view of personnel and loads.
Tower crews are equipped to provide maintenance and repairs. Services include
guy-wire tensioning, tower plumbing, painting and lamp service. Microwave system installation is done regularly, with single hops up to 90 miles.
For more information contact System One Communications in Texas at (888)
625-5649 or visit www.system-one.net.

Teracom Releases
Bandpass Filter
Teracom Components has introduced aDAB Band L Bandpass filter for the
use of radio stations abroad broadcasting in digital.
The filter uses dual-mode waveguide features to provide alow-loss, high-rejection filter for either the critical or non-critical Eureka 147 mask specifications. It is
built with a stackable frame design, temperature compensation and silver-plated
components. It can be used as an output filter and in Teracom's DAB channel combiners at powers of 2kW.
It operates on afrequency of 1452-1492 MHz with an impedance of 50 ohms.
Insertion loss is -0.7 dB at center frequency and -0.95 dB at +/- 0.77 MHz.
Attenuation at +/- 1.8 MHz is -30 dB.
For more information contact Teracom in Maine at (207) 627-7474 or visit
www.teracom-c.com.

TWIN STREAMS
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CRYSTAL CLEA
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You went all- digital and spent $ 10K on a processor
for asignature air sound, right? Sc the last thing you
want to do is pollute the air chain with compress:ion.
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Demand the pristine 16- bit linear audio of the
SL9003Q. It's configurable with up to two pairs of
uncompressed sterec audio. You choose the sampling
rate: 32, 44.1 or 48 'kHz. Even add a cost effective
Ti backup option with redundant audio modules, for
still more versatility.
Dual, uncompressed AES streams — one STL — and
the reliability and quality of Moseley.
The choice is clear.
phone ( 805) 968 9621 • 111 Castilian Drive • Santa Barbara, CA 93117-3093 • www.moseleysb.
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Would you believe that you can visit a dozen
markets in an hour without leaving your desk?

THE RAMSEY PX1

Flei Towers
Above the Rest

35W FM STEREO EXCITER/TRANSMITTER

If you have the TeleRadio from CircuitWerkes at your stations,
you can listen toevery radio station in each of your markets.

The TeleRadio beats those problems by letting you listen to both your
station andthe competition in real-time. If you have aTeleRadio, you
simply dial it up from any phone. As soon as it answers, the internal
radio begins playing down the phone line to you You can control the
radio by using the buttons on your phone. It's just like being there!

Two balanced inputs (XLR) are provided, as are inputs for SCA and ROS
(BNC) RF Output connection is type N. output power is adjustable from
1to 35 Watts.
If you're setting up anew station, we also supply consoles, microphones,
antennas. feedline. and more.

The TeleRadio even has aDTMF selectable external audio connection
so it can be used as astandard telephone coupler too An optional call
progress decoder is available for using the TeleRadio on PBX analog
lines and in areas that don't support CPC

AVCOM-RAMSEY TECHNOLOGIES
793 Canning Parkway • Victor, NY 14564
Order Toll- Free: 800-446-2295

(352) 335-6555 / fax 380-0230 -

THE COST EFFECTIVE
ALTERNATIVE TO
MANUFACTURER SERVICE

www.circuitwerkes.com
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DC-8A Dial- Up Remote Control
Controls and monitors 8external devices from any
touch-tone telephone with extremely flexible programmable features.

EQUIPMENT BY
• Belar • Marti
• Moseley
• McMartin

• AM/FM Monitors

PSC Programmable Schedule Controller

Provides aconvenient way to add front panel control to our smailer profile products with eight LEDindicator-equipped switches.

Stores and controls up 10 160 events with Hour/Minutes/Seconds, Day/Month/Year, or Day of Week with
Daylight Savings Time correction. 20 SPST relays
and/or 32 serial custom commands provided.

•

SRC- 1616L Serial Remote Control
Equipped with 16 optoisolated and CMOS/TTL cornpatible inputs and 16- Relay ( Form C) outputs that
may be controlled from ahost computer, or apair of
units can be used in astand-alone configuration
(relay extension cord).

• And others...

WE ALSO PROVIDE
Free, over-the- phone technical assistance

BOS, ROS & PBB-24 Switch Panels

MC-16 Telephone Hybrid/Coupler
Full featured telephone line coupler/hybnd provides
32 programs; 32 ASCII strings ( DTMF to ASCII); 64
macros; 16 relays; auto answer; 4- digit access
codes and much more.

The BOS offers 12 N.O. dry contact switches with
status LEDs in adesktop panel. The ROS is similar, but in asingle-space rack unit. The PBB-24
provides 24 morrentani buttons that can be programmed to output ASCII character strings.

SSM Smart Silence Monitor

UI-411 Universal Interface

Monitors any stereo or two independent monaural
sources and generates alarms indicating loss of
carrier when white noise and/or silence is detected.

Perfect for adding logic functions to mechanical
switches/relays, adding remote functions to transmitter controlllogic, detecting phone line "ring", etc

SIL loaner/rentals

MIS

PCL 505 Certification
SRC-8Serial Remote Control
The SRC- 8provides ameans of adding 8channels of remote control to RF, cireuse and fiber type
STL systems and may also be used with dedicated
modems ( full & half duplex models).

TECHNICAL SERVICE

Check out our web site for product information, list pricing and alist of distributors!

2198 Hubbard Lane, Grants Pass, OR 97527

Internet: www.broadcasttools.com

(541) 471-2262

E-mail: bti? broadcasttools.com

BROADCAST

tools

Voice: 360 . 854 . 9559
Fax: 360 . 854 . 9479
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•

Innovative Problem Solving Tool For Broadcast

NAM:MAW SER/ES" Problem Solvers
•

BUBB

MSO-8 Control Panel

*UMW

• TFT

• Remote Control Systems

Designed by broadcast engineers for broadcasters, our flexible line of remote access and
control equipment gives you elegantly functional solutions to your control requirements
without the need for "custom boxes".

BIBB

SPECIALIZING IN

• Exciters • Optimods

Electronics Research, Inc.
7777 Gardner Road • Chandler, IN 47610
(812) 925-6000 • www.ERlinc.com

CircuitWerkes -3716 SW 3Ed Place, Gainesville, FL 32607

www.highpowerfm.com • sales@ramseyelectronics.com

• STL's • RPU's • TSL's

Monopoles
Guyed Towers
Self- Supporting Towers
Structural Analysis
Tower Reinforcing

1. You have no control over what is recorded on an air- check. You
may be hearing only what someone else wants you to hear.
2. Your own air staffs usually know when they're being recorded and
react accordingly.
3. By the time you get an air-check in the mail, it may be too late to
respond to the competition.

The PX1 was designed to fill the needs of the low power or community
broadcaster. Set-up and use is fast and simple with just 5buttons to
access all parameters - power, frequency, modulation, and more. The
2- line vacuum fluorescent display gives you -ata glance verification of all
important functions. The micro-controller continuously monitors
frequency, temperature. deviation. etc. and rnakes subtle adjustments
on the fly- like a ' virtual - station engineer.

SERVICE, REPAIR 8c
CALIBRATION

1$4

Old-fashioned air-checks are okay, but they have some real drawbacks.
Among them are:

ONLY
•Frequency Agile - 87.5 to 108.0 MHz
•Digitally Synthesized PLL
1795"
•Temperature and VSWR Protected
•120/240/12 VDC Power with Auto Battery Back-up
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FM Channel Study
Software for your PC
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•AES/EBU Input Signals
•Sample Rates 27 to 96kHz
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328 W. Maple Avenue • Horsham, PA 19044
800-959-0307 • 215-443-0330 • Fax: 215-443-0394
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rlDetective-Pro uses FCC data that you
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can download for free!

D Free job viewer can be downloaded from rfDetective.com
Find out why you should be using

Free Brochure Available Upon Request
http://www.atiguys.com
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rfDetective products!

Call us or visit us on the web at http:/.www.ridetective.com

ifEngineErs„ çez,»
(352) 336-7223 / fax 367-1725
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Cortana's Stati-Cat Stops Lightning
Cortana Corp. aims to help broadcasters by protecting towers and other equipment with agroup of lightning-discharge products called the Stati-Cat system.
The products work on the principle of charge dissipation, providing acontinuous low-resistance discharge path for the static electric charge found on tall structures. The Stati-Cat products reduce the high-voltage gradient between acloud and
tower that eventually leads to lighting.
The system includes the CN-1 Crow's Nest that sits on a standard beacon
mounting plate. It covers 36 by 36 inches with 720 stainless steel discharge points
and weighs 37 pounds. A diagonal bar with 264 points is available optionally.
The Stati-Cat SC- 1mounts on the top or sides of atower with 120 points on an
18-by-2-inch bar. It weighs 6pounds.
The Stati-Kitty SC-3is designed to attach to atower guy wire, which discharges
the build-up of static on the wire. The unit reduces noise in receiver antennas. It
has 75 points and weighs 8 ounces. The Stati-Tomcat SC-4 is used when SC- 1s
aren't adequate and the CN-1 isn't feasible. It covers 36 by 2 inches with 180
points and weighs 12 pounds. It can be used in multiples of four in applications
where aCN-1 can't be used.
Equipment is made from anticorrosive 6061-T6 aluminum and stainless steel
304. Mounting hardware adapted to individual towers is provided at no extra cost.
For more information contact Cortana in New Mexico at (505) 325-5336.

Dawn Filter Stops Military Interference
After the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks, activity at United States military bases has
increased. As aresult, microwave transmissions from the bases and radar usage by
military aircraft have dramatically increased, often interfering with the reception of
satellite signals at nearby broadcasters.
According to the company, DAWNco's Model 7892 waveguide TI filter with a
bandpass of 3.7-4.2 GHz has had success in removing most of the interference.
The Model 7892
operates at RF before
down- conversion,
which prevents the generation of undesirable
mixer products and
receiver desensitization
from interfering signals.
It was originally
designed to suppress
out- of- band interference on C-band receive
antennas from coastal,
marine or airport radar
systems. The filter is
installed between a
TVRO feedhorn and the
LNB or LNA. Coastal and marine navigation radar frequencies of 2.9-3.65 GHz
often wipe out transponders one through five in TVRO's near harbors. The airport
altimeter band at 4.25-4.40 GHz interferes with channels 22-24 at TRVO sites near
airports. The unit is less than six inches long and is installable under standard
weather housing. It has insertion loss and group delay specifications that suit it to
digital applications.
For more information contact DAWNco in Michigan at (248) 391-9200 or visit
www.DAWNco.com.

Nott Prepares for AM IBOC
Nott Ltd. says it is ready for in-band, on-channel digital radio.
If AM IBOC comes to pass, there will be aneed for abroadband RF system
including transmitter, matching network and antenna. Nott says it has an antenna
that allows the full digital AM to pass without distortion.
Folded unipole antennas have had varying results. Some have good bandwidth
and others do not. Nott believes it has hit on the right combination to provide aunipole antenna with consistent results.
Using the Mullaney unipole computer program invented by John Mullaney of
Mullaney Engineering Inc., Nott designed aunipole antenna to take into account
geometric and mechanical factors that would enable the antenna to provide abandwidth of 100 kHz. For best bandwidth the tower must be slightly taller than the
classic quarter wave (90 electrical degrees). Depending on several factors of antenna geometry, optimum bandwidth is attained at aheight between about 100 and
110 degrees.
The Nott antenna is suitable for the expanded band because it is less than 200
feet but has broad bandwidth for AM stereo or digital broadcasting. It may be
installed on atall tower at optimum height by detuning the tower above the optimum height.
For more information contact Nott in New Mexico at (505) 327-5646 or visit
www.nottltd.com.
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Dielectric Offers Broadband Antenna
Dielectric's line of DCR-Q broadband FM antennas are aseries of side-mounted bays with quadrapole design that can support nine stations.
They are designed for high-power broadcasters who want side-mount azimuth
pattern performance and a panel's
broadband performance and high-power
handling. The antennas use a branchfeed system that maintains RF phase in
the one to 12 bays, regardless of different frequencies and reduced bay spacing. The radiator bays consist of fourdipole elements. The side-firing helix
design provides circular polarization.
Bay spacing can be altered to provide
a reduction in downward radiation,
reduced tower space, abroader elevation
beam, more constant azimuth patterns
and other advantages. Reducing the bay
spacing for a given number of bays
decreases the gain proportionality.
The antenna is recommended for
applications through 12 MHz of bandwidth. It can provide abroad, flat-frequency response usable for arange of
frequencies. The power rating, depending on the model, is from 35 kW to 200 kW,
with input line sizes from 3- 1/8-inch single to 6- 1/8-inch dual.
The DCR-Q element is constructed of heavy wall brass tubing, and the power
dividers and bay feeders are copper and brass. The broadband nature of the element
makes it stable under icy conditions, and the relatively low weight and windload
suit it to towers that normally cannot support amaster FM panel antenna or where
the cost of reinforcing atower is prohibitive.
The beam tilt and null fill can be customized depending on the size of the array.
For more information contact Dielectric in Maine at (207) 655-4555 or visit
www.dielectric.com.

Honeywell Offers New Lights
Honeywell Obstruction Lighting recently released new medium-intensity and
low-intensity LED-based obstacle lights.
The LEDGuard L-864 medium-intensity red beacon and the LED20 series of
red lights meet FAA regulations for aerial navigation obstructions, including
broadcasting towers. The LED-based lights last five to 10 times longer than incandescent lights and use 90-percent less power. They can be flashed or steadily
burned.
The L-864 creates no EMI/RFI and offers reduced cabling gauge requirements,
conduit runs and wind loading relative to incandescents. As aretrofit, it mounts
onto standard bolt-pattern installations and connects to existing controllers.
The LED20 series comes in single- and dual-light configurations with weatherand corrosion-resistant assembly. The wiring compartment eliminates additional boxes. Typical power consumption is 12.5 W at 120V AC and 7.3 W at 12-24 V DC.
For more information contact Honeywell in California at (805) 581-5591 or visit www.oblighting.com.

Pennsylvania
Station Contracts
New Tower
WNCE(FM), aCumulus Media station in Harrisburg, Pa, is home to anew
structure from Central Tower.
The project included the tower manufactured by Central Tower and installation services for anew antenna and line,
and demolition of the old tower by the
Central Tower Services Division.
The tower top section was afrequency- matched tower section designed to
work with anew Dielectric antenna.
Because the small lot did not permit
positioning guy locations where they
would best work with the azimuth pattern, the tower was designed with a
rotatable pivot plate so that the top could
be rotated, providing the best coverage
for the broadcaster.
For more information contact company owner Dielectric in Maine at (207)
655-4555 or visit www.dielectric.com.
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Mark Enters Spread-Spectrum Field

FM Broadcasters

Mark Antennas has created aline of antennas to take advantage of growing interest in
spread- spectrum (
ISM/NII Band) radios.
Spread- Spectrum Parabolic Antennas are
designed to be flexible and easy to install.
The antennas come in several spread- spectrum frequencies: 875-960 MHz, 2300-2500
MHz, 5.25-5.85 GHz and 5725-5850 MHz.
Depending on the frequency range, the antennas come in grid or solid types with different
flanges. Diameters range from 2to 15 m.
Features include field- selectable horizontal/vertical polarization, grid and compact grid
for easy transportation and N-Type feed connector and an optional radome. Dual band
models of the antennas are available.
For more information contact Mark
Antennas in North Carolina at (828) 466-0412
or visit www.csawr1s.com.

Offer LP Antenna
FM Broadcasters recently released its CP-250 FM
transmitting antenna for the low-power, booster/translator
market.
The CP-250 uses circular polarization and also is
employed by full-power broadcasters as an emergency or
stand-by antenna. It is fabricated of solid copper and
stainless steel. Multibay arrays allow stacking for gain.
The DC-to-ground design reduces lightning damage.
The CP-250's small profile makes it less obtrusive for environmentally sensitive areas. It is rated at 250-W input.
Also available as options are RF power dividers for
two- through four-bay installations as well as a heavyduty mounting system to improve storm survivability.
For more information contact FM Broadcasters in
Washington state at ( 206) 229-7997 or visit
www.fmbroadcasters.com.

WCASE

Products & Services
The CircuitWerkes AC- 12

rerenrrrirarr.
II

I FP

4,41;#11a'
Get up to 12 couplers in aneat, compact chasis
Autoanswer& disconnect.
> 2audio busses for mass feeds.
'fr Individually card selectable
buss or auxilliary audio I/O.
> LED indicators for ring,
clipping, power & online.
> Ring counter answers on
user set ring number.
> Momentary or latching dry
contact outputs at pickup.
> Remove & install cards
without affecting the rest.
> The aux, audio jack is ideal
for multiple IFB feeds, etc.

The AC- 12 rack- mounted
coupler bay is the best way to
eliminate awall or cabinet full of
yesterday's couplers. Our unique
dual audio busses eliminate the
tedious and messy wiring
associated with networks and
other mass feeds. Each card can
also individually either send or
recieve telco audio. Best of all,
a fully loaded AC- 12 lists for
under $ 175 per coupler.

CircuitWerkes
3716 SW

Charlotte, N.0

COMPONENTS
FOR USERS - BY USERS

/Competitive Prices
/Extensive Rental Fleet ( RF Codecs

Test Equipment, Audio)

Check out our www site for
more info and tech manuals.

http://www.circuitwerkes.com

/Experienced Staff
/Used Trade- Ins Welcomed

ENGINEERING Ss
OFTWARE

HAVE A SAFE & HAPPY HOLIDAY
FROM YOUR FRIENDS AT TERACOM

/Turnkey Installations Available

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT:

You Know We Know Radio
800-438-6040 • www.scmsinc.com • Fax 704-889-4540

TEL: + 1207-627-7474
FAx: 1207-627-7473
EMAIL: LARRY.1300NEOTERACOM-C.COM
WEB: WWW.TERACOM-C.COM

Without Advertising
A Terrible Thing Happens...
10 watts in. 3kw out
/
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AMPLIFIERS

Our growing product line

B-1500

up to 1750w

TISFACTION GUARANTEED

...NOTHING
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B-2000

up to 2.2kw

B-850

.

up to 930w

B-300A
up to 330w

TRANSMISSION LINE
CABLE CONt!ECTORS

/Representing Over 600 Quality
Manufacturers

6 ,

up to 165w

RF COMPONENTS
ANTENNA SYSTEMS

/Custom Studio Design and
Furniture

POWER

up to 500w

FILTERS- COMBINERS

New and Rebuilt RF and Audio

Silicon Valley

B-450

SYSTEM SOL
*FOR

FM, VHF UHF
DTVZDVE11,.

314 Place

Gainesville, Florida 32607
(352) 335-6555 / fax 380-0230

The RF People

TERAC

S.C.M.S., Inc

Telephone Autocoupler Bay

B- 150A

December 19, 2001

BUYER'S GUIDE

10/1000
10 watts in, 1000w out

B-600

up to 630w

Bum I
I 'RI
Phone:- (408) 986 9700
Fax:- (408) 986 1438
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B-1000

up to 1200w
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e-mail:- salesgsvpa.com
Website:- www.svpa.com

Place your ad here and reach
key broadcast professionals
with purchasing power.
Call your area sales representative
or Simone Fevvell @
703-998-7600 ext. 154
to request a media kit.

-ochoicc
Ron and Beth Fruit of WRCO wrote us a
letter about BSI's digital automation

October 9, 2001

Dea rBSI,

WRCO Rad io made the decision to go digital, our choice was BSt.
Iwas really impressed and still am with your " try it before you buy it"
philosophy. Ibecame familiar with the software , nthe demonstration
mode and was convinced it was the best choice for us before Iever wrote
When

the check. After purchase, we were up and running in no time at all. I
think it is clear that the BSI team has astrong grasp on what broadcasters
want and need. Ialso appreciate the BSI philosophy that allows so much
flexibility in hardware, although thave learned that follovving BSI
recommendations is avery very good ide&
When we announced the change to digital at ‘NRCO, several staff
members were skep•ical. Today, the commen'L often is, " how did we ever
get along before?"

Of " Isure

wish we would have done this even sooner"

We really appreciate the flexibility of BSI digi'Lal automation products. Our
FM is live assist wh,le the AM carries asatellite format. BSI products
handle both tasks very vvell. When our farm network started offering rnp3
dovvnloads, we were able to route the material across our network arid
take full advantage of the opportunity in every studio, thanks to BSI.
Similarly, as we have implemented change here at WRCO, BSI products
have easily made the change with us. With BSI, tfeel like tcontrol the
station and the software, not the other way around.
From the production studio to the control room. Ican't imagine why we
wou ld ever want an y
thing but BSI. It's relta, user friendly softvv2re with
z«n• -ethe flexibility and power to make it agreat investment.
Ron and Beth eruit
•
WRCO AM & eM Radio
Richland Ce nter, Wiscon sin
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Only $ 1499
including technical

Price, Power and Performance

support and upgrades

More than 5000 broadcasters use our software in more than 50 nations around the world.
Our $ 1499 Simian includes one year Df 365/24/7 tech suppo -tand software upgrades.
Simian has amazing features, such as streaming spot substitution, automated online
requests and touchscreen compatibility. Runs on Windows 98, NT, 2000, ME and XP.

ESSI

Test and try before you buy.
www.bsiusa.com

888-bsiusal

Broadcast
Software
International

"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.

ACOUSTICS
Want to Sell

Er

cessticsFirsr

Tt 8118-71111-29811

Full

Comark 3-1/8" EIA 4port motorized
coaxial switch, with rack mount
control panel, $ 1200. Louis Mueller,
Broadcast
Services,
316-E
Highland St, Altamonte Springs FL
37701. 407-830-6398.

product line for sound

control & noise elimination.

wwmacousticsfirstcom
Dielectric 3bay FM antema on 103.5.
Cal Tharp. WASE, 519 Noll Mies SL,
Elizabethtown KY 42701. 270-766-1035
or email: ctharp@bigcat1055.com.
Shively 3bay FM antenna on 105.5. Cal
Tharp. WASE, 519 North Miles St,
Elizabethtown KY 42701. 270-766-1035
or ornait: ctharo@bied1055.can.

ERI 5 bay on 102.3 FM, $ 1250.
Brian Larson, WNGN, 65 Kings Rd,
Buskirk NY 12028. 518-686-0975.
Scala FM-V. Brand new, never used.
Single bay vertically polarized FM
antenna for 93-103 MHz, handles
200W, $250. Joe Vilkie, VVVCC, 209 S
Franklin St, Cochranton PA 16314.
814-425-7451.
AUDIO
PRODUCTION

AMPLIFIERS

Want to Sell

Want to Buy

Denon TU680 AM stereo tuners.
Cal Mandel, Brawley Broadcasting
Co,2756 W Canyon Ave, San Diego
CA 91213 858-279-8030.

RCA, Altec tube amplifiers &
mixers in any condition, working or
not. Larry Drago, WELI, POB 85,
New Haven CT 06501. 203-2305255.
ANTENNAS/
TOWERS/CABLES
Want to Sell
AM
GROUND
SYSTEMS:
Reliable, On- time Installation,
Quality Workmanship, Ground
System Evaluation & Repair.
vAvw.amgroundsystems.com , 1877-766-2999.
Dielectric 3-5/8" motorized four
port coaxial switch . Continental
Communications, 314-664-4497.
Email: contcomm@fiastl.net.
Andrew 310' 1-5/8" foam coax,
used but in good condition, on rolls
with connectors, 2available, $ 1500
ea + shpg. Larry Schrecongast,
WTYM, POB 1032, Indiana PA
15701. 724-543-1380.
THE
ANTENNA SITE STORE
Tower Registration Signs
FCC and OSHA Compliance
Tower Leasing Signs
Your Wording Added
610-458-8418
www.antennalD.com
•Ante.. ID Products Gi•nnt0Ofe, PA .

ERA 3bay 104.3 antenna with heat,
$900 + shpg. Alex McEwing,
McEwing Services LLC, POB 8260,
Essex Jct, VT 05451-8260. 802288-1033 ext 11.
Phelps Dodge 1bay antenna on
103.3 with radomes, $250 +shpg.
Alex McEwing, McEwing Services
LLC, POB 8260, Essex Jct, VT
05451-8260. 802-288-1103 ext 11.
Rohn self supporting tower on
ground, sections 16NH through
11N,
120', $ 16,000.
Larry
Schrecongast, WTYM, POB 1032,
Indiana PA 15701. 724-543-1380.
Shively 6813 2bay 103.3 antenna
with radomes, $500 +shpg. Alex
McEwing, McEwing Services LLC,
POB 8260, Essex Jct, VT 054518260. 802-288-1103 ext 11.

Radio World.

AUDIO
RESTORATION
We bake squeaky tapes, remove
hiss, hum and background noise
and remaster old airchecks, jingles
or prodaction onto CD. Visit
www.kenr.corrt for a demo. Bring
old tapes back to life!

AUTOMATION
EQUIPMENT
Want to Sell
BSI WaveStabon, Cool Edit system.
Duel compdters, network hub, Antex
cards. Complete satellite switcher,
hard drive music & Live Assist
included. Two years old & fully
working. Logs included & there is a
service support available, $3900
+shpg. WAMF, 434-392-8114.

Arrays SC2100 12 pot slider. Well
cared for. Separate power supply
rack mount with new power supply
module. Factory checked output
board. Works great. Built in audition
monitor amp or line out to your own
amp. Telephone mix built in & dual
buss. Screw terminal inputs easy to
install. Great production console or
small station's main board. Rick,
WAMF, 434-392-8114.
Gates stereo statesman (2), 5
rotary pots, $500 ea or 2for $850.
Brian Larson, WNGN, 65 Kings Rd,
Buskirk NY 12028. 518-686-0975.
McCurdy ss7400 12 channel p&g
slide fadders ( 2) from classifical
station, $2500 each. Brian Larson,
WNGN, 65 Kings Rd, Buskirk NY
12028. 518-686-0975.
Want to Buy

AM processing package. Replace
that old 222 or Orban today!
Package includes lnovonics 235,
plus AGC & aural exciter, $ 1850
+shpg. WAMF, 434-392-8114.
UREI 530 EO, $1000. Brian Larson,
WNGN, 65 Kings Rd, Buskirk NY
12028. 518-686-0975.
Want to Buy
Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA-3A's
& LA-4's, Fairchild 660's & 670's,
any Pultec EQ's & any other old
tube compressor/limiters, call after
3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

MONITORS
Want to Sell

RCA 77-DX, 44-BX, KU-3A's, WE639's. On-Air & recording lights
wanted, top dollar paid! 615-3523456, FAX: 615-352-1922. E-mail:
billbryantmgmt@yahoo.com.
Buying entire collections! Call for
best price. Larry Drago, WELI, POB
85, New Haven CT 06501. 203-2305255.

Professional software
packages for preparing
FCC applications and
plotting coverage. For
Windows and NT
Create "real-world" coverage maps with Longley-Rice,
TIREM, PTP & other models using polygon map features.
Prepare concise FCC model coverage maps and allocation
studies using USGS geographic map databases.
Census calculations, tower and airport databases.
V Search for AM, FM, TV, DTV & LPTV channels with
graphics oriented programs and FCC databases.
Plot STL paths in 3-D using NGDC terrain databases... and more!
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Communications

.-'

800-743-3684

Tascam 22-2. works but should
have new heads, otherwise runs
well, BO. Joe Vilkie, WVCC, 209 S
Franklin St, Cochranton PA 16314.
814-425-7451.

RECEIVERS/

Want to Buy

TRANSCEIVERS
Want to Sell

Want to Sell
Tanberg 15-21 Series 15 reels (
2),
uses 7" reels, like new, but needs belt,
$50/both. Will Dougherty, WLD, Music
Valley, Fit 1, Box 1548, Mill Spring MO
63952.573-998-2681.
Teac X-2020M half track, 15 ips, 10"
reels, low hours, 7 Ampex 706
pancakes included, $700/B0. Ken
Boone, Family Programs, POB 444,
Paradise CA 95969. 530-877-7167.

RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any other
RCA ribbon mics, on-air lights, call
after 3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

Ampex 350's r- rwith Ruslangs,
$500. Brian Larson, WNGN, 65
Kings Rd, Buskirk NY 12028. 518686-0975.

RCA 77DX/44BX. Will pay $ 1000
for these mics. Call anytime. Larry
Drago, WELI, POB 85, New Haven
CT 06501. 203-230-5255.

Scully 280B r- rwith Ruslang rollarounds, $500 ea. Brian Larson,
WNGN, 65 Kings Rd, Buskirk NY
12028. 518-686-0975.

Wells
Cargo
Boom
Box
promotional vehicle. The worlds
largest BOOM BOX, in excellent
condition, $ 12,000. For full details
call 219-362-6144 or fax 219-3247418.

Tascam DA-30MKII in excellent
condition with low hours, $800. Jay
Swafford, 173 Foxrun, Springfield
TN 37172. 615-384-4121.
Teac X-2000M, 1/2 track, 15 ips,
10" reels, low hours. 7Ampex 406
pancakes included, $700/60. Ken
Boone, Family Programs, POB 444,
Paradise CA 95969. 530-877-7167.

RECORDERS

Want to Buy

BROADCAST ENGINEERING
CONSULTING SOFTWARE

Used Mod Monitors, McMartin 8i
Belar. Many to choose from, tuned
& calibrated on your frequency, full
guaranteed. Goodrich Ent. 402493-1886.

Harris 8550 receiver with book,
power supply & cards for 62 & 62.8
MHz, very good condition, $ 150.
James Cunningham, KAZC, Rt 1
Box 1138, Stonewall OK 74871.
580-265-4496.

STUDIO/STUTRANSMITTER/ANTENNA

CCA The Ultimate Console, mono
10 pots with all the features, all solid
state with plug in op amps, all
works, in medium condition. Has 2
VU meters, one for audition & one
for PGM, $350 + UPS shpg. James
Cunningham, KAZC, Rt 2 Box
113B, Stonewall OK 74871. 580265-4496.

416-421-5631
FAX: 416-421-3880

Bext SIL receivers (2). Cale The,
WASE,
519
North
Miles
St,
Elizabethtown KY 42701. 270-766-1035
or email: cIham@bi9aat1055.com.

MICROPHONES

Want to Sell

GELECO

RCA on-air lights in any condition,
working or not, will pay best prices
for them. Larry Drago, WELI, POB
85, New Haven CT 06501. 203-2305255.

Want to Sell

KEW OR USED
COMPLETE PACKAGES

CONSOLES

D!.
.. CANADA ( MN )
USE» AM XMTRS
FROM

Want to Buy

FACILITIES

SCMS, Inc. ( 800) 438-6040
You Know We Know Radio'

RF CONTACTORS
MICA CAPACITORS

LIMITERS/

COMPLETE

-EMERGENCY RENTALS-

Prodelin C/KU band 3.4 meter
Aziel truss mount satellite receive
dish with KU band LNB, three
available, unused, $ 1200 ea +shpg.
Larry Schrecongast, WTYM, POB
1032, Indiana PA 15701. 724-5431380.

AUDIO PROCESSING

ITC SP, WP, RP, etc. Several
machines, in various conditions,
cheap. Alsc have some spare cards,
call for details, cheap! Joe Vilkie,
VVVCC, 209 SFranklin St, Cochranton
PA 16314. 814-425-7451.

-REMOTE BROADCAST RENTALS-

AMON 111.0,
AINS AND RAU BLOOMS,
new & rebuilt for Ekom, Hares, CCA,
CSI, McMcirtin. Goodrich Ent. 11435
Monderson St. Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

Two boxes (
19 total) or new
motors. Oriental motor, Japan S301 motors, 7.5W 115V 1500/1800
rpm, $30/all. Will Dougherty, WLD,
Music Valley, Rt 1, Box 1548, Mill
Spring MO 63952. 573-998-2681.

Want to Sell

-LEASE OPTIONS-

Want to Sell

Western Electric 25A. Paying up to
$7500 for this console & always
buying WE mics, tubes, catalogs &
turntables. Larry Drago, WELI, POB
85, New Haven CT 06501. 203-2305255.

CART MACHINES

OR ANY COMBINATION OF ABOVE

MISCELLANEOUS

WE RENT FOR LESS
Hotlines
Zephyrs
Nexus
Audio

FM Meters
STUs
FM Pr Amps
Test Equipment

It we don't have It, we will get It!
SCMS, INC. (MOO) 438-6040
"You Know We Know Radio"

Moseley PCL 606 SIL system,
xmtr 8, receiver tuned to 949.5,
mono system, will retune to your
frequency for additional $200,
$2000. Louis Mueller, Broadcast
Services, 316-E Highland St,
Altamonte Springs FL 37701. 407830-6398.

ITC 750. Need motor, part # SAT-6a
two speed capstan motor. Tony
Wortmann, WJAG, 309 Braasch
Ave, Norfolk NE 68701. 402-3710780.
REMOTE •St

IRIU Online

MICROWAVE
Want to Sell
1994 Explorer 4x4 Livetruck, runs
good, 30' mast, 135,000 miles, 2.8
Onan, $ 15,000. 813-314-5386.
Musicam CDQ Prima 110 S/N
021310, BO + shpg; Musicam CDQ
Prima 110 S/N 021309, BO +shpg.
Alex McEwing, McEwing Services
LLC, POB 8260, Essex Jct, VT
05451-8260. 802-288-1103 ext 11.

REMOTE
EQUIPMENT
RENTAL
Silver Lake Audio
(516) 763-1776

REPAIR SERVICES

‘,

until-

eee-i

3

Machine
Service

Fast, expert repairs on all DAT
recorder brands & models
including ADAT and DA 88
Warranty Servi, e tin eyi,n,t Brands

'I:31ver 3000

achiries Serviced!

Nev./Returbnhed 1)\l-. Available
,

(1111p,I,( ) llf R.11('S '

Pro Digital Inc.
DAF Recorder Service Specialists

(610) 353-2400

silverlakeaudio.com

Musicarn/VirteX StarGuide II, 2
decoders, S/N 005334, BO +shpg;
MusicamNirteX StarGuide II, 1
decoder, 1relay, S/N 005146, BO
+shpg. Alex McEwing, McEwing
Services LLC, POB 8260, Essex
Jct, VT 05451-8260. 802-288-1103
ext 11.

SATELLITE
EQUIPMENT
Want to Sell
Wegner Unity 4000, never opened,
$2200. Brian Larson, WNGN, 65
Kings Rd, Buskirk NY 12028. 518686-0975.

EE
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STATIONS

TAPES/CARTS/

Want to Sell

REELS/CD's

CUE TO DEATH OF OUR FATHER.
TWO GREAT RADIO STATIONS
FOR SALE: North East California.
great I- unting and fishing, 5000 watt
AM 57C, Class C FM 100,000 watt,
$250,000 or Best Offer, highly
motivad! Phone 530-233-3570.

Want to Buy
Drake Chenault 10.5" music reels,
contempo 300. lirary reels, 19791990, also seasonal reels & cue
sheets. Chuck Raub, 570-4342782.

SUIT YOU OWN
111 $1111111111
IUMMIEME IN TIIE
FM SKY 815001

Rock) W.rld.
TEST EQUIPMENT

Rm. an FCC Certified low power
AM transmitter & cover up to a
4-mile radius. No FCC license

Want to Sell

required. Call ( 401)322-1743 or
online to: www.nblq.org for more info.

Ampex 300E vacuum tube voltmeter,
$30; Beta Scope non destructive
thickness guage, $30; (4) HP 400D
vacuum tube voltmeters, $40/all; NRI
12 vacuum tube voltmeter, $25; HP
400L vacuum tube voltmeter, $20;
Sierra Electronics scope in metal box,
$20; Standard electrical products Type
Adjust-A- Volt
variable
LR-5
transformer, cable cut, $20; Supreme
574 electronic set tester in case
w/manual, $40; Motorola TA-42 input
& output terminals, T&R 2-25 amp
fuses, 1-15 amp fuse, $30. Will
Dougherty, VVLD, Music Valley, At 1,
Box 1548, Mill Spring MO 63952. 573998-2681.

DiPonti Communications
244 Post Rd. Westerly RI 02891
ITC 194 DPD624TAIOD
rep, ma,- enrla card,

SELL NG OR BUYING....visit:
www.broadcaststations4sale.co
m. We are now accepting new
listings. We make it easy to sell
your radio station.
Want to Buy
Small AM or FM in Ohio, Kentuzky or
Indiana. Dark or on the air. Dan, 513-931#8,o2 or email dangett@yahoo.com.

General
Radio 650A audio
frequency impedance bridge in very
good condition with big beautiful
vernier knobs, null meter & 1 kH
oscillator. Will work with external
oscillator, very accurate, reads cap.
inductance & res, $50. James
Cunningham, KAZC, Rt 1 Box
113B, Stonewall OK 74871. 580265-4496.
TRANSMITTERS
Want to Sell
BE FM-30, 30KW FM. Continental
Communications. 314-664-4497.
Email: contcomm@fiastl.net.
Harris-Gates BC-10H 10KW AM
transmitter.
Continental
Communications. 314-664-4497.
Email: contcomm@fiastl.net.
OFF THE AIR?
Emergency Back-up Rentals
FM Exciters - STLY FM Pwr Amps - Antennas Studio & Test Equipment
SEMS Inc 1800) 438-6040
"You Know We Know Radio"
RCA
BTF-20-E1.
Continental
Communications. 314-664-4497.
Email: contcomm@fiastinet.
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TRANSCOM CORP.
Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1976

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters and Also New Equipment
300W

FM

1988

Harris FM 300K Solid State Single Phase

1 KW

FM

1981

Hants FM 1K Single Phase

1 KW

FM

1968

Harris FM 1H

2.4KW

FM

1995

MW1013
0E1 Quantum Solid State upgradeable to 6KW

2.5KW

FM

1984

Harris FM 2.5K Single Phase

2.5KW

FM

1980

Harris FM 2.5K Single Phase

2.5KW

FM

1979

Harris FM 25K

2.5KW

FM

1976

Collins 831D Single Phase

5 KW

FM

1985

BE FM 5A

6 KW

FM

1994

Henry 60000 Single Phase

10KW

FM

1974

Harris FM10/1/K

15KW

FM

1980

McMartin 13E15,000

20KW

FM

1974

Harris FM201•UK

25KW

FM

1978

Collins 831E2C

25KW

FM

1980

CSI T- 25-F

30KW

FM

1983

BE FM 30

30KW

FM

1988

BE FM 30A

50KW

FM

1982

OCI

Alt

I.

Consulting
Communications
Engineers

FCC Applications • Design • Field Engineering • Tower Detuning

210 S Main St, Thœnsville. WI 53092. (
262) 242-6000. FAX ( 262) 242-6045
rittp://vninv evansassoc corn
Member AFCCE

•EMC Test Lab-FCC and European (lEC)

f‘

T. Z. Sawyer
Technical Consultants
www.sawyer.com
AM-FM-TV-LPTV

GRAHAM BROCK, INC.

•FCC Appircanont A Exhilretr
•ExperIman.q Audronranont
•AM Ihrecnonal Aniennat
•Flogh Power Antenna Arra>s
• Frequent-,Sludie.
•CI., Upgrade.
•STI. ApplIcanons
•Slarron In‘pecnont

()pennon AM/FM/TV/AUX Services;

BROADCAST TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS
Full Service From Allocatiant to
Field Work:Antenna and
Facilities Dese

Over 35 years

engineering
and consulting experience

912-638-8028

xr 1-301-913-9287
FAX: 1881913-5799
Rim Rd. WO. Rahn& MD 20X16}

202-393-5133
www.grahambrock.com

Herb Kravitz Broadcast Engineering

M Celena

Contractors/Consultants

Communications Consultants
TV-$550; LPTV-$550; FM-$250;

AM- FM
Prclessional Technical Support
Comprehensive Field Service

phone 609-347-4821
fax 609-347-6397

AM Freq Searches-Call for quote
Applications, Amendments
& Upgrades
Antenna Structure Registration,
Field Work Avail
631-928-0077
Fax:631-928-1905

hkradiolilmsn.com

E-assail:infottowleng rom

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.
1

—

800 - 797 - 1

Doug Vernier
Broadcast Engineering Consulting
AM/FM/TV/LPTV/DTV
Custom mapping service
Frequency searches
Propagation prediction
FCC application preparation

oft
Softwarefor your PC

(800) 743-3684
www.v-soft.com
MULLANEY ENGINEERING, INC.
Consulting Engineers
*Design & Optimization ol
AM Directional Arrays
'Analysis tor New Allocation,
Site Relocation, And Upgrades
AM- FM TV LPTV
Wireless Cable
(MOS/MMDS/ITFS/OFS)
'Environmental Radiation Analysis
*Field Work
*Expert Testimony
9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Phone: ( 301) 921-0115
Fax: (301) 590-9757
email: mullengrOaol.com

Communications Technologies,

.,A1111
ii

&Owe/male
'70L\11,diei

Market Analysis
Engineering Software
Ethnic/Demographic Data
Custom Full-color Mapping
Sales Marketing Packages

NN n, NN . dataworld.com

800-368-5754

in feiidataworld.com
fax: 3(11-656-5341

402 Tenth Avenue - PO Box 367
Haddon Heights, NJ 08035
856-548-8008 - Fax 856-548-1841
E-rna,): ted@radiotechniques.corn

Consulting Engineers
AM - FM - TV
FCC Applications
Directional Antennas
Transmitter & Studio Design
Edward A. ScImber. PE
Member AFCCE

Electronics Research, Inc.
7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, IN 47610
(812) 925-6000
www.ERlinc.com

Fax ( 763) 786-4631

Inc.

P.O. Box 1130, Marlton, Ni 08053
Phone: ( 856)985-0077
Fax: (856)985-8124
Internet: commtechrEcom
•
Clarence M. Beverage

Broadcast Constructor.

on>fi haul ,

llouston. Texas

888-625-5649
›ii• AM-FM Site Construction
Specialists
Complete Tower Service
)8.. Antenna & Transmission
Line Diagnostics

Fil$TER...
MORE ACCURATE RADIO COVERAGE
•Real Time 3-D Displays
•Interference calculations
•Cost effective mapping
•Fully integrated databases
•Used by the FCC
•Latest standards built- In

Visit us on the the web at www.rachosoft.com

AM FM TV LPTV
Cellular/PCS Site Analysis

•

System One Communications

'09West Knapp Are • Edgewater • FL . 1386)4267521

Broadcast Engineering Consultants

Laura M. Mlzrahl

Radiotechniques

338

8899 Hastings St NE, Minneapolis, MN 55449 ( 761) 78i-4113 si,

Telecommunication Consultants

Harris
Harris MW1A
Harris " Gates" 5Solid State
Harris MW5A
Harris
Continental 317C-1

EXCITERS

Miscellaneous Equipment:
Potomac Ins. AA51 Audio Anyl. ( new)
Belar SCM-1, SCA Monitor
Moseley TRC-15 Remote w/ HallIkalnen
Moseley TRC-15-A Remove Control Sysiem
Delta 4Port SW 15/8 mot. 46730E
SCA Generator ( Mn 15 Module)
ATI Line Amplifier
Optirnod 8100A ( cards 3thru 9)
Dummy Load, 5KW water
Dummy Load 2.5 KW air cooled

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY

•Frequency Searches and Coordination
•AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-LPTV

TV • DTV Transition • FM • Directional Antennas • RF Exposure

1981
1982
1996/8
1980
1986
1978

2655 Philmont Ave # 200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

-FCC Applic alions and Field Engineering

•

EXPERTS W.

AM
AM
AM
AM
AM
AM

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX No. 215-938-7361
VISIT OUR NEW INTERNET SITE: www.fmamtv.com
SEND YOUR E-MAIL REQUESTS TO: transcom@fmamtv.com

Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab

Upgrade 8 Relocation Studies • AM Directional Array Tuning & Proof

1KW
1KW
5KW
5KW
10KW
50KW

Continental 802B
Harris MX- 15
BEA( 50 .tFX 30

cooled
Harris Combiner w/auto exciter- transmitter svatcher

CONSULTANTS
44 40104 EVANS

MW1A

The following distributors servng the
broadcast industry would be glad o help you
with any of your requirements.

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

MOM ASSOCIATES
2215 Faraday Ave., Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008
(760) 438-4420 Fax: (760) 438-4759

c-nrail: link (dsurcom cour

v‘,eh: ,Aww,s ircom.com

hang tough---- stay healthy
----above all---- tell it
like it is---RADIO! The beat goes on!

CROUSE-KIMZEY
OF ANNAPOLIS
tops in broadcast equipment

1-800-955-6800

AM Annual
NRSC Spectrum
Measurements

kkannapolis@worldnet.att.net

Tand TMeasurements

STUDIO
FURNITURE?

Low Cost Flat Fee
We make trips all across the U.S.
I Call to get on our schedule.

800-687-9161
email: ltaft@2fords.net
tandtmeasurements.com
Paradigm Associates, Inc
John Furr, President
Free Site Screenings for
Coordination and Protection if
AM Radio Stations.
FCC Applications-Field work
Tower Detuning
Upgrades & Relocations
TV>LPTV>AM>FM
210-828-4555
Mention ad
www.Pdigm-inc.com

ask for Kathleen

STURDY CUSTOMIZED
SYSTEMS FOR EVERY
NEED AND BUDGET!
WHY PAY ANY MORE?

SPACEWISE
800-775-3660
info@spacewise.cpm

EE
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POWER TUBES

TEL 800-532-6626

REBUILT

IN71.: + 1-530-662-7553
FAX: + 1-530-666-7760

1/2 THE COST

ithf

www.econco.com

OF NEW!

RCA BTF-5-E1 5KW FM transnutter,
single
phase.
Continental
Communications. 314-664-4497. Email:
contcomm@tiastinet
Bext SR transmitters (2). Cale Tharp,
WASE,
519
North
Miles
St,
Elizabethtown KY 42701. 270-766-1035
or email: ctharp@bigoat1055.com.
Collins 830D FM 1KW transmitter,
$1000 + shpg. Alex McEwing,
McEwing Services LLC, POB 8260,
Essex Jct, VT 05451-8260. 802288-1033 ext 11.
CSI-T-25-A1 25KW early 1980's
model. Good condition, 1140 kHz,
make offer. Angie Sugalski, WCN,
POB 444, Spartanburg SC 29304.
888-989-2299.
Cunningham CM 30-50 rack mount
pre- sunrise transmitter, adjusts 050W, measures 19" wide by 12"
deep by 8.75" high. Weighs 15Ibs.
FCC approved,
3 tubes,
1
transistor,
new/complete
with
instruction book, $750. James
Cunningham, KAZC, Rt 1 Box
113B, Stonewall OK 74871. 580265-4496.
Harris 3.5 kW FM transmitter with
BE exciter. Cale Tharp, WASE, 519
North Miles St, Elizabethtown KY
42701. 270-766-1035 or email:
ctharp@biqcat1055.com
McPherson
Radio Corporation
Specializing in pee owned 0E1 FM
transmitter products. All tuned and tested on
your frequency. 6month warranty Included!
MF1C has afacility to meet your broadcast
needs ton repair and complete overhaul of
0E1 exciters and low power transmitters.
Other broadcast manutacturer products
are also welcome,
Bob Brown
Voice/Fax: 856-232-1625
Email: ribemerBaol.com.

Moseley SIL transmitter. Cale Tharp,
WASE,
519
North
Miles
St,
Elizabethtown KY 42701. 270-766-1035
or email: clharp bigcat1055 com

SE HABLA ESPAÑOL

EMPLOYMENT

TUBES
Want to Sell
HELP WANTED

FOR THE BEST PRICE
& 24 Hr service on transmitting tubes
& sockets/ports, new & rebuilt call
Goodrich Ent. at 402-493-1886 day
or night, FAX 402-493-6821.

EIMAC, AMPEREX, ED-COM,
3C X2500F3,
3CX3000A7,
4CX250B, 4CX300A, 4CX1000A,
4CX1500B, 4CX5000A, 4-400C,
811, 833C, ETC. WESTGATE 800213-4563.

C Electronics Co.

NEW TUBES

b

r

Infinity Broadcasting Charlotte,
NC has an immediate opening for
an Assistant Engineer.
Ideal
candidates will have knowledge in
transmitter, studio, computer, and
digital storage systems. We offer
excellent benefits and competitive
pay in one of the fastest growing
radio markets in America. Resume
to: Art Bussure, WNKS/WSSS-FM,
4015 Stuart Andrew Blvd., Charlotte
NC 28217. Fax: 704-344-9853.
Email: abussure@cbe.com.

Gates BC-G1 1kW AM, $2500/bo;
EQI 500W SS FM on 97.5, $4500.
Brian Larson, WNGN, 65 Kings Rd,
Buskirk NY 12028. 518-686-0975.

Check out
our

web site!

For more inlormation. call
703-998-7600, ext.154.

e

We have the alternated....
for all your needs, at VI,
lowest prices. direct frori,

Svetlana

OUR STOCK!!!

MPLOYMENT A
EB SITE FO
PER WOR

EIMAC, SVETLANA, PRO-TEKe,
EEV and many others.
(352) 688-2374
PH: ( 800) 881- 2374
FAX: ( 352) 683- 9595

tee

SE HABLA ESPAÑOL
WE EXPORT

GET POSTED THE NEXT BUSINESS DAY
AND WILL RUN FOR A FULL TWO WEEKS!

ADS

TUBES, Eimac, Svetlana
Phone: 905-844-5772
Fax: 905-844-6263
ams@hard-to-find.net
www.hard-to-find.net

COMBINE THIS WITH AN AD IN OUR
RADIO WORLD NEWSPAPER
EMPLOYMENT SECTION AND REALLY
COVER THE BROADCAST INDUSTRY
AND THEN SOME!

Want to Buy
Western Electric, loose, boxed, or
dirty radio and audio tubes needed.
Paying top prices. Larry Drago,
WELI, POB 85, New Haven CT
06501. 203-230-5255.

www.RUJI

TURNTABLES

nhine

Call Simone Fewell for all

POSITIONS WANTED
Deep, smooth & compelling.
Freud? Or this excited rookie
announcer? Call to find out. Will
relocate. Jesse 405-390-3630 or
longheir@aol.com.

Boost your ratings by hiring a
broadcaster whose charm can
entertain the world. Experience in
production, copywriting & on-air
announcing. Anthony Bittner, 940648-1005.

Friendly,
industrious,
FCC
commercial,
st
Class
w/radar/amateur-extra
radio
licensed, CE, asst CE, seeking FT,
PT, contract work, AM/FM, cable,
TV, within 75 mile radius of metro
NYC area. 718-969-5224 or write:
Mitchell Rakorf, 81-12 Roosevelt
Ave # 702, Jackson Heights NY
11372-6746
or
email:
mitchellrakoff@yahoo.com.

DOE
position
wanted
employee/contract), 30+ years RF
experience,
AM
directional
oonstruction/maintenance
my
specialty. Excellent management
and people skills, bilingual. Florida
area desired.
Engineer,
Box
7404782, Dallas TX 75374. Email:
philo Farnsworth@yahoo.com.

Talented
freshman
seeking
starting position with winning
organization
in
producing,
promotions, sales, or on-air. Paul,
405-737-4478
or
johnievegas@aolcom.

I@

VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

com

Trained, creative, dependable,
articulate,
open-minded,
kind,
entertaining
person
with
a
willingness to learn & travel in the
broadcast industry. Steadfast in
action! Jaesen 405-292-6299 or
rvon@msn.com.
Will travel! Trained & ready. Haredworking DJ will be an asset to your
company as an announcer or
production talent. Rachel 405-7332557 or prinrchlitaol.com.
American Broadcasting School
graduate ready for anything. Will
relocate. Strong voice with a great
attitude. Josh, 405-570-0901 or
405-790-0030.

the details at

Want to Sell
Gates 12" 7 (4), with good motors
but no tone arms. All run but need
some attention, $30 ea + shpg.
James Cunningham, KAZC, Rt 1
Box 1138, Stonewall OK 74871.
580-265-4496.

Experienced Operations Manager
wants a solid position. Two years
experience with WaveStation. Ican
keep your network running & keep
the Automation on the air. I'm DOS,
NT, WaveStation & Windows
Iterate. Iproduced a local morning
show for eight months. Can your
station use my talents? Contact:
producer oaul@yahoo.com.
VIRGINIA
STATIONS
I'm
experienced
in
station
nanagement, studio installation &
equipment maintenance. Listeners
enjoy my voice on-air. Ready to be
your AM or FM station's GM,
Program Director or Production guy.
Comfortable with Cool Edit and
BSI's WaveStation. Can be your
r;ackup on-site engineer or audio
maintenance person. Contact me
at: POB 7152, Charlottesville VA
22906.

Space is available!
To

advertise, call 703-998-7600, Ext. 154.

Rode WQrld

Crown
Broadcast
FM3OR
translator in excellent condition,
$1900 +shpg.
Chris Adams,
Airwaves Comm, 69 Randi Dr,
Jackson TN 38305. 731-421-8446
or email: cadams@aeneas.net
Energy-Onix SST-150. Brand new,
never used, frequency agile 150W
exciter/transmitter. Great as backup
or for low power FM, with manual,
$2950. Joe Vilkie, WVCC, 209 S
Franklin St, Cochranton PA 16314.
814-425-7451.

Without advertising,
aterrible thing

5827 Columbia Pike, 1st Floor •

Falls Church, VA 22041 •

Classified Advertising Rates Effective January 1, 2001
lx

6x

13x

26x

1-9 col inch ( per inch)

$95

90

85

80

10-19 col inch ( per inch)

$80

70

60

50

Distributor Directory

$120

115

110

105

Professional Card

$90

85

80

75

$175

150

125

100

Station/Studio

Services

Classified Line Ad

$2/word

Blind Box Ad

$15 additional

PHONE: 703-998-7600 •

FAX: 703-671-7409

Call
Simone Fewell,
Ext. 154,
Classified Ad Manager,
to reserve space
in the
next issue.

Use your credit card to pay, we now accept VISA, MASTERCARD and American Express.

BEE
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ACTION- GRAM
Radio

EQUIPMENT LISTINGS
World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides a FREE listing service for radio stations only All other end users will be charged .This FREE service

does lot apply to Employment Help Wanted ads or Stations For Sale ads
the forrn below

These are published on a paid basis only Send you listings to us by filling our

Are you currently asubscriber to Radio World?
j Yes :_lNo

This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers.
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.
PAGE

ADVERTISER

WEB SITE URL

19

AEQ

12

Altronic Research

33

Armstrong Transmitters

46

ATI

3

Audio Precision

56

Audioarts/Wheatstone

55

Auditronics/Wheatstone

46

Avcom-Ramsey Technologies

22

BALSYS

24

Belar

www.belar.com

8

Bext

www.bext.com

23

Broadcast Software Intl ( BSI)

www.bsiusa.com

49

Broadcast Software Intl ( BSI)

www.bsiusa.com

46

Broadcast Tools

28, 29

BSW

4

Burk Technology

46

Circuit Werkes

www.circuitwerkes.com

48

Circuit Werkes

www.circuitwerkes.com

6

Comrex

www.comrex.com

7

Comrex

www.comrex.com

27

Conex Electro Systems

www.conex-electro.com

1

Continental Electronics

www.contelec.com

30

Denon America

39

Dielectric Communications

46

Electronic Research Inc.

40

Eventide

26

Harris

10

Inovonics

www.inovon.com

36

Inovonics

www.inovon.com

46

JSquared Technical Service

18

Klotz Digital AG

25 lucky winners will win valuable prizes!

16

Logitek

www.logitekaudio.com

Look for contest details in this issue.

21

MediaTouch

www.imediatouch.com

45

Moseley Associates

9

Omnia, aTelos Company

www.omniaaudio.com

37

PM of America

www.svetlanausa.com

17

QEI

www.qei-broadcast.com

5

Radio Systems

www.radiosystems.com

11

Radio Systems

www.radiosystems.com

35

RF Training Company

www.rftrainingco.com

46

rfEngineers.com

www.rfengineers.com

48

S.C.M.S., Inc.

41

Shively Labs

15

Sierra Automated Systems

48

Silicon Valley Power

14

Sine Systems

31

Syntrillium Software

13

Telos Systems

www.zephyr.com

25

Telos Systems

www.telos-systems.com

48

Teracom Components

2

Wheatstone

www.wheatstone.com

43

Wheatstone

www.wheatstone.com

Signature

Date

Contact Name _
Title
Company/Station

_

Address
City/State
Zip Code
Telephone
Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other organizations who are not legitimate end users can
participate in the Broadcast Equipment Exchange on a paid basis. Line ad listings & display
advertising are available on aper word or per inch basis.

VVTS j VVTB J Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Model: ._

Price:

WTS J VVTB U Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Model:

Price:
'Closing for listings is every other Friday for the next month's issue. All listings are run for
2 issues unless pressed for space or otherwise notified by listee.

i

Broadcast

Equipment Exchange

PO BOX 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041 •

Tel: 703-998-7600 •

Fax: 703-998-2966

Rodie W

THE NEWSPAPER FOR RADIO MANAGERS & ENGINEERS

Radio World celebrates 25 Years by giving you
$25.00 off the regular subscription price.
Take advantage of this Silver Anniversary offer arid enjoy
the newspaper for Radio Managers & Engineers
at this lowest rate ever.
Don't miss our Sher

Sweepstakes

in which

Special Introductory Rates • For New Subscribers Only

J IYear for

$34.00

(usually $ 59.00)

J 2Years for

$59.00

J 3Years for

Payment Options:
_ Visa

_I Check
_J M/C

NeY5

$85.00

or money order payable to IMAS Publishing
J Am Ex

Card #

Exp

Signature

Date

Please Print:
Name
Title
Company
Address
City

State

lip

E- Mail
Phone (

A DVERTISER I
NDEX

Please be aware that dtakes one month for listings to appear. The listings run tor two consecutive issues
and must be resubmitted in order to run again. Thank you.

Please print and include
all information:
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I

fax

Your subscription begins upon receipt of payment.
IMAS Publishing appears on all financial transactions.

www.aeqbroadcast.com
www.altronic.com
www.armstrongtx.com
www.atiguys.com
www.audioprecision.com
www.wheatstone.com
www.auditronics.com
www.highpowerfm.com
www.balsys.com

www.broadcasttools.com
www.bswusa.com
www.burk.com

vvww.denon.com
www.dielectric.com
www.eriinc.com
www.eventide.com
www.harris.com

jsguared@cdsnet.net
www.klotzdigital.com

www.moseleysb.com

www.scmsinc.com
www.shively.com
www.sasaudio.com
www.svpa.com
www.sinesystems.com
www.syntrillium.com

www.teracom-c.com
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OPINION

Radio World

•READER'S

FORUM.

Comedy World

As abroadcast station owner, Ican
tell you John Lackness' letter describing XM Satellite Radio as WOW!,
WOW!, WOW! is the understatement
of the year.
They have over 100 " niche" channels, far more than any group of
broadcast stations in a large city can
offer.
The signal is very robust. The quality is tops. Nothing out there, including
CDs, is better. Iput one in my car here
in New Jersey last week and haven't
been back to terrestrial radio since!
Lackness, atechnical sales manager
at Marti, suggests that broadcasters

My father, John Huntley, forwarded
me acopy of your article, "At Auction,
Tears of A Clown" ( Nov. 7). He figured that I, aComedy World employee
who stuck it out to the end, would be
interested in Radio World's take on the
situation. Iwas an associate producer.
As someone who still hasn't
received this mythical " final paycheck" you speak of, Iwanted to fill
you in on some facts. The company's
last day of official business was
Monday, April 23, the day they escorted us out of the building and had us
schedule a next- day return ( supervised) to pick up any belongings.

here in New

Jersey last week and haven't been back
to terrestrial radio since.'

had better take satellite radio seriously
or what happened to AM can happen
to FM.
Well, not so, almost. The only salvation terrestrial radio will have is the
old standby, localism. The landscape
has changed forever. There is no format a terrestrial station can render to
compete with the satellites. Localism
is the only answer to the "bird."
IBOC won't even get off the ground
in the face of this new competition. It
will be content, not quality, that saves
the local broadcaster.
The landscape has changed forever
in broadcasting. The only satellite that
will suffer is the satellite- delivered,
homogenized formats found on automated stations. They will be history.
Time to hang out the "Help Wanted"
sign and get the local news console
working again. Satellite is here and
radio will never be the same.
Larry Tighe
Owner
WRNJ(AM)
Hackettstown, N.J.

Happy holidays to everyone who makes up
the diverse world of radio.
Merry Christmas to the part-time jock, called
in to run the board and play holiday programs
next Tuesday morning, Dec. 25, when everyone
else is home with their families.
A festive Kwanzaa to the newswoman working the phones, calling the state
police barracks, digging for stories on the slowest of news days.
Gentle wishes to the families who lost loved ones in the events of Sept. 11
this year, including the broadcast employees at the World Trade Center. May
we never forget.
A warm and happy Hanukkah to the staff of the FCC commissioners, toiling
in the Portals near the Potomac River, and to the guy who drives the little white
truck for the FCC, watching out for signals that don't belong.
Feliz Navidad to the general manager who lost her job when aradio group
cut back its staff, and to the employees who took across-the-board pay cuts this
year because of the bad economy. May your job prospects improve very soon.
Happy holidays to the broadcasters who work for the U.S. military, fighting
for a better and safer world in ways that we may never know. Thank you for
your service.
A generous St. Stephen's Day to the supplier who hurries to the office on his
day off because his best client went off the air in asnowstorm and needs apart
rushed out overnight.
Happy New Year to the sales folk who keep the revenue coming in, the traffic director who keeps the station on schedule and the consultant who found a
few extra ratings points in the last book.
And aspecial wish from the staff of Radio World to the men and women who
keep our stations on the air, our engineers, the backbone and quiet heroes of
radio stations across the country. May your pagers be silent and your holidays be
peaceful.
Especially this year, with all our country has been through, we send our best
wishes to all who make up the world of radio.
— RW

A Holiday
Wish

XIIA excels

'I put (XM) in my car

December 19, 2001

Through the network of ex-Comedy
World employees, we were notified that
we would have to file our own priority
nonsecured wage claims to the bankThis supervision was deemed necesruptcy court, even though our final paysary because equipment — microroll was supposedly submitted as part
of the initial bankruptcy creditors. A
phones, portable DAT machines, etc.
former employee notified the rest of us
— had "walked" over the prior weekend, when rumors of the company's
that he was informed we might see this
imminent demise had spread through
money in "two to four years."
the employees. The company had
It has been eight months since the
attempted to divert bankruptcy, as we
demise of Comedy World, and, as far
as Iknow, not a single worker ( save
employees were told that official
bankruptcy could hold up our " final
for the upper management, possibly)
paychecks." All employees were owed
has seen adime of our owed wages.
for the period from April 15 to the last
Your story tells of dedicated board
day of the company.
operators and engineers working past
Official bankruptcy proceedings
5:30 p.m., April 23, because of their
were started, and the former employdedication. This is true — they were
ees were given unclear instructions on
dedicated.
how it was getting taken care of. All
They were also promised additional
we knew was that the sell-off of equipmoney to stay around. And the
ment would supposedly bring proceeds
employees who helped Barry Thomas
that would be used to pay us.
take the equipment down were
promised pay. As far as Iknow, these
The auction, held in August,
brought more money than was expectindividuals have not received any
ed, and was rumored to be enough to
money for these efforts either.
pay all our wage claims. Some
There was to have been a 341(a)
employees attended and bought equipmeeting scheduled on Nov. 27, for
ment, in part to soothe wounds. I attendance by creditors. As of this
myself had a proxy bid placed on a writing, Idon't know how many forpair of filing cabinets.
mer employees plan on attending, or
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even how effective our presence at this
meeting would be.
It would be nice to receive a final
paycheck, but at this point, Ihave
pretty much written it off as an unrecoverable loss. It's really quite sad
that a lot of us retain bitterness,
because we were dedicated to what
could have been a unique radio venture, and Ireally liked working at
Comedy World, loved the product and
most of the people Iworked with
If you'd like to see how the other
former Comedy World employees truly feel, check out the " excomedyworld" group on yahoogroups.
Jessica Huntley
Los Angeles
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AUDI ARTS DIGITAL l>7

The D-70 digital console from AUDIOARTS not
only utilizes the latest in digital technology and chip

modular rear connector system that utilizes plug-in

sets, it can be ordered with a serial interface that lets

submodules for easy analog- to- dig-

it integrate with most popular automation systems and

ital field switches, the D-70 can be

station routers; it even

configured onsite quickly and easi-

has VVHEATSTONE's

ly. On the functional side, fullscale

exclusive VDIPTM software system.
Plug-in modules
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With a compact, tabletop- mount footprint and a
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metering, LED illumination everywhere, built-in machine interface,
automatic timer and clock ( stand-

or digital line inputs,

dard, along with separate source se-

and the 4 stereo bus-

lection for control room and studio

ses give you plenty of

plus built in talkback. You can even

alone or ESE slave) all come stan-

flexibility ( each has
outputs). With sample
rate conversion on all
digital inputs plus se-

order the D-70 console with a SUWHEATSTONE'S VDIPTM Virtual
Dipswitch Software lets you configure D-70 input channels with a
laptop computer. Once configured console runs stand-alone.

lectable console clock rates of 32, 44.1 or 48KHz ( and
an optional external house sync) the D-70 can fit right
in with all your facility's present equipment.

tel 252-638-7000/www.wheatstone.com/sales@wheatstone.com
copyright 0 2001 by Wheatstone Corporation

I

digital peak plus simultaneous VU
LI;

let you have any combination of mic, analog

both digital and analog

V

PERPHONE module to support two callers with automatic digitally generated mix- minus. Both digital and
analog line selector panels are also available.

THE D-70 DIGITAL AUDIO CONSOLE
—benefit from VVHEATSTONE's experience
at an AUDIOARTS price!

AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING

